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Time had bent Rudolph 1s back like a balehook, and under the pressure 
of the wind hustling out of the gap of January 1s north to make its acci-
dental assault upon his braced figure, its lines showed their fine dis-
tortion through the muffling heaviness of his overcoat as he stood mo-
tionless, blinking with preoccupation at a patch of barren earth before 
him and making little jabs with his chin. Then, with the eyebrows going 
like wings, he spoke as if there were someone at his side to hear. 
11\oJ"ell, I 111 be damnedl Look at that there, would you. 11 His breath 
smoke flickered and vanished. He struck his hands together and moved to 
stamp his feet, but it was only a shifting motion and the feet did not 
leave the ground. 
11 I 111 be a sonofagun! 11 He spoke aloud once more. 
A yard in front of him a greasewood bush twisted out of the grey 
earth, and at its roots lay the shriveled carcass of a jack rabbit, which 
served as a bait for the trio of steel traps that were--or rather should 
have been--concealed in the interval of Badland soil between the carcass 
and the old man 1s boots. The dirt had been scratched away from the out-
side jaw of one trap, and the junior misses in spring suits on the page 
of Sears Roebuck catalogue paper which had covered it shivered in the wind. 
It was the fifth set Rudolph had found that, day ruined in the same 
manner, and because they had been good sets--for he was an expert trapper 
and knew that he was--it was not merely irritation with the damage that 
caused his study. 11Smart sonofagun of a coyote! 11 he muttered. He re-
peated the words and shook his head. 
Tracks visible near two of the sets revealed that the animal 
responsible for ruining them missed the left forepaw. So it had had 
first hand experience with traps, and because it had not touched the 
baits Rudolph had decided it was also wary of poisons. 
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nDirty devillll he addressed the distance. "Have to raise hell with 
my trapline." His anger increased, and he clenched a ;fist--but did not 
raise it, and so the gesture was not fulfilled. 
"What do you want to tear up my sets for?n The grumbled words were 
spoken as to a perverse friend, but the anger went deeper, and the old 
man stood for several minutes while it asserted and expended itself. 
Around him sky and earth were an equation of infinities, stretching away 
to where the distance blended them into uncertain horizons. Nearer, the 
Badland landscape was neither table land, nor yet q1ite fully eroded into 
buttes. It was high country, and there were brief grassy slopes caught 
precariously among barren domes and sharp r~vines. Rudolph was not 
aware of the country, in the way anyone is unaware of the very familiar • 
.And the wind's ass.ault upon his clothing stirred only a nebulous resent-
ment that never found direction. 
Before the energy of his anger had wholly left his limbs, Rudolph 
forgot it. He had begun to think about ways to catch the coyote, and 
the vision of a day--not too distant--when he would approach a set espe-
cially prepared for it and see the lean, wild creature in a frenzied dance 
for freedom resolved the wrinkles of his brow into a softer arrangement. 
Then another thought came to him. l1Jim 1ll get a kick out of thisl 
Wait t 11 I tell him. The kid 1 11 be riding every day. 11 
Jim Heiss, a young man of eighteen, was the only ·other person trap-
ping in the Badlands these days. The next day was Wednesday, and Jim 
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made a habit of riding on Wednesdays and Saturdays. Rudolph rode Tues-
days and Fridays in order to be home when Jim came by and tell any news 
of the trails. Jim always stopped to visit R~dolph, and the old man had 
taught him much about trapping. 
With the thought of Jim in his mind, Rudolph felt as though the boy 
were present as he squatted to repair the set before him. It was as if 
he were giving Jim a lesson. There would be .Lessons. How to catch an 
outlaw coyote. "I 111 learn him so he 1ll be able to catch the sonofagun 
himselfJ rr he muttered. 
He removed his mittens and pulled the page of catalogue paper care-
fully from the dirt so it would not tear and laid it beside him with his 
mittens on it to hold it down. The temperature of the steel cut sharply 
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through already cold hands as he lifted the trap from its hole, shook the 
dirt from it and set it aside. He scooped its shallow grave clean and, 
after replacing it, adjusting it carefully, covered its jaws with the pa-
per so that dirt could not betray the decisive instant when the p:t w of a 
curious furbearer might touch upon the pan. · Holdri.ng the paper in place, 
he filled in handfuls of loose dirt until the trap was buried and only the 
texture of the surface told where it was. Finally he broke a branch from 
a nearby sagebush and swept the area to kill any scent he might have left. 
Looking upon the repaired set, he knew that it was not as good as the 
original. His work had been hasty, but he muttered, "Hell with it.n Even 
if the set wasn 1t dug up again, its chance of catching something was small. 
So far that winter it had yielded nothing. There· had been a time when a 
ride around the trapline yielded at least one good pelt--which in those 
days was worth many dollars. And in the twilight hues of remembrance 
that time wanted to be very recent. But an insistent reality placed it 
infinitely and irredeemably in the past_, for on this day_, at the height 
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of the trapping season_, Rudolph had not made a single catch. The coyote 
that had ruined the five sets was only partly responsible. His catch all 
winter--for many winters now--had been very small_, because there were no 
longer many coyotes to be trapped. To the modern ranchers--especia~y the 
sheepmen and poultry growers--coyotes were only a nuisance. The county_, 
mainly at the insistence of the sheepmen_, had offered a bounty for coyotes_, 
and airplane hunters had begun hunting them. 
Rudolph had never known a sheepman in his life and never wanted to, 
for he considered them a kind of pestilence that wouldn't have been 
tolerated in the old days. But_, beyond his world; they existed as substan-
tial as any-flesh_, and they had given the airplane hunter his day. In the 
turning of a few short seasons--for the flyers hunted the year round_, 
wasting the furs, which_, since the invention of s~thetic furs and the 
development of fur farms, were worth very little_, and saving only the coy-
otes' lips to collect the bounty--the choruses of puppish yelping_, the 
lonesome howls, the surrounding wild music which had filled Rudolph's ears 
almost nightly dwindled until at present the barking of a coyote caused 
the old man to stop whatever he might be doing and listen, and forget 
for a moment what he was about. 
Rudolph didn't think much about gods_, but he had the feeling of be-
longing among the faithful_, and that feeling branded the airplane hunters 
and what they represented with a kind of heresy,. God ought to punish 
them. Or was it that there ought to be a god to punish them? The god 
might even be on their side. Rudolph rode his trapline and made his sets 
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and felt that he, was faithful no matter whose side the gods were on. And, 
although he had a herd of cattle which gave him more than enough income 
to supply his needs, he wintered them with a neighbor on the edge of the 
Badlands and occupied himself with the trapping. 
Rudolphls horse stood a few yards from the set with his rump to the 
wind, his back humped and his lean neck extended and lowered as if the 
head were a burden. He supported his rear half on one hindleg, cocking 
the othe:r forward on the point of the hoof, and the wind whipped raveled 
strands of tail hair between his hocks. He was bay and a gelding. Through 
his winter coat his ribs showed in undulation like old lister furrows 
grassed over with ripe foxtail. His ears twitched now and then as if his 
dream recalled the summer 1s flies. His eyes were half shut, his mouth 
half open, and an icicle had formed on a long hair on the lower lip. It 
swung a quarter of an inch in the wind. 
Rudolph walked to the horse and stood for a moment beside him. Within 
the years nature allows a horse, he was as old as Rudolph. 3ide by side 
they stood, humped to the cold, a pair of old timers alone and together. 
Rudolph gathered the reins about the animal 1s neck. The ·cinch was loose, 
for in the morning when the horse stood to be saddled he always drew a 
deep breath, expanding his ribs to the maximum as Rudolph tightened the 
girth. For years Rudolph had tried to tighten the cinch each time he 
prepared to mount, but as soon as he had begun to fumble with the latigo, 
the horse would inhale once more, and he rarely gained more than half an 
inch. Now he no longer tried to tighten the cinch, but simply slipped his 
fingers under it, jerked once or twice and w&tched the beast expand until 
the rigging·was secure enough to mount. He used to be angry with the 
..• ? ~ 
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horse and had cursed him and even struck him for the habit, but now h~ 
was satisfied that he had the creature bested. It was a game they played, 
each believing himself the w.UL~er. 
Rudolph mounted. The first effort was unsuccessful and his right 
· foot returned to the ground. He clutched the saddle horn harder, drew a 
deep breath and exhaled with a grunt as he got himself into the saddle. 
11Giddap now_, Barney, 11 he said, kicking his heels against the ribs and 
pulling the animal 1s head around into the wind. Barney Google was the 
horse rs name, after a song the old man remembered. Barney Google with the 
goo-goo-googly eyes. 3etting his frame in motion was, for Barney Google, 
nothing to be undertaken lightly, ~d he blew through his nostrils with a 
soft snicker and shook his head before he moved. He shifted his body 
mechanically, and his long neck swung like a crane as he turned. The trail 
he followed was dimly visible among coarse, sparsely set bunches of grass. 
Rudolph ducked his head and pulled his Scotch cap lower over his eyes. 
The collar of his black wool overcoat reached almost. to the top of his cap 
behind and cut sharply across his cheeks, leaving only a small triangle 
of face exposed. His eyes under a hedge of white brows were the color of 
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new steel, but touched briefly around the pupils with delicate blue. The 
cheeks, flat and leathery, were severely rouged by the weather, and be-
tween them the nose curved thinly to the left, tried to right itself and 
terminated in a small tit overhanging a yellowed cavalry mustache and 
reaching as if it wished to touch the forward thrust of the chin. A red 
bandanna showed below the chin, wrapped twice around the neck and knotted 
in a· square knot. Whiskers in a cactaceous mat covered the jowl above the 
bandanna, spreading upward over the chin and across the sides of the face 
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like silver barley stubble bordering in sharp contours on fallow ground. 
The overcoat divided over the cantle and pommel, reaching as far as 
the old man 1s kne~s where coarse trousers· showed briefly above boots which, 
although shabby, soiled and run over at the heels now, still revealed the 
proud craftsmanship of their origin in the uppers which were thirty years 
old and stitched in a design of double eagles that had never been used on 
another pair of boots. Rudolph had had the lower parts of the boots re-
placed t1~ce, but then the company that made them had gone out of business 
after the Second World War, for such reginnal handicraft had either to 
adopt factory methods of production or disappear. And now the old man 
wore the boots only for riding and tried to preserve them, for he would 
not buy the new factory products. Back in the days when the boots were 
new, and Rudolph went to town to sit on the porch of a frame hotel with 
other men who were even then old timers, and they would cock their boots 
upon the porch rail and tilt their chairs back, talking, solving every-
bodyts problems but their own, watching the people pass--back in those days 
men respected good poets, and an afternoon could be spent discussing their 
history. But that was in the old days. 
Rudolphts saddle was square-skirted with the high, dished cantle and 
wide swell of the old style bucker. Its tree was loose, and its le~ther 
black from oiling and re-oiling with rendered skunk fat. The bit, sus-
pended by a braided leather bridle, hung loosely in the old horse 1s mouth, 
and its silver-studded shanks were stained and tarnished by his slobbers. 
It was a relic of early Western finery and·.remembered a day when youth 
and the elixir of its dreams had conspired in a courtship. For there had 
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been a woman once • 
. Rudolph Friedreich ·wiThelm Koenig was the old man's full name; the 
gift of a Prussian-born immigrant mother who was sure that title fostered 
greatness. Her dreams had not included this cartoon of a West that is 
past sketched on the waste. But those dreams had ended now. And Rudolph's 
dreams of the future--which time had inverted into past--had been forged 
in the burning reality of his own spirit where Time, the unjust, might 
finally justify, as dreams unfulfilled linger for the bitter value of their 
unfulfillment. The old horse shook the c~ded silver bit. The worn boots 
were solid in the stirrup, and Rudolph's eyes blinked but were steady. 
Horse and rider made their way slowly over shapeless slopes, now flat 
and easy, no1.v steep and eroded, or spotted with humped buttes like huge 
armadillos hiding their heads. They mounted along a neck of land to the 
top of uninhabited Bessemer Table where the grass was tall and the wind 
sped like water snakes through its rooted flow. Rudolph had one set on 
the· table, but he had looked at it in the morning and now wanted to cross 
to the shelter of Sioux Creek Basin as quickly as possible. He kicked 
the horse. 
11Get up there, Barney. 11 . 
The horse walked faster. He did not like to go into the wind. 
At the brink of the descent into the Basin Rudolph stopped the horse. 
Opposite him, higher than his position, was V Bar Table. Jim Heiss lived 
there with his family, and Pete Olsen who brought Rudolph supplies from 
town and took care of his cattle, and Everett Myles, who owned a thousand 
head of cattle. These, with the Schmauder boys across the river to the 
north, were the people Rudolph called neighbors. But the rim of the table 
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swept to a gentle crest before plunging into the basin, and the world be-
yond was obscured from Rudolph's sight. Yet each time he arrived at this 
point he was taken with an impulse to search the line of the horizon for 
human activity; a rider or a car. There was nothing to be seen. 
Barney had gotten used to the stop, and, because the trail before him 
was unpleasantly steep, he always swung his head to look at his rider when 
the old man urged him to 'descend, as if to verify the command. He snick-
ered a little and pawed the ground gently in horsish protest, seeming to 
feel out the sharpness of the incline, and then plunged over. The rear 
boneframe seesawed, lurching from side to side as each hoof scraped ahead 
of its opposite in vigorous discord. And the mouth worked, and the saliva 
dripped, and the ears were front at full alert. 
The trail coursed by huddled cedars in acutely gouged ravines, over 
grey slopes and down barren hogbacks. Downwind a blacktailed deer 
flashed from cover and posed mementarily on a ridge with its great head 
flung back in magnificent silhouette--then vanished. Horse and rider were 
unaware of it. 
The reddish sun inflamed a sketch of untidy clouds near its January 
setting in the southwest. Sioux Creek Basin was full of shadow, and death, 
the season's bedfellow, gripped stark ~d unvegetable vegetation. Along 
the creek cottonwoods stood like aged spinsters, full of wistful suffering, 
with their skeletal linilis raised to test the thin fabric of the sky. Grey 
on grey, the sagebrush seemed grotesque constructs ofthe earth from which 
it sprung. Between the sagebrush and the cottonwoods Rudolph 1 s house 
was visible, a small clapboard structure with a pitched roof and a crook 
of tin chimney. Forty yards to the north of the house stood a small shack 
-e 
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with a tin roof sloping to the rear, which ser"Ved as a barn and fur shed. 
A corral of cedar poles looped before it, fragile with deterioration. 
There were no other buildings, not even a privy. 
The descent was long, and on a steep slope Barney began to gain momen-
tum. With legs flying in all directions and half out of control, he 
rurnbled downward like a great boulder. It was a moment before Rudolph 
was stirred from his drowsing preoccupation, and then he shouted, 
llWhoal 11 
Barney thundered onward. 
IIWhoaln He gathered handfuls of reins and leaned back, but the animal 
could only pull in his chin to make slack in the reins and continue forward. 
Then Rudolph steered him off. the trail and up an adjacent butte. 
After five steps on the upgrade Barney was at a full stop with head down 
and sides heaving. 
nnanm old fool, n Rudolph admonished. nyou want to fall down and 
break my gosh damn neck? 11 
The horse shook himself, heaved, coughed, sneaked a look at his rider. 
And Rudolph clucked and they resumed the downward march with caution. 
Rudolph hunched into the warmth of his coat and returned to his 
thoughts which were of the trapline. Tomorrow he would prepare traps, and 
on the next day he would ride to make sets especially for the three-footed 
coyote. It had taken entity for him now; always an ungainly rag of a 
beast, always seen momentarily at its vanishing place on the crest of a 
butte--until that sure day when the buried steel would spring up to subdue 
it. And he would ride up to it and watch its ears lie down and its eyes 
seek escape. He clenched his teeth with the thought of how he would fire 
into its forehead with the single-shot .22 rifle he carried in a scab-
bard under the right fender of his saddle. 
But now his face was crushed with a frown. The coyote would find 
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and harass Jim 1s trapline too, and the boy might be discouraged. hangy 
bastard, he addressed the animal in his thoughts, you 1ll raise hell with 
the kid 1s trapline too, wonlt.you? I 1ll get even with you. The kidls just 
getting an interest in trapping, and I don 1t want you to spoil it. His 
folks let him go off to ~igh school down there with that gang in Pinnacle 
when he ought to be getting his start in the world. I try to keep him 
interested· in something that 1ll do him some good so he won 1t get no notions 
like them wild youngsters in town have, and then you come along and dig 
up the trapline. Hang around, goddamn you, I 111 have you in a trap before 
you can say Jack Robinson. 
They had almost reached the floor of the basin, and the old horse be-
gan to pick up speed again. Rudolph let him this time, for he knew that 
with some luck and assorted kicks and blows he would be able to keep the 
animal at a trot the rest of the way home if the pace were first achieved 
with the aid of gravity. They crossed the sage flat quickly. At the 
corral Barney stopped with the finality of a rolling block jolting to a 
halt, and his head sank. Rudolph made a tired S in the saddle, and the 
wind tugged mane and tail and loose ends of clothing. It·.=,was the End of 
the Trail. 
After the old man dismounted to open the gate and lead him into the 
corral, Barney remembered that a day 1s ride was rew.arded with a bucket of 
oats. He was a colt again. For the first time that day his head was 
higher than his withers. He could not show enough affection for Rudolph. 
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11Hold still! 11 Rudolph shouted as Barney tried to nuzzle him. 
The ears were pointing forward, the jaw was working. As Rudolph 
loosened the latigo and tipped the saddle off, the big head came around 
sniffing and slobbering lovingly on his sleeve. Rudolph scratched be-
tween the horse 1s ears as he pulled the bridle off and then hauled the 
gear to the door of the shed. He kept it locked, although it was most 
unlikely that anyone other than Jim or 'Pete Olsen would be riding through. 
But in years gone by people who were involved in his world, who competed 
with him and were jealous of his successes, passed frequently. And 
Rudolph ts orientation was to that past. He could not have said why he 
preferred the old and often unnecessary patterns of doi~g, but he didn 1 t 
think· much about changes. 
He struggled with the padlock which was old and rusted and all but 
refused to open, accept~g it among the adversities of life with never a 
thought of buying a new one. A~l the time the old horse stood near, 
nudging and snickering to remind· his master of his obligation. And as 
the padlock sprung open, the great head slid over Rudolph 1 s shoulder and 
a large, brown eye blinked close to his face. 
11All right, danm it, I won 1 t forget your oats, 11 said Rudolph, swing-
ing the door wide. He entered, hung the saddle out of reach of mice, for-
got the oats, returned to the door. 
nwell, sonofabi tch ••. 11 The exclamation was not finished. It rejected 
the humiliat~on of the error, for he was touched with embarrassment before 
the horse to have forgotten. But the horse 1s interest was in the oats, 
which, when Rudolph brought them in a gallon pail and carried them to a 
bushel bucket tied to the corral as a manger, he followed, masticating 
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the imagined taste of them and making soft noises in his nose. 
The pail returned to the shed and the door locked, Rudolph, in the 
pattern of life that had established itself for him, through him, ac-
cepted that the main work of the day was done. For each day's beginning 
was marked by some undertaking that demanded attention from him, and by 
giving himself he accomplished the day and in its beginning knew neces-
sity and in its end satisfaction. He did not hurry from the corral, but 
paused to watch the horse eat, and then urinated, leaning forward with one 
arm outstretched against a cedar pole. He scanned the sky, reading to-
morrow's weather, and saw no signs of ehange. 
On the way to the house he stopped to gather an armload of firewood 
.from his woodpile. Along Sioux Creek dusk was thickening the winter light. 
The wind blew out, and everything that had been the day was spent. Silence 
seemed to hush the world, and Rudolph could hear only the scraping of a 
rough tongue on tin as his Philistine of a horse tried for a last oat. 
The old man thrust open the door of the house--he never kept it 
locked, for that would have shown inhospitality to any chance passersby--
and invaded the sepulchral gloom without hesitation, passing from the 
great hall of his life to the small and private room as anyone goes from 
one familiar chamber to another, and kicked the door shut behind him. 
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Over the roof of-..the house which was sharply pitched and shingled 
and smoking now furiously from its chi.Iuney, glided an owl, first envoy 
from the clusters of darlrn.ess gathering along the basin walls. It halted 
in a tangle of wings and dropped into the sagebrush, emerging a moment 
later w.i.th a struggling mouse peirced utterly in its claws. Night was 
now initiated and its business in order. 
Within the one-room house with its plastered walls that had once been 
white until the years of smoke redecorated them in darlrn.ess above the_pine 
floor worn so lrn.ots protruded where feet scraped, otherwise covered and 
impregnated w.i. th dust, Rudolph was making his supper. The fire in the 
Kalamazoo cook stove was loud under a pair of blackened kettles contain-
ing beans and coffee. Rudolph, tin spoon in ha:r).d, was tenderly attentive, 
peering first under one lid and then under the other. And when he saw a 
bubble of steam wink in the middle of the bean soup he began to stir it 
carefully, as if there were danger of damaging it, while holding the lid 
in his left hand like a miniature shield. Soon bubbles danced the soup 
.l as a pool is danced by raindrops, and in a cloud of steam Rudolph hoisted 
the kettle and covered the orange torrent of fire with a stovelid. He 
filled his plate at the table opposite the stove and returned the kettle 
to the cool end of the stove. Next coffee in the stained, chipped cup. 
Then he seated himself in the straight-backed chair with a sigh that was 
,almost a groan, for the things that had to be done were done, and he could 
admit to himself the great weariness in his limbs. He had felt himself 
so hungry he could not wait to eat, but now the. very relaxation was the 
thing most delicious, and he sat with it for a long moment and then 
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reached for half a loaf of bread wrapped· in a soiled sugar sack. 
Rudolph did not think of the bread he sliced or the canned milk and 
sugar he added to his coffee, so habitual were these mealtime gestures. 
Eating was a time when immediacy became lost, and his thoughts, long un-
objectified by expression to another individual, made no clear or critical 
distinction between fancy and reality. And so he did not know it was the 
thunder of the fire that made him think of cattle, an undulating sea of 
red backs, not in stampede, but harried to a trot by riders. A vast sea 
they were, with dust clouds mingling and obscuring their more distant 
ranks. Rudolph sopped bread in the soup, biting large mouthfuls while he 
scooped up beans in the spoon he had used for stirring them. He chewed 
with vigor and the lines of his face moved upward. 
But then the dust clouds of his vision obscured the her~ more and 
more, and the tempo of his eating slowed, and the wrinkles of his face 
settled heavily. The cattle were gone. He was thinking about the ruined 
sets and saw the three-legged coyote trotting along the crest of a boxcar 
butte with the wind like cold fire in its fur and its mouth open for 
panting, which looked like laughter. The uncomfortable energy of anger 
mounted in a wave through the old man 1 s body, and he stopped chewing for 
a moment with a spoonful of beans poised before his face. Then the moment 
was gone and once again his hunger· came back to him, and he ate, and drank 
the muddy liquid in the coffee cup. 
The house faced south with the door on the left. Near the door was 
the only window, its upper corners crossed with cobwebs like curta:ins in 
a last stage of decay. Under the window was a woodbox and next to it the 
stove, whose once bright nickel. ornamentation was layered with baked-on 
'i 
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drippings of pancake batter. The other furr1ishings of the room were 
simple: a washstand with a basin. .A fil'e-gallon can of water which Rudolph 
hauled from the river with Barney. .A space on the west wall where traps 
hung on nails, a cabinet for food and assorted utensils, the table along 
the north wall, beyond it the bed with its sunken and soiled mattress--
and then along the east wall a dresser. 
That dampness or some forgotten leak in the roof had blistered and 
cracked the once lovely finish of the dresser was not painful to Rudolph. 
There was a rightness in its ruin--the stained Illiirror tilted so the room 
hung awry in its reflection--as if it had waited to be like this since the 
day, or days, or months when a certainty had developed that the bride it 
was intended for would nev:er. be a bride to Rudolph. It kept its proper 
place in his r.oom •. 
In the lower drawers of the dresser were kept assorted items of 
clothing: some Rockford socks, a psir of overalls, two suits of long 
underwear, flannel and chambray shirts. In the smaller top drawers were 
papers; bills of sale, receipts, a few letters, mostly time-yellowed at 
the edges. And shuffled among the oldest of these, letters from his 
mother and a small catalogue of western goods printed on glossy paper, 
was a brown oval picture of a girl in long skirts and a high-necked blouse 
standing by a door and smiling mechanically for the anon;Y11lous cameraman. 
Had Rudolph looked at the picture--as he hadn't for many years--he would 
not have known if he believed the words ttlove, Betsy, 11 which had been 
penned in one corner, to have been written for him, or, as they had been, 
for the girl t s aunt and uncle who had given him the picture. Among the 
papers there was also a bill of sale for cattle sold to the government in 
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the thirties to be shot· and _destroyed in the Badlands. 
A night wind had arisen. It carried the distant wail of a coyote 
to Rudolph's ears. He raised his head and listened and then spoke. 
"You 1 re laughing now, you devil, but you • ll be in one of my sets bef cr e 
long. Just wait." 
He wiped his plate with a last bit of bread and pushed it away to 
set his coffee cup before him and enjoy a s~cond filling. He did not 
wash the plate. In the su:mrner lie turned -it over so flies would not get 
on it, or covered it with a soiled flour sack. He sat for many minutes 
with the second cup of coffee. Time was no master to him but only an· 
unobtrusive cohabitant physically present in a round-faced clock on the 
table, which he frequently forgot to wind and then reset by the sun, Pis 
calculations easily half an hour off. 
When the coffee was gone the old man cleared his throat and got· to 
his feet. He removed a stove lid to spit into the fire and then took 
from its nail on the wall a number four Victor trap that had n~ver been 
used. The ja.ws were offset and had teeth, presenting a perpetual, indif-
fe.rent steel snarl. The trap would hold an animal 1s foot without breaking 
the bone and cutting through the skin and flesh, and so a wise coyote 
could not escape by chewing off his numb toes below the jaws. Rudolph 
ran his fingers over the sharp angles, feeling the strength of the machine 
in the roughness of i>ts metal. He placed it on the floor in rehearsal 
and balanced his weight on the spring;s; bouncing to depress them while 
separating the jaws with his hands to hold the springs down. When it 
was set, he stepped back to look upon it and puff a little with half a 
smile catching up the sides of his face. He picked it up by one spring 
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and brandished it before him, enjoying the pull of its weight against his 
grip. 
nrf that don •t do the trick ••• 11 he ·muttered, speaking conviction into 
his enterprise. He put a thumb under one· jaw and slowly depressed the pan. 
The notch in the arm supporting· the pan withdrew from the trigger until 
the jaws exploded together with a clap so furious that he started, was 
chagrined by his reaction, and then laughed off the chagrin, for after all 
the trap was his ally, and he brandished it once more to feel in his limbs 
its strength. The experiment confirmed what he had felt all aJ_ong; the 
invincibility 'of his steel partner. Tomorrow he 1 d put stakes on this trap 
and a few more, and the day after he 1_d--he .and the boy would--make some 
sets that'd put the damn foxy coyote on a stretcher where he belongea. 
He returned the trap to the wall and got from beneath the bed part of 
a stack of mouse-chewed and dust-covered Hunter-Trader-Trapper magazines, 
meaning to look up something about trapping coyote~ that he had read years 
before. The little arch of flame over the wick in the kerosene lamp floated 
a painful orange light on shadows crowded along the floor. Rudolph held 
the pages near the lamp, drawing back as far as his arms would reach in 
an effort to focus, and then moving closer until his pose almost touched 
the print. Water gathered in his eyes and overflowed to hang·in drops on 
the ledges of wrinkles, but it was no use. He could not read, so he stop-
ped trying and looked at the scenes of action of the covers. There was a 
mountain goat caught in the cross hairs of a sight, men returnillg by canoe 
to their camp to find a mischievous black cub in the middle of its ruins 
with a syrup pail stuck on one foot and a look of astonishglent on its face,_ 
and a man with arms flung skyward the violent instant before being closed 
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in the great arms of a grisley. Rudolph studied the scenes, and his head 
pitched with drowsiness, and he put the magazine down to enjoy a moment 
of dozing. Shortly he opened his eyes, heaved a deep sigh and arose to 
bank the fire with an unsplit log, closing the draft and damper so it 
would burn 'until that early hour when his kidneys would awaken him, and 
he could supply more fuel. 
It was eight-thirty on the face of his clock,and he prepared for bed. 
s_ocks, underwear and bandanna remained on, and in this costume as unseero.J.y 
as a knight stripped of his armor, the old man tripped gingerly across 
the cold floor in a kind of rheumatic ballet and extinguished the lamp. 
Minutes later he had slipped between the blankets--there were no sheeys--
and his snores poured softly into the narrow, black chamber where only a 
brown mouse was awake, rooting in the flour can. It purged its bowels· 
with philosophical ca:r:i,qor while it worked. 
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III 
Jim Heiss opened his eyes ~gainst the darkness of his room, closed 
them tightly again, then reopened them with steady blinking. He was 
gripped by a nameless intention, and his mind groppd. to find itself. 
Morning. And he was awakening in anticipation of the alarm which had been 
set because he mst get up earlier than usual today to ride the trapline. 
The end of his nose was cold, and he huddled in the damp warmth, sure 
that he wanted. more than anything to stay there and searching for a shred 
of possibility that he might.' Beside him Bub, his brother, fifteen,. slept. 
soundly on his stomach. 
An instant later Jim could not tell if he had started to reach for 
the alarm before or after it began spewing forth its mechanical anguish, 
but the movement, quick and spontaneous, struck-its mark pre~isely and 
silence was restored. Then his hand went up to fumble for the switch of 
the table lamp, nearly upsetting it in a convulsion of shivering and finally 
flooding the room with the unkind light a bulb gives only in the morning. 
Jim squinted and lay tense beneath the comforters, denying the moment 
of rising until the very tension sprung him like a jack onto the cold 
floor where his feet curled and the air iced his underwear. He swept a 
snarl of stiff Levi's from the chair on which they had fallen the night 
before and hopped in a circle while one leg kicked its way through the 
reluctant sheath, haste (faithful to the maxim) making waste of time until 
he swore softly under his breath, enjoying the sound and privilege of the 
words. 
11Goddamn it the helll 11 
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Successful at last with the pants, he pulled on a red and black 
checked shirt, and although his teeth chattered in fits, being up was 
beginning to be comfortable and he spared a moment to ~pread the com-
forters back in place so Bub would not get cold. Neither alarm nor light 
had caused any stirring of the younger boy who lay with his mouth open, 
completely given to sleep. 
You're pretty lucky to be a kid yet and able to sleep late, Jim thought, 
but it was envy' for envy1 s sake. He had chosen to have the trapline and 
facing the morning of a long, cold ride brought, not so much regret of 
the choice, but a need .of recognition for it; a moment of glory. 
He sat in the chair where the Levi's had lain, lifting his curled 
feet to the rung ··and then bending forward to get yesterday's socks so that 
his knees came.up on either.side of his back and he looked like a great 
frog about to ·spring. The l'1ontgomery Ward boots were shabby after six 
months wear, but still objects of pride, and he could not pull them on 
without caressing the.fit of the leather over his feet. Fully dressed 
now he huo~ed one heel over the forward rung of the chair and one ;ver the 
side rung, remembering with pleasure stifling cons·cience how his mother · 
reprimanded him for marring her chairs. 
The head of the bed was in a corner of the room, and Bub slept next 
to the wall. There was a bureau against the other wall forming the corner, 
and between it and the head of the bed was an orange crate, painted red 
and stood on end to serve as a table for the clock and lamp. The par-
tition in the crate made a shelf on which we~e books by Mark Twain, Zane 
Grey, B. ~· Bower, Stewart Edward White and Ernest Thompson Seton. But 
also, in the ·middle, dwarfing the surrounding romances,: was a copy of 
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Look Homeward, .Angel which Jim had bought f'or himself' after hearing one · 
of' his teachers :talk about it, and read with keen interest; f'or his parents 
wouldn • t have allowed him to have so frank a story had they known more 
about it. 
Jim's: eyes, floating absently around the room, came to rest on the 
title of the large volume, and he re~ched for it, putting out one foot 
to give him balance. He did not open the book, but rather slipped _his 
hand into the space it left and drew out a tiny package no larger than 
an ordinary rubber eraser, which he tossed in •the air and caught with a 
cross swipB of his hand. 
1'Make a man of you, 11 he muttered, looking at the package, and his 
face relaxed for a f'ew loose pants of' laughter, which were caught in in-
decision between relishing and mocking the spoken words. He arose to the 
mirror above the bureau and checked the width of' his shoulders against 
the narrowness of his waist and then turned profile, drawing a breath to 
be reassured of the depth of his chest. 
And as he was scowling in his inspection, a foot scraped outside the 
door and he hurled the package into the opening .and replace_d the book, 
straightening only as his mother entered the room and posing with his 
head thrown back, facing away from her. She never knocked on the bed-
room door, not seeming to have realized that her boys had reached an age 
at which some semblance of' privacy might be in order. 
rtJim, are you up?n The mother's insistent, impatient inquiry in 
spite of the obvious. 
UNo,_ I'm in bed asleep. What does it look like?n It was not her 
intrusion or her lack of' faith in his ability to get up that he resented, 
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for he took -them for granted, but rather th~t motherly, womanly quality 
of he¥ thinking that counted the absurdity of the question unimportant. 
ttWell, you better get moving if you 1re going to ride off do"Wn there 
today. Your dad 1 s out milking the cow already. n 
11Breakf ast ready? rr 
nrt 1ll be ready when you 1re ready for it. Hurry up, now. 11 The la:;~t 
; 
words dropped as she left, and Jim turned his six feet of awkwardness to 
the door which closed with the same quality of methodic impatience that 
had been in the tone of the voice. 
The boy stood with his shoulder frame dangling as if by an invisible 
wire from the ceiling. Except when busy at something, his arms never knew 
what to do with the hands at their extremities. He slid easily into a 
stoop at moments when the pose seemed to fit his feelings. His hair re-
sisted comb and brush in a clump of bro1m disorder, controlable only with 
much water or oil. His forehead descended flatly to a sharp brow, and 
below it the nose repeated the angle like the second tooth of a ripsaw. 
The ll10uth was straight, the chin substantial, but not prominent. Brown 
eyes blinkilig under the ledge of the brow completed a countenance that was 
usually serious, inquisitive, although relaxed sometimes with pleasant, 
half-cynical confidenc~, While honest humor melted it completely •. 
Introverted, Jim~s interests were born largely of the enigma of 
himself. His ideas and activities dev~loped through his own imagination, 
and therefore he could not be popular with members of his class (the 
senior class of four students at Pinnacle High School) whose sense of 
impropriety he offended by preferring to learn rather than scorning 
learning and to please the teachers rather than antagonize them. But 
e· 
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it was for these reasons that he was permitted a weekly absence on Wednes-
days to ride his trapline. .And in spite of the absence he led his class. 
Because of his good grades, his mother spoke of him to all acquaint-
ances as if it were an established fact that he was a virtual genius--
although in private she was more apt to goad him to ~urther successes 
than to p~aise him--and he, at a fulcrum between doubt and belief in her 
public attitude towards him, alternately gloried in the compliments it net-
ted him and resented the obligation to do well it imposed. He--and he 
alone--knew that he had occasionally taken advantage of his teachers' faith 
in him and cheated on exams. If you pulled a deal you just had to keep it 
quiet his dad had said the time he soil.d a sterile bull in the salesring for 
the price of a good sire--and the same when he poached pheasants. Didn't 
everybody do it? Jim knew it wasn't meant to apply within the .family, and 
yet it was clear that it could, if you really kept it to yourself. He 
hadn't reflected much upon it other than telling himself, after all parents 
never know when a .fellow's grovm up. I 1m not going to do everything they 
say like a little kid just because I 1m living at home. He was elated by 
his sense of rebellion and the idea that his secrets were evil secrets. 
After his mother closed the door, after hanging a moment in irritated 
suspension, Jim was suddenly animated by an impuise to make wrong her too 
confident remark about break.fctst 1s being ready when he was ready for it. 
He bounded to the bathroom, di~ed his face.into a 'double handful of water 
and then rubbed hard with the towel. With a sweep o.f his .fingers over his 
beard he decided, boy you have to shave every day now, but not today. 
Face'll be too tender to take the wind. A .few strokes with the giant· -. 
and ~rty family comb left his hair much as it had been, thrusting to the 
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right front in a half-prone clump like ripe bunch grass after a rain storm. 
His toilet now completed--in under a minute's time--he stole with exag-
gerated motion, enjoying his own clownfung, to the table in the dining 
room, boosted a leg over the back of a chair and sat. 
His mother in the kitchen heard the chair scrape as he moved closer 
to the table and stepp~d baek from the stove to look in at him. 
nwell, that was fast, n she said. 
11Wb.ere 's brealtf.:ast? 11 
11 Just hold your horses. Did you wash your hands?n 
The question deserved no answer. He sat in folded-armed triumph, 
waiting. But only for a moment before she brought in a plate stacked with 
a trio of steaming pancakes and set it before him. He looked at her from 
the corners of his eyes with a trace of a victor's smile on his lips, and 
she refused to meet his look, but lingered to move the syrup nearer and 
fill his glass with milk from a pitcher in the middle of the table. Then, 
before leaving, she met his gaze, and the cheeks began to dimple until 
parental habit stifled the smile in dutiful seriousness and she told him, 
uwell, you better eat now, 11 and returned to the kitchen. Securely 
out of his sight, she breached a more painful subject, petitioning, but 
neither dictatorially nor yet quite condescendingly. nr wish you'd give 
up this nonsense of rid.h"'lg a trapline. n 
Jim did not answer. He knew she didn 1 t like his riding. His dad 
did, and that he knew accounted for her saying earlier 11your dadn is out 
mil..'lcing the cow. When something about her husband irritated her, she 
disclaimed any re~&tionship to him before her children other than through 
them--and he did as much for her under like circumstances. They were 
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a mut;ually critical couple frequently basing an opinion on nothing more 
than that it opposed the other. 
But the trapline went deeper than that. Gossip had reached their 
ears. Occasionally neighbors had twisted that social dagger in Mrs. 
Heiss's sensitive pride. Now one, now another of her woman friends had 
noted casually, with apparent innocence, that someone else had commented 
to her on Jim t s trap line. Why in heaven 1 s name do they make the boy do 
something like that? Are they so hard up .for money in these times?' The 
boys at school kidded Jim by asking, 11How 1 s the skunk trapping? 11 Then, 
after sniffing, rrsmells like it 1s pretty good.ll 
In truth Jim had the trap line because he wanted it. It rooted him 
to a .fantasy life o.f contact with the great wilds, and he acted out' ad-
ventures he read about in hunting magazines. His dad, who had run a 
trapline in the depression thirties (as had almost everyone in the en-
virons of V Bar Table out of necessity to add to meagre .f~rm and ranch 
incomes), expressed the view that it was good for the boy to know such 
things. 11Never can tell when there 1ll be another depression and we•ll be 
back where we were, 11 he often said. Then people who scoffed would be 
sorry because they weren 1 t fitted to survive--a Darwinian orientation .in 
his outlook, but no clear perspective on the sweeping economic changes that 
had taken place since the depression. 
But Mrs. Heiss, with no more perspective than her husband, was none-
theless wholly caught in change. One did not trap nowadays. .And so the 
traplille was a sticker in her social stocking, for she had aspired to the 
top of her society--not realizing that there was no top, and that what she 
actually sought was a kind o.f eminent obscurity by becoming, as everyone 
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else had tried to, a Modern Living hostess and a Good Housekeeping mother. 
Even if she had a house like Judy Myles (Judy the flawless, wife of Everett 
Myles the rancher, who drove a Chrysler, traded it every year, did not 
soil his hands with farming), dressed like Judy Myles and visited Judy 
Myles, she was still a woman whose son had· a trapline and whose husband 
approved of it. It wasn't much comfort to her when the latter said, liTo 
hell with Myles. He 1ll go broke one of these days.·11 Especially since 
Myles kept making more and more money and buying more and more cattle. 
So Jim could not answer his mother's comment. He was always some-
where between his parents in the matter. Although he had dreams of a life 
dedicated to the wilderness, th~y were not attached to immediacy, and he 
did not think he would ever trap as a sideline to farming and ranching as 
his dad had. On the other hand, he could not understand w~y it should 
make a difference to anyone outside the family if he had a trapline. 
In a vein quite apart from the dream of the naturalist 1 s life, Jim 
had also built up a dream of going to college. Once he had voiced the 
idea and his mother embraced it with such enthusiasm that it became al-
most irrevocable. She told all the neighbors, and was embarrassed then 
they asked what Jim was going to study because she hadn 1t thought of that. 
So she asked hi.IJ1., and he suggested he might major in history, ani that 
became it. He wasn't quite sure how it had come about, but he fe:l!.t 
committed to going to college and majoring in history. And the two dreams 
had never really clashed. 
When his mother liked the idea of his going to college, he began to 
hope it would balance her feelings about the trapline. But what was 
wrong to her remained wrong and was not te be changed by a right in a 
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different direction. 
As. Jim forked a last three-layered t.riangle of pancake into his mouth, 
his mother brought three more balanced on the turner. liThat going to be 
enough? n she asked. 
"I'll see," he spoke ar01md his·, mouthful of food. In~.a continuous 
gesture he put dovm ·his fork, took up the knife, d~lled with the too-cold 
and crumbling butter, and bore it chunk by chunk on the blade to the 
smoking p anc a.kes. 
His mother watched, frowning her habitual reserve. If she could not 
find a reason to be dissatisfied with h~~ she would be dissatisfied winh 
her feeding of him. 11I have some cold chicken in the. refrigerator. rr 
liBring it in. 11 When he was at the ·table she could accept an order 
from him. 
Clara Heiss was thirty-nine, not fa·t, but thick of body. The beauty 
shop pe~ents she was fond of gave a look of unnaturalness to her dark 
hair as it surrounded a squarish country face and bright, s~le eyes. 
A forehead lined to facilitate .a not-unkind frown, a soft and rounded 
nose, a softer mouth, a heavy chin closely supported by its double, a 
quality of middle class mentality in the overall aspect--this was Cl~a 
about her daily housewifery. In addition to taking her for granted, Jim, 
at odd moments that seemed to have no general relationship to each other, 
saw her as a woman, was touched with awe, wondered if she were pretty--
had once been pretty--and was aware that. she sensed in him with disapproval 
that powerful and unmoral drive of which they spoke freely when animals 
were the subject, but could not approach :in regard to themselves. He 
was fascinated--somet~nes when aware of them--by the broad hips, for he 
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knew that they were supposed ~o have madE~ the bearmg of her three 
children--the bearmg of hi.ml--easy for her. 
The third and youngest Clhild was Sally Jo, ten, asleep ill her 
screened-off enclosure at the end of the dining room-living room combma-
tion where Jim was eating. There was enough difference between her age 
and Jim 1s that they could be· friends, and they formed an alliance agamst 
Bub,· an outcast on middle ground who warred against both. Arid perhaps 
they loved him most, for youth needs' an adversary as much as a friend. 
Clara, with the not-quite-urgent step with which she paced her life, 
returned to deliver the assorted pieces of chicken.to Jim1s.side and con-
tinued on to awaken Bub and Sally Jo--who would greet the day .with are-
sentment equalled only by that with which they would end it some fifteen. 
hours later. 
Jim tore mouthfuls of cold meat from a drumstick and :rn.iiced in syrup 
and butter soaked forkfuls of pancake. He could remember a day when all 
the items present bn the 'taqle had been homemade. Now his mother bought 
syrup, pancake mix, even butter ill the store. Such seasonal operations 
as cannmg and jelly-making had been largely discarded throughout the 
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community, or were practiced only in a d.ilettante fashion. Most people 
had given up trying to raise their yearly requirements of potatoes, and 
sorr~ did not bother with a garden at all. The Reisses, like nearly every-
one else, made a weekly trip to Aureole Citlr forty miles away, where the 
big superm~kets were more than anxious to sell them practical foods and· 
novelty foods, children's foods and grown-ups 1 foods, breakfast foods and 
supper foods, good foods and bad .foods. No need to be old .fashioned down 
on the .farm. No need .for the rural hou.sewife to envy the conveniences 
• 
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enjoyed by her city counterpart. Money could erase most of the dist:inc- · 
I 
ti.ons between rural and 11rban life • 
And not only in the area of foods. Rural Electrification brought 
the high line, a looping glint of copper that marched endlessly through 
barren breaks and across prairie dog towns, mounted with giant steps up 
. blank-faced shale banks, crossed preirie1;; with its seven-league stride, 
to end at last in a listless trio. of blac~k wires which fell to .the corner 
of some ranch house crouched under a.sw~ying television antenna. And gas. 
At the Heiss ~anch as at nearly every other ranch in the area the woodpile 
of pre-World War Two days had been replaced by a silver tank--long tanks 
and spherical tanks and oblong tanks, according to which company had 
bes·tO-wed its favors on the family. And sewage disposal units. Although 
not as frequently found as gas and the simpler improvements provlided by 
electricity, still many families had insttalled, as had the Reisses, elec-
tric water pressure units and the convertiences they made possible, includ-
ing pink tile :in the bathroom, which, as all advertis:ing clearly indicated, 
was a must, necessary to the proper fun<~t:Lon of the -whole. And television. 
The popular programs of the east and west coasts were reproduced on film 
so that even these remote citizens coul<i be well infopned--in the fields 
of nonsense and trivia. 
Jim heard his dad stamp into the outer hall beyond the kitchen and 
pictured from the soft scrapings and pauses each moye he made in shuck:ing 
off his coat, cap and mittens and hanging or laY?-ng them ~<rhere they had 
been placed for years. Then he appeared in the kitchen blink:ing and 
red-faced from the cold with a twelve-quart pail of millcin one hand, and, 
catching Jimts presence in the corner ()f his eye, greeted him, .still not 
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looking at him_, by shaking his head and b:Lomng through loose lips in in-
dica.tipn o.f the cold. 
e llWhat did it .say?ll Jim recited a daily question about the thermometer. 
ttTen above. n His dad was out o.f his sight, washing in the kitchen 
sink. With Clara not present, he dried on one o.f her di.shtowels. 
Jim responded to the words with an a.f.fected shiver which his dad 
sensed .filled the moment o.f silence. Then the boy held his gaze at the 
edge o.f the table opposite him so that_, v;rithout looking directly at him, 
he could be attentive to his dad approaching with the cumbersome deliber-
ation of a bear • 
.Albert Heiss was shorter than Jim--otherwise a somewhat older version 
of the vitally achieved features heredity had copied in the boy. His 
darkish hair had been matted forward undE~r the. cap_, and he had tried to 
comb it back with his fingers. Now it siiood up like a badly made grain 
shock. His eyes always looked tired_, and his forehead was lifted ill per-
petual corrugation as if to help the eyeB stay open. But his tiredness 
was more a habit of action than a condition of body. His patched. bib 
overalls, hanging loosely .from their wid<~ suspenders, made him look larger 
at the hips than at the shoulders, and h:Ls checked shirt bulged out on 
either side. His shoes were o.f reversed cowhide_, stained by manure of 
the same beast. 
"Going to bring home a wolf!. today? 11 he asked as he shuffled to a 
stop by his chair. His face made all the preparations for a smile, but 
left it at that • 
.A grin was in order for Jim, and he produced it, replying that he 
didn 1 t know. 
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Clara was with them then, and Albert. greeted her with, 11I put your 
milk on the what-you-call-it in there. n 
He sat as he spoke, and after he was seated, Clara told hirn, nyou 
set down there and I'll have your cakes in a jiffy. 11 Her voice had a 
tone of command to make up for what she, not he, felt was a tard:i.ness in 
serving him. For she was a meticulous mother to them all, and when she 
told them with a degree of exasperation, as she sometimes did, that she 
could not be :in two places at once, it -w-as regret, not sarcasm. 
Albert played with his silverware and put cream and sugar ili his 
coffee cup. In thought and action he wa.s all farmer (although he--but 
moreso Clara--spurned that title :in favor of rancher, and his place was 
not a farm but a ranch). His formal education had stopped with the eighth 
g:;-ade, but he read a great deal, ma:i.nly :in farm magaz:ines, newspapers 
and meyhanical manual~. He kept up with new developments in his field 
and did his work well. Go:i.ng to P.igp:_ sc:hool was all right for his children, 
he guessed. One needed it now~days--everyone said. But Jim. might as well 
have spoken of joining the Siamese Underground as go.ing to college. It 
was a world beyond Albert 1 s grasp. 
Already :in high school Jim found he had learned things of "Which his 
dad was largely ignorant. And when this learning showed tbrough, Albert 
met it with silence. Or he told the story of the fellow who said that 
when .he was fourteen his dad didn't lmow anyth:i.ng, but when he got to be 
twenty-one, he was surprised how much hls old man had learned in seven 
years. Then Jim was silent, his emotions a tension between sympathy and 
disdain. But generally the two of them ended laughing together, or at 
each other. 
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Albert had been born to a school of thinking that saw hard work as a 
kind of value and objective in itself. His mother had died in the sod 
house on his dad's homestead when he was two~ and he had been raised by an 
aunt and uncle on Wb.iti11g Table to the east of V Bar Table. His father 
had seemed to weather and erode like the sod house in which he continued 
to live, and when the boy was twelve, all that was left of the house was 
a great mound of dirt~ and his dad had retired beneath a smaller mound in 
Pinnacle Cemetery. The quarter section of homestead land had been eaten 
up in taxes. At fifteen Albert finished grammar school and worked a year 
on his uncle's farm. But the uncle took him for granted and didn't pay 
him, and so he quit and worked at. other farms in the area, often for less 
than a dollar a day. When he was twenty he had saved a thousand dollars, 
and that--not nine hundred ninety-five, 1mt a thousand--was considered 
enough to get a start on •. So he didn't give it a second thought, but 
bought a quarter of land and built a one--room shack with a pitched roof 
and set to work to increase his holdings" In the winters he made· extra 
money by trapping. He rented another quarter and bought a few head of 
cattle (no bull--in the spring he drove iihe cattle along a neighbor's 
pasture, and, although it cost him some trouble in the way of fence fixing, 
saved the price of a sire while his herd was sma~). The depression hit 
him hard, but he was able to hold 'What hE~ had and buy another quarter 
cheap. With the quarter came some old buildings which he tore down to 
build a barh, chicken house, hog house and granary. 
·Then he married Clara. 
They made a team, working in the fields or with the cattle. Albert 
found his helpmate tireless and uncompla:ining. The earth was their reality. 
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They knew what it demanded of them and that there was no alternative to 
its disciplines. Many 'families lost their places in those depression 
years~ but Albert moved forward with steady if almost imperceptible pro_: 
gress--no schemer or speculator, but only a spirit rough forged through 
hard labor to a primal integrity within his element. 
Times had begun to get better when Jim was born. Clara -imd Albert 
made additions to the house. First the kitchen on the east~ and a bed-
room--now their bedroom~-on the north. When building~materials became 
available once more after World War II, they added a bathroom and a bedroom 
for the boys beside their bedroom, and tore out the west wall of the orig-
inal house to make a long dining room-li:ving room combination. They cov-
j 
ered the outside with stucco, painted wbite~ and put green asphalt on the 
roof. In spite of a rambling, utilitari.an gracelessness and architecture 
of expedience, the effect·was something more than a patchwork house. 
Inside, it was a wholly lived-in house. Albert's work Was from sun 
to sun, but Clara could always find a magazine on the floor, a sock under 
the sofa, a doll's bonnet on the television, a dirty cup on the coffee t~ble. 
The blank, gaping idiot of a televi.sion set was squared away in the 
southwest corner of the big room close t.o the s.liding bamboo screen that 
lent Sally Jo privacy. The sofa and matching overstuffed chair were ar-
ranged before it, backs angled to the table to suggest a division between 
dining room and living room. There was also a reeker, but if many guests 
·were present it was necessary to employ. the dining room chairs. Other 
f~~ishings consisted of a coffee table at one end of the sofa, a bookcase 
along the north wall, a writing desk beside it, a flower table near the 
television, a comer cabinet and a she]j~ or assorted objet d'art (s~ome from 
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Cracker Jack boxes, as it were) in the dining end of the room. 
The p~pered walls were. decorated with a large calendar picturing a 
girl on a palomino, a reproduction of a painti.n.g by Russell, an original 
oil painting of Harney Peak (painted upside down in sixty seconds by an 
Indian artist named Broken Halter who worked on a street corner in Aureole 
City), a framed certificate presented to .Albert as a twenty-year subscriber 
to The Farmer 1 s Weekly, a plaque with Albert 1 s brand done in shellacked 
rattlesnake rattles, a braided quirt, another calendar (Albert received 
several and hated to throw them away), a reproduction of a painting by 
Remington, a framed cartoon showing an outhouse with the inscription, 
11Come in and set a spell, Neighbor, u a picture of Bub and Jim as small 
children, and a free hand drawing by Sally Jo, made in her art class. 
Clara brought the cof'fee pot to f'ill Albert 1 s cup while his pancakes 
were cookmg, and he watched the brown stream strike and mix with the cream 
§:Ild sugar; and when the cup was f'ull, at the instant she stopped pouring, 
he raised a barld and said, 11That 1s enough.u 
He stirred it, spilled a little into the saucer, blew on it and sipped. 
11Paint was in the yard, so I locked him :in, 11 he told Jim above the saucer. 
Paint was Jim's five-year-old gelding, a stormy-tempered pinto that would 
run until he dropped if allowed • 
.At the sound of Clara's return:ing footsteps, Albert half arose in 
his chair, scooped the syrup pitcher frol!ll. beside Jim's pla~e and posed 
it above the table Diefore him until the stack of cakes appeared, then 
watched the syrup f'old and spread upon them. 
In his dad's f'ace Jim saw simple, pleasurable absorbtion with the food 
before him, but th~ lines of' Clara's face betrayed her quarrel with the 
trapl:ine which was sur.fac:ing ,because o.f his presence. I.f someth:ing were 
said about the trapline, Clara would voiee her disapproval and .Albert 
would counter, and Jim would be caught b1atween them. He didn 1t want the 
look. of pleasure to _go from his dad 1 s .f a1~e. If . there were an argument, 
Albert would eat and not -taste: the pancakes and be .full without h.a.v:ing 
enjoyed them. Jim shifted in his chair, scraped hiS .fork along the edge 
o.f his plate, .fugit-ively watched the contrast in his parents 1 .faces. 
And then, as if prompted by Jim's thoughts, his dad, innocent of 
Clara's irritation, and at the moment she was ready to return to the 
kitchen, set down the syrup pitcher and told his son, 11With all this 
cold weather we been having, the game s1.n·e ought to be stirring around. 
You 1ll have something in your bait sets. n 
Clara, who had not quite .finished a step, stopped and turned back. 
nwell, if you don 1 t catch nothing this t:ime, I think you better pull up 
your traps and bring them home. There's no use your riding down there 
and missing school and risking your neck in them Badlands and then coming 
home empty handed. 11 Like Rudolph's, Jim's catch that winter had been 
small, and Clara used the .fact to give weight ·to her arguments. 
Jim, leaning .forward in his chair, biting his teeth together as if 
that would stop what was already happen~rrg, saw .first in his mind's eye, 
and then in the reality before him, the lines o.f his dad's .face regroup 
themselves in a scowl. 
uoh, the boy gets a kick out o.f rid~o.g trails,n Albert countered. 
11Hell, it don 1t hurt him none to miss a little school. He does better 
than the whole dai!lll bunch down there the way it is. 11 
"Well, he Q.on't catch nothing, and when he does it ain't hardly 
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worth bringing home. u 
nThere ts a teri dollar bounty on coyotes. When I was his age, I was 
mighty glad to get hold of ten dollars. 11 
IIThatts all right, but how many does he catch?'' One so far this 
winter. .And if you ask me it ain tt likely there 1 ll be any more, scaree 
as they are. He's just wasting time he could be studying and getting all 
cold and tired out and losing his sleep. 11 
noh, now, he's learning something. 11 .Albert 1s voice became more 
powerful. HI think by God he ought to learn some of the things I did 
when I was young. I got my start by trapping, . partly. n He sawed out a 
triangle of pancake and snapped it off t,he f'ork with a qUick motion of' his 
head and chewed, his mouth opening a little every other time his jaws 
parted .• 
Jim watched him and knew he wasn tt aware of tasting the pancakes. 
Then Clara took a deep breath and looked. at Jim, and he dropped his eyes 
to his plate and began scraping it, f'or he was f'aroiliar with this moment 
in the argument pattern. Clara had found l:;l.er husband the immovable object 
and was preparing to launch a flank attack through Jim. 
11Well, what do you think, Jim? 11 she asked. Then 'Without waiting f'or 
an answer she told him what he thought. 11Don rt you think you tre doing a 
lot of'· riding f'or nothing--cold as it is, like this morning~n 
Then .Albert. llJesus, you don 1 t min.d a· little cold, do you? Thing 
like that make a quitter· of you, you'll never get any place. 11 
Jim's ey~s went to his mother 1s, f'ound them upon h~n, darted to his 
dadrs, found his upon him and returned t,o his plate. Each had asked f'or 
honesty from him, but. wanted it, he lmew, only if it was agreement. He 
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hesitated. They waited, not reflecting up·on their positions, for that 
would have 'been to risk resolving them and sacrificing the thing valued 
above all: the quarrel. 
uWhat do you think? 'n Clara prompted. 
Jim caught a breath which his lungs wanted to force out, but the 
mouth wasn 1 t ready to speak and stayed shut, and pe felt the pressure 
in his head, and then began in controlled tones to build the inevitable 
equivocation. ttWell, if a person don 1 t catch nothing, there ain 1 t much 
use running a trapline. But on, the other hand, if he does, just a little, 
it helps out and he's bound to learn a little and ••• u Not sure where,he 
was going next, he stopped. 
Each parent, with an affirmative nod, accepted the words as the 
looked-for agreement. 
Albert said, "Well, sure. 11 
Clara said, 11Well, that 1 s what I say! n They found that they seemed 
to agree and shot quick, dumfounded looks at each other. 
Then Clara continued. 11As long as you're going to college next year, 
you ought to be spending as much time as possible on your studies. n 
Mention of the term college disarmed Albert. Whenever the subject of 
Jimls attending college had been brought up before, Albert had nodded with 
reserved consent, but the actuality: of Jim1 s enterin.g that indelicate 
world of football and pantie raids which he had glimpsed only in newspapers 
and tife magazine was not something he could take hold of, discuss or give 
advice about. He maintained a belief that Jim would surely drop the idea 
after awhile. 
So inevitably he asked, but almost begged, ttYou still planning to go 
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to college? 11 
Jim guessed he was. The tone of hi.s dad 1 s voice insisted the choice 
Wt1S his, yet by its very quality made that choice an affront. But his 
mother 's eyes would not let him shrug of'f the question. There was a 
silence all around. Jim noticed that his dad 1 s pancakes were half gone_, 
and he wa.s sure he hadn rt been aware of eating them. His own plate was 
finished; and he lmew he could end the rrhole thing by saying he had to 
go. He stood and downed a last glass of milk from that position and spoke 
with the final swallow stlill on its wa"ff• ··'!I better get going. 11 
nYou had enough to eat? 11 from his mother. 
nwant to have plenty under your beJ.t on a rooming like this, t1 from 
his dad, now in a field where he was an authority. 
Clara had left the screen at the other end of the room slightly open, 
and Jim saw Sally J o sitting on the edge of her bed still in paj aroas, and 
oblivious of all but her own struggle, to wake up. Her eyes ware opened 
only to slits on the blank circumference where life had made no pencil-
irigs as yet. Jim felt drawn to her in this moment; her simplicity of 
feeling that enjoyed good and suffered aorrow without confusin{l or 
lingering anguish. He crossed the room and pushed the screen wide. nAre 
we up? 11 
She said, 11 Jimtny, go away. 11 
11Sally Jo 
Has a beau 
But she don't let 
Her momma lmow.n 
It was a rhyme he had made up to tease her with sometimes, and she 
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had come to half believe in the beau3 ·at least to believe that she ought 
to believe. She snatched her pillow and threw it at him--so inaccurately 
that he had to side-step to catch it. He vaulted it over her onto the bed 
again. She was trying to achieve a pout.~ but was having a difficult time· 
keeping it from turning into a smile and dropped her head to hide her face. 
Jim bent forward, tilting his head :in curious inspection. nshe l s 
srniling--I believe. Easy nowl Don 1t br1aak the face. 11 
She had to laugh and flung herself .:~.t him crying, llJiinmy, now, you 
stop itln 
They tussled and Jim absorbed several wild punches with grunts and 
groans as if they were inflicting mortal injury. Then, in the adult role 
that was still largely experimentation for him, he straightened and tried 
to disengage himself. nThere now. That 1s enough. Stop it now and go get 
dressed.n 
The little girl 1 s struggle slowed, stopped, then she took advantage 
of Jim's relaxed guard to plunge a final b.low into his short ribs, and, 
with. her mor.ning blues forgotten, turned and skipped back to the bed. 
Glara had prepared a lunch of sandwiches for Jim and tied it in a 
sugar sack for carrying. As she handed it to him in the kitchen, she 
told him, 11Now I want you to be careful down there. Don't go running off 
' 
after some deer or something and not get home here until midnight. I don 1t 
want you riding down there after dark. You understand?· 11 
Jim ignored her. With motherish indulgence she always said the same 
thing--which he always scorned with sonnish impatience. 
But she was insistent. 11 You mind 'iifhat I say now. 11 
IIYes, yes, YES1 11 Impertinence in his tone she would accept under 
these circumstances, but not silence. liJ can take care of :myself, 11 he 
added grudgingly. 
ttWell, I wonder sometimes. 11 
In the outer hall-way Jim pulled on his kapok-lined coat, red cord-
uroy cap and wool mittens. He opened the door and sucked the cold air 
against his tongue, tasting the temperature as he emerged :into the silent 
blackness of the pre-da-wn prairie. Although he could not see her, he 
could hear the milk cow dr:ink:ing at the stock tank, and near her, a 
turkey that had roosted on a fence post over night had grown uneasy and 
gurgled apprehensively :in its throat. J'im did not need to see these things 




The da-wn was a bubble of pale yellow swelling in the east as Jim 
rode down a dirt road towards the Badlands~ and it showed the dim outline 
of clouds whipped sparsely through the sky •. Darkness hung close to the 
earth. Jim let the night be the shapes of his imagination and indulged. 
terrifying fantasies that were only possible with the reassuring rhythm 
of the pinto 1s hooves beneath him, linking him to reality. But euen with 
that, he patted the • 22 pistol on his hip and the butt of the • 30-. 3G 
thrusting upward from the scabbard under his right leg. 
Darkness began to resolve itself into daylight so subtly that the 
forms of the la~dscape were apprehended at a glance in the way memeries 
are caught in the tail of the mind 1 s eye and insistently touch our aware-
ness until we look again and, through the dusk-mists of time, see them as 
we think we lmow them to be. Jim saw fenceposts like spindling ghost~ 
so~diers guarding pastures where wintering stock had begun to bestir 
itself from the night's bedground. It was Pete Olsen 1s stock. Jim would 
pass Pete 1 s place on his ride~ and he hoped for a chance to talk to Pete. 
But that -vms a later pleasure. Now he had the morning, andl he looked 
up to towering high line poles, presenting themselves as pillars of progress, 
bearing a bit of the distant city into country homes on the±r hoisted~ 
humming filaments. He watched the day come i.l'lto being; the soft IJ'eaches 
of half-created light feeling out the vastness of the visible world, and 
he wtshed for some gesture of mind or body that would achieve an orgastic 
embracement of it all the way out to the miniature hills being etched on 
the rim of the horizon. He stood in the stirrups and stretched his arms 
and filled his lungs with the crackling aiT. The lllQvement of the pinto 
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held the magic of going somewhere, and out of the pages of Sports Afield 
Jim 1 s imagination rode into the midst of his own mysterious surround:ing 
present. I 1m a trapper, he thought to himself. I 1m a hunter and trapper 
like Rudolph and like the old timers and the guys who write the stories. 
For all the co~or of the sky before sunrise, it was a rather drab 
yellow ball that finally rose above the eastern horizon, resolving. the 
landscape into day, but affording no heat. The light struck Pete Olsen ts 
buildings with a bronze glare, offering the deteriorating barn and shabby 
house a few moments of intense, if alien, grandeur. Olsen had taken over 
the place from his father and had never felt prompted·to make improvements • 
.Among the build:ings stood pieces of farm equipment, rusting and sinking 
into an inundation of rotting weeds, chicken manure and dust. Weeas that 
had blown against fences had never been removed and burned, and had re-· 
· · mained to collect the blowing dust of the fields until the fenceposts 
seemed to stand knee deep in a bank of top soil. 
Although he owned a hundred head of cattle and grazing rights in 
Sioux Creek Basin, Olsen never prospered. Not only was he a chronic 
hungler, but had in addition many ways of wasting his money. A Catholic 
by birth, he had given up active practice of the religion, but remained 
eager to fulfill the·sinnership Genesis had bestowed upon him, and he liked 
to play poker and attend the dog races in Aureole City. The neighbors made 
a joke of it. Olsen's going to the dogs, they said· Some of them, though 
chiefly Hyles, suspected him o:f butchering their calves to :feed his family--
for, careless as well as Catholic, he had produced six unruly offspring. 
Olsenls pride was his new Pontiac which still looked good·on the 
outside, altnough the many little shoes that were constantly upon them 
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had ruined the 'seats and upholstery. Olsen drove the car everywhere it 
would go, and on this morning, Jim met him at his gate as he was on his 
way to the pasture to .feed hay to his cattle. Pete was opening the gate 
as J:i:m rode upL 
"Morning, Pete, n Jim called. 
Pete squinted up at him· 11Morning, 11 he said, shooting tobacco juice 
out between his teeth a.fter the greeting. He was a big man and wore a 
bro-wn duck coat and a Sc0tch cap pulled low over his eyes. His .face was 
round and .fat with red cheeks, a squashed nose and small, narrow eyes 
above which the .forehead receded sharply. The jowl, a hemisphere o.f 
blond whiskers, obscured the lines o.f the jaw and Adam 1s apple. Two brown 
lines of tobacco juice made their way from the corners of the mouth to 
the crease of the chin. 
nup before ,breakfast this morning, ain •t you?u Jim asked. 
nHell, yes, n said Pete. 11.Always am. But what you doing poking around 
this time of day? 11 
' 
npm riding my trapline. u 
ur be damned. Pretty cold to be hiking off do-wn there, ain 1t it?n 
nyou got to be tough. 11 .A grin touched back the corners of Jim 1 s mouth. 
IIYoung buck like· you can take it, I guess. I us.ed to winter in a 
little old overall jacket. Not any more though. 11 
1'How 1 s the car running? 11 
11Best car 'I ever had. u 
ni was thinking, you put a tongue on the front end of it, and you 1d 
have yourself a pretty good wagon. 11 
Pete showed his yellow teeth in a bre.ad grin. 11Smart bastard, huh? rr 
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He grapl_Jed Jim by the foot as though he would pull him from his saddle. 
They laughed and struggled, and the pinto shied, and Pete had to let go. 
Pete said,_ 11Darnn nice little horse you got there. What do you do to 
keep the buzzards off him? 11 
liYou're the first one that's been hanging around him, Pete. n 
Pete laughed again. ttSay, speaking of buzzards, you ever see· old 
Rudolph when you're riding down there?11 
11Sure. Every time I go down. I always stop in. 11 
"How 1s the old fossil getting along?n 
noh, he 1 s all right, I guess. 11 
Pete looked down at the frozen road and kicked at it with the toe of 
one boot. 11I been taking care of the old fart, you know--bringing him 
grub and so forth, 11 he said, looking like an over-grown boy making a con-
fession. 11But I ain 1t got down there for a couple weeks. Been so damn 
busy. I was going down Monday, then I had to go to Aureole instead. Then, 
danm it, I went out to the dog races and that k.illed the whole day. Made 
myself fifty bucks though. Well, no not quite. I lost on the first races, 11 
he lowered his voice. 11 That 1 s why I had to stay, to make it up. Let's 
see, I lost forty-eight dollars. 
tti made fifty. So what the hell? 
Then, 11 and his voice came back strongly, 
I came out two bucks ahead. But, n his 
voice dropped again, rti didn't get to go down to Rudolph's. C_razy old 
bastard anyway fbr living down there by himself. Why don 1 t he move up 
here with us? We want him to. Just the last time I was down there, I says 
to him, I says, 1Look,Rudolph, you're getting too goddamri old to be living 
off down here like this. 1 I said, 'Something would happen to you, and you 
wouldn't be able to get help. 1 You know, he could fall down and hurt 
0 
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himself, or something like that. Well:, then I went on, and I told him, 
'You come on up to my place. We got t~e wash house setting empty and 
we'll f'ix it up and put you in there. 1 That wash house is as big as that 
shack he's got dovm there, you know. We even got electric lights in it~ 
and he could eat with us, and do a f'ew odd chores f'or us "When we 1re not 
to ho:ID.e· 
ttWell, you know what he answered to me? He said, 1Whatl 1 Just like 
that, he said, 'What! Who the hell's going to take care of' my place then? 1 
just like he was insulted. •. He said, 'Minute I leave my place, some crook 1ll 
be tearing it down to get the lumber, or else be in there stealing all my 
stuf'f'. 1 And what the hell has ~he got there that 's worth anything? n 
UNot very mu.c!r, 11 Jim said. 
uNo. But that's the way he is. He can't give it u.p. He's just got 
to stay with it until he kicks the bucket. You know, I been wintering 
his stock and taking gru:p do-wn to him f'or years now. Me and the wif'e been 
like f'olks to him. You'd think he'd want to move up here--and as far as 
that goes, you'd think he'd want to leave us his cows when he passes on, 
wouldn't you? Heaven-knows what's to become of them, but he ain't said a 
word to us. Got relatives back,East, I guess, but they ain't helped him 
none, have they? 11 
Jim said, nNope. He's lived there a long time by himself, hasn't he? 11 
ITYeah, u Pete said, staring at the sky. tti guess that's it. He's 
lived there so long he ~eels he belongs there. Can't transplant the old 
bastard now. He'll kick the bucket down there one of these days. Croak 
and rot dmm there. 11 





impressed itself upon Jim's imagination. 
Then Pete got an idea. 11Hey, Why don •t you talk to the old guy? He . 
likes you, don't he? 11 Jim nodded. 11Well; you tell·him he ought to move 
up here. You knovr its dangerous for him down ~here. Will you do that? 1' 
uyeah, sure; u said jim, ni 'll talk to him. See what I can do. 11 He 
began to rehearse the mission in his mind. 
Pete said, Tlfle might as well be up here. He don 1t catch nothing on 
that trapline, does he? 11 
UNot very :rrmch. 11 
nHow is trapping this year?u 
11Pretty tough. tt 
fi'What I thought. '.And it ain 1 t worth nothing when you do catch some-
thing. 11 Jim shook his head and Pete went on. ttii)amn airplane hunters 
killed off most of the coyotes. And their ain 1t no market for furs be-
cause they're making all them sympathetic furs nowadays. Everything· new-
adays is sympathetic; rubber, furs. Next it'll be beef, and then we'll 
all be out of business. 11 
Jim grinned at the misuse of the word, and Pete thought he was grin-
ning because he thought the comment witty and grinned wisely back at him. 
nThat's about right,n said Jim.. 11.And Myles'll go out of business 
and we 1ll all starve to death because we won 1t have no beef to butcher. n 
Pete 's grin changed quickly to a scowl. 11He been telling I been 
butchering his beef? n 
J::ini had not intended to offend him. He wanted to explain that he 
had said nwe" not nyou. tt But he also lmew that he had very likely 
touched upon a point of truth and nothing could be done to erase the 
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offence of it~ so he simply nodded. 
IIWhy that sonofabitch! n said Pete. 11 I ain 1t never butchered none of 
his beef. His old man used to handle a long rope when he lived down here~ 
before he got highfalutin and moved to town. And you lmow what Everett 1s 
trying to do now, don't you? He wants the right to the grazing units 
Rudolph has.· My dad helped Rudolph get them units, and by God~ I'm going 
to have them when Rudolph passes on. Myles is already running more cattle 
down in Sioux Creek Basin in the sUllllTler than he 1 s allowed by law. I 1 ll 
bring the Government man down one of these times, and we'll count his cows 
and throw his ass in the jug if he's got too many. Ain 1t. that right?n 
nsure is, n Jim nodded. 
Pete spat tobacco juice and continued. 11Damn right. Myles has 
always been crooked as a dog's hindleg. Me and your dad now, we've 
always lived on o~r places, close to the land and tried to get along that 
way; to be neighbors, you know. But Myles ain't interested in the 
country. He just wants to run over everybody and make all the dough he 
can and then go off· up there to AUreole and play big· shot with the bankers 
and all that crowd. He 1 s always in some big deal. Of . course :[ 1ve beeri 
in some pretty big deals myself.....,-all above board and level w.i.th the law.n 
He squa.I!ed his shoulders and straightened the duck coat upon them. 
Jim said, nsure .you have. 11 
Olsen drew closer~ entwining his hand in the saddle strings before 
the boy's thigh. He had forgotten that Jim was the source of what had 
offended him, and was now enjoying what he had to say. 11 You want· to 
know something more about Myles?" he asked, dropping his head slightly 
to one side and rolling his eyes up. 11Me and the wife was figu:fring it out 
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the other day. That last kid of his was born in October, right? 11 
Jim said, 11 Yeah, that 1s right. 11 
nRight in the middle of the month. And if you recall, Everett and 
his old man went to Texas- trying to get their noses into some oil deal 
do'Wil there 'and were gone from--~e got the low-do"Wn on this--from the 
second of January on into February. Figure that one out if you can. I 
don't think he knows whose kid he's got there, and I bat she don't 
neii;;her. And that 1s the kind that parades round in a daiDil G~sler and 
fur coat and stuff like that. Then the sonofabitch tells around that I 
butcher his calves. rt 
Jim shook his head. 11I 111 be damned. tt The pinto was impatient and 
blew through its nose and stamped its £eet. 
nus little guys ought. to gang up on that sonofabitch and run him out 
of the country. Get even with him for the stuff he pulls. Every time I 
cut a calf I think of him. I 1 d .like to get him on the end of a rope, by 
God. I 1 d cut him slow and I 1d cut him deep! 11 He savored the words like 
a rich broth. 
Jim's horse turned round, and Pete had to let go of the saddle strings. 
Jim. said, ttMyles gets the best of everyone he deals with, don 1 t he?'1 
ttHe thinks he does. Bastard. He 111 get his comeuppance. I 111 take 
care of him. u 
ttMy horse is having a fit here. n Jim could not quiet the prancing 
pinto. 11I guess I better be moving out. n 
"Yeah, don • t let me hold you up. Talk to the old man though, will 
you? 11 
"Sure. So long now. 11 
5o 
11Hope you catch something. 11 
Both raised a hand in a gesture of farewell, and the pinto, feeling 
the tension of the reins relax, sprang into· a slow, easy gallop which 
Jim shortly checked to conserve. the animal's energy. 
Jim reflected upon Pete 1 s conunents about Myles. He knew that hos-
tility had existed between the two parties· for a long time, and according 
to stories passed around by other neighbors, had its origin in a deal which 
had t~~en place·between Myles and Olsen some years before. MYles had 
rented a piece of county land and had invited Olsen to help him put up the 
natural hay on a share basis. When the job was finished, Myles had hauled 
his share to his ranch, but 'Olsen had left his stacked op. the county land 
with no fences around the stacks. A few weeks had passed and then a few 
months, and Olsen still hadn't hauled away the hay.-. Then one winter day 
as he rode past the county land,. Ols~n had seen MYles's cattle. The herd 
had been far too .large for the pasture and had eaten, .scattered or trampled 
most of the hay. Olsen had threatened to ~ake Myles to court, but Myles 
had said he hadn •t intended that the cattle should get to the hay. They 
had broken out. Everyone had kno-wn this wasn 1 t true, but Olsen had never 
done anything about going to court. 
Jim was friendly to both Myles and Olsen and liked and enjoyed each. 
He had styled their feud into a pattern that was clear and simple to his 
understanding. They were both his friends . and liked him, he believed, 
and they openly disliked and would have nothing to do with each other. 
Understanding it in these terms, he was amused by their feud when by him-
self and sympathetic with either party while with him. Such things as 
someo:re 's butchering someone else's calves, or someone 'I? having a child 
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conceived in adult.ery were beyond his grasp. He had not the experience 
in lif'e to place such things in reality the way school or the trapline 
were real, and so it seemed that if they had actually taken place, it was 
somehow in such a wa-y: that nothing was cha..n.ged, for he could see nothing 
that was changed. He explored the comment about Mrs. Myles and tried 
to think of something he had noticed about her that might give it credence, 
but there was nothing. She was a beautiful woman, and he admired her 
magazine-cover grooming, and hoped he might find someone as lovely to 
marry. She was too good-looking to think such~ thing of, and he.was 
sure he believed her and Everett to be admirable with their Chrysler and 
their nice clothes. This brought him to the brink of his understandings. 
Beyond was an abyss where mind must float without benefit of the geomet-
rical measures and relationships that go into a sense of secure knowledge 
about how things are. 
The horse wanted to trot and Jim let him, for the pace required a 
rhythmical movement in the saddle that would warm him. Jim began to think 
about Rudolph. It would be strange not to have the old man living in 
Sioux Creek Basin, and yet Pete was right. There were so· many things that 
could happen to- one of advanced age living alone in a place so far from 
any neighbors as Rudolph's was. He'll listen to me, Jim thought. I'll 
be the one to get h~n to move out of there and up to Pete's where he 1ll 
be taken care of. Fondly he imagined the neighbors talking about it. 
Yeah, it was the Heiss boy that finally got the old man to move up where 
someone ca..n. look after him. Probably added ten years to his lif'e. The 
kid ought to get a reward for that. 
But if Rudolph wouldn 1t move out. Okay if you. want to be stubborn, 
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he heard himself telling the old ma.ri. Stay here and die. A vision of 
Rridmlph in death stole·across his mind and tightened something inside of 
him~ but he fought against the reaction. He wanted to be cool to it. 
Old man, you must die. But I am young. But I will be old one day. But 
I am young now, and that is what makes the difference. For you are old, 
old man, and must die. I could almost tell him that. But that wouldn rt 
be nice. Though if he won't do what I ask. What an awful thing. But 
true. He is old and must die. 
He sighed deeply and reined his horse to a walk~ for he was almost 
at the rim of V Bar Table~ and his first set was located on an anthill 
close to the rim. Stand:ing :in the stirrups and peer:ing at the area where 
the set was located~ he saw a great pile of dirt. Gallop:ing forward, he 
found that he had caught a badger, and that it had dug a deep hole. It 
was still digging, but when he stopped the horse, it turned to stare out 
at him with its piggish eyes and snarl a little :in token hostility, for 
it could not see clearly what had approached. Jim swung down from the 
saddle and jerked the .22 pistol from its holster. 
uHo! ho~ 11 he laughed. '!You saved the trapline, old fellow. By golly, 
I had to catch something to keep it~ and you fill the bill. 11 Then he saw 
that the animal, in its digging, had freed the stake which anchored the 
trap, and he must be careful not to rout it from its hole while moving 
into the pistol's range~· He walked forward slowly with the pistol ex-
tended in front of him, gripped in "Both hands. The badger was huddled . , 
against the bottom of the hole, which went down at a steep angle for a 
yard, and its lips on either side of the muzzle lifted to reveal sharp, 
clenched teeth. It made a warning gurgle in its throat. 
• 
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Jim, as he often had before, hesitated at the prospect of turning 
a bit of vital life betrayed by the accidents of its nature into an inert 
.. 
rag of dead matter. But he told himself, that 1 s the way it's done. I 
have the trapline to kill, and I kill to keep the trapline. He fired at 
the creature •s forehead, and it sprung forward sharply, bowing its bleeding 
nose into the dirt. He seized the c}il.ain which anchored. the trap and drag-
ged the carcass from the hole and commenced skinning it. With a pocket 
knife he carried for the purpose, he slit the inner surface of the hind-
legs until the incisions joined near the vent. He split the belly all the 
way through the chin and lower lip and cut do'WTI. the insides of the .front 
legs. It was necessary for him to wo~k with his mittens off, holding the 
fur with his left hand while he cut with the· :right, and he kept his hands 
cJ_ose to the carcass for warmth. He worke9, very quickly, while still 
being cautious not to cut holes in the pelt, and soon he had separated 
the shapeless rag of fur from th~ body, which was red and ungainly and no 
longer looke~ like a badger. 
Jim put the fur into a burlap bag he carried on the saddle for the 
purpose and dropped the carcass into tthe hole,· cove.ring it with a large 
tumbleweed. The set location was ruined by the hole, and tomorrow when 
he and Bub drove to school in their Model A, they would stop to make a 
new set and would use the badger carcass for bait. 
Jim mounted and rode on, but stopped again at the edge of the table-
A great spread of country iay before him, and he always stopped to look 
upon it, sometimes for many minutes while he forgot ~imself, lost in its 
vast though familiar forms. West and north, to his r~ght, the river lay 
almost drained in its rocky bed. It came from the west and cut northwerd 
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along V Bar Table, at the north end o£ which it made its way eastw~rd 
once more. Sioux Creek appeared from among low buttes three miles to the 
south and scrib~led along the floor o£ the basin, past Rudolph's toy-sized 
house with smoke corkscrewing from its tin chimney, to join the river at 
its bend. Opposite Jim, Bessemer Table rose steeply to its sheered-of£, 
grass-covered top and seemed to be trying to fold from sight the scrub 
cedars nestling in draws where mule deer slept away the daylight hours. 
Immediately before Jim, the wall of the table was black gnmbo, which 
also showed in the sides of the river basin. But a short distance to his 
left, the gumbo gave way to the white clay of the Badlands proper, and 
ribbons of red, yellow and blue decorated the cliffs and buttes. Farther 
south, beyond the buttes, where Sioux Creek disappeared, lay a region where 
erosion had created such a tortuous landscape that it wa~ almost impossible 
for someone trying to ride there to maintain a sense of distance and direc-
tion. Landmarks changed shape. as one rode past them, or they seemed to 
sink into the earth or swell out of it as if they were no more substantial 
than ocean waves. This area, referred to as the Devil 1s Backyard, extended 
close to Rudolph's trapline, which looped-southwest from Sioux Creek Basin. 
Jim's trapline, more to the southe-ast, also bordered upon it. Beyond his 
trapline, Jim could see the end of Buckhorn Mountain, a high meaa, blue 
from distance, which capped the horizon and gave a finality to the landscape. 
Many times as a small boy when the world was very young to him, Jim 
had looked from this same spot, while Albert, then driving a Model A 
which was now Jim's, visited a set he had made on the rim of the table. 
And so the ·shapes of the land; caught in primordial memories, were more 
than merely familiar. Just to move among them had its own meaning, its 
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own life purpose.- There existed for Jim a spirituality of place; that 
blending of region and spirit, or wedding of the imagination to the bit 
of world that contains it. 
There were many trails like grey scratches on . the black gumbo hill, 
and the pinto did not know which one to take when Jim urged him forward. 
He started down one, but it seemed too steep, so he backed up again and 
wanted to try another. 
ncome on, n Jim said. 11It .don •t make no difference which trail we 
take. We know where we;lre going~ n 
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It was five o 1 clock when RudOlph awoke and climbed from the sunken 
bed with an effort and groped his way to the t~ble. Soon his fingers 
found a match and the lamp resumed its half-hearted ~truggle against t~e 
shadows. The room was cold and he stirred the fire, adding pieces of 
bark to it and ppening the draft and damper before he began to dress. 
He paused sometimes while dressing and sighed deeply, rubbing his face 
and running his fingers through his sparse white hair, which was long and 
curled on his neck, .but opened in. a soiled, circular bald spot on top of 
his head. When he was dressed he still felt the cbill of the room in his 
body and added a blanket-lined overall jacket to lrrs costume. Then he 
went out into the darkness and urinated at the c·6rner of .the house. It 
was too dark to see anything, and the world was. 'Without sound. 
Back in the house again he found the stove getting hot with the fur-
iously burning bark, and he shut the damper part way. On the back of the 
stove, near the reservoir, there stood at all times a gallon pail half full 
of batter which the warmth of the stove kept in a state of ferment. In 
addition to serving as a leavening for the pancakes Rudolph made from the 
batter, the 'ferment gave them a flavor he liked. Every morning he ate 
pancakes, and tp keep the supply of batter conatant, every morning he 
added a portion of flour, salt, sugar and canned milk mixed with water. 
This morn:i.ng his dip into the flour bin carried out with it the calling 
card of his nocturnal :visitor, but his old eyes did not exa.:m:ine the flour. 
One by one he dumped the ingredients into the pail and stirred :vigorously. 
Then he ladled the mixture onto the forward lid of the stove over the fire. 
The lid was too hot, and the pancake was blackened on either side While 
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remaining doughy in the middle. The second one was more successful~ and 
the last one was done in the middle arid nof, ·overddne on the outside;·, He 
stacked them one by one ·on his plate~· spr~led them with sugar~ filled 
his cup with coffee ;Brom the kettle which had been heating on the back 
lip over the f:D::e~ and sat down to eat. 
When he was finished, he refilled the coffee dup and sat hunched for-
ward on the chair veri still, staring into the darkness beneath the table. 
His mind was full of the trapline. On the previous day he had been able 
to see the coyote as a challenger whose bluff he would call, with con-
fidence that he would win out in the end. But the morning was a different 
time, and while it did not deny what yesterday had allowed, still there 
was a heaviness .about it. 
Rudolph thought of·'~'bhe ruined sets with a dull, half -hopeless anger. 
Something always gets in the way. Something gums things up, like you 1re 
try:ib.g to do something with some fellow, and he 1s always working against 
you instead of with you. That•s the way it always is. 
He sighed deeply, and then he was lost to himself_, and his years were 
all around him like stars on the wheel of night, and he was looking on, 
without understanding why she had acted as she had; no, nor even why he 
had done what. he had done. When things start out good you not only feel 
'• 
they should end good, but you feel obliged to make them end that way. ·So 
it adds betrayal arid guilt to the regret that comes anyway, and they 
hever know that you never understood, and that you didn 1t want it to turn 
out like it did •.. Not her fault, not your's. No, there 1s something more 
than that behind it--or if there isn't, it works out as if there were. 
It makes a joke of everything you do, for a man tries to do right, and 
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by the time he realizes how wrong the right can be, it's too late, or he's 
-out of touch with trust. 
It was-in 1914, just a little while after the country had been settled, 
that he first met Betsy Schmauder. She was Garl Schmauder's niece, and 
Mrs. Schmauder was a woman who could think well of herself only when she 
felt she- was doing s.omething for somebody. Rudolph was a lonesome young 
man living in his isolated shack, and was very happy that ¥1.rs. Scbmauder 
took an interest in him. The Schmauders lived across the river from 
Rudolph and used the same road he did to get to Pinnacle. He saw them 
frequently and visited them occasionally. 
One day while he "Has having supper with them, Mrs. Schmauder announced 
th~t she was bringing out a girl from the East for him. What in fact had 
happened ~as that Garl Scbmauder had gotten a letter from his brother 
saying that his daughter, Betsy, wanted to teach school, and .couldn't he 
do something about getting her a job out there, and she could board with 
him and so on. A school had been established in the community and the 
problem of hiring a teacher was at that time before the board. Garl lost 
no time in making arrangements ~or Betsy to take the position! And his 
wife lost no time in making arrangements on something of a different level. 
Although the magnitude of the idea of having a woman of his ovm was 
overwheJ.m:ing to Rudolph in his love-, companionship- and sex-starved exist-
ence, he managed to maintain his composure while still in the company of 
the faniily. Mrs. Scbmauder's voice ~ so kind, so full of warmth, and 
so sure of itself as it depicted the future that lay ahead for Betsy and 
him that Rudolph was persuaded the whole thing was 3.$ good as settled. 
Mrs. Scbmauder gav:e him a picture of Betsy, and she was attractive. The 
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picture was signed 11 love, Betsy, 11 and in a short time Rudolph began to 
feel that the words had been addressed to him. It all seemed so simple. 
He married Betsy and experienced his wedding night countless times in 
fantasy durmg the four weeks before she actually arrived. .And. whenever 
she saw hirn, Mrs. Scbmauder always had something to. say. 
11Rudolph ain •t had no time to go girling, but he 1 s going to have 
someone to keep him warm this. winter. 11 Rudolph, the blood ablaz.e in his 
.face, would shift .from one .foot to the other and try to .find something to 
do with his hands. Or she would say, ttAnother two weeks now. Just two 
more weeks and she'll be here. Hee, hee, hee. 11 To her it was a dime 
.novel being acted.out b~ore her eyes. 
Rudolph's picture o.f how· the thing would work out began to set like 
concrete, but he did not, could not see in his persuasion that the favor 
they seemed to be doing him created .for him an obligation to make the 
thing work out. 
Having mo~e enthusiasm than.experience in matters o.f courtship and 
marriage·, Rudolph, in his restless planning, took the train :Erom Pinnacle 
to Aureole City and there bought a new double bed and the dresser which 
st~ll stood deteriorating at one end o.f his house, a repository .for all 
he had ever really possessed of Betsy: the picture. He .felt he ought to 
present a glamourous figure to the girl, especially when riding, so he 
bought a silver-studded bit--the most expensive he could .find--and a 
ina.rtingale o.f black leather. He had the new furniture shipped to Pinnacle 
where he received it in his wagon with much embarrassment. Especially 
the double bed, for he felt that the gawking people .around the depot were 
an audience to -that most intimate part o.f marriage for which in .fact he 
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had bought the bed, and he spent the whole of the trip home vindicating 
himself and convincing himse_lf of his indignation at what he. imagined the 
people had been thinking. Five years later he , sold the bed to a young 
couple on V Bar Table--who produced eight offspring. 
Finally, in the middle of August, the big day arrived. The Sch:ro.auders 
insisted that Rudolph go with them to ·pirmC\Cle to pick up Betsy, who was 
arriving on the train in the afternoon. Rudolph dressed up--handmade 
boots, ten gallon hat, tie, ce.at; ·indeed a distinguished-l0.oking man. 
He laughed and talked a great deal on the way to conc.eal and, though 
unsuccessfully, to dispel the anxiety which seized him. The train was 
late. He had not realized it would be like this. His heart was pounding, 
his face. was hot, and his head began to ache--but most disconcerting of 
all his kidneys reapted to his nerves. Although he did not voice them, 
he began to think of excuses to escape. He did get away onee to relieve 
himself and while alone talked aloud to quiet his nerves. But it didn •t 
help. 
Mrs. Scbmauder felt the need to give him instructions on how to· 
conduct himself, not because she felt his manners were bad, but because 
she knew he was inexperienced. 11Now, you :mustn •t talk about cows to Betsy. 
She •s an Eastern lady. Talk about how pretty the country is out here, 
and all the nice birds and flowers we have. Or tell her about the dances 
we have at the school house sometimes. Tell her how pretty she looks 
and how nice she smiles and what fine .little hands she has. 11 
Rudolph was crimson by this time, shifting from one foot to the other. 
uTell her about all the places you 1re going to take her riding; along 
-
the river under the trees and up along War Greek Canyon. It 1s mighty 
pretty along in there. You get off there by yourselves, maybe you can 
hold hands, .and you might even kiss her, and then you ask her that big 
question. She 1ll say yes J 11 
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Rudolph grinned and shifted his feet and kicked into the White dust. 
HLook at him blush, u Mrs. Scbmauder was relentless. 11 Just like a big 
kid. Well, we 1re all kids when it comes to something like this. I wrote 
to Betsy about you, too, and just thinkJ At· this moment her heart 1s ·· 
a-pounding thinking about how she 1s going to meet the one,· the special one, 
when she gets here." 
The smoke of the steam locomotive was visible far away across Pinnacle 
Basin, and soon the train was in sight. Rudolph :Was frantically trying to 
catalogue things to say and ways to look at that moment of moments when 
he would be introduced to Betsy. And then the moment came and passed so 
quickly and simply that he was left groping through bewilderment, trying 
to collect and realize at least a shred of his routed expectations~ 
It was not that Betsy was a disappointment. While she did not look 
like the picture Rudolph had been given, .for; it could capture only one 
expression and· one angle of a lively face, she was pretty. She was at 
the age at which nature has reached the acme of its striving to make the 
female desirable. Under the waves of brown hair; her forehead was round 
and smooth as a child 1s. The eyebrows were almost too heavy, but the 
large hazel eyes were ~asy to meet, and their smiling gaze did not falter 
or sb1-ft away. The nose was stubby and turned up· just slightly, and 
abo~e a blunt chin the mouth seemed touched with an endless succession of 
quick smiles. 
But the introduction was awkwar<;l because no one conce:rned, least of 
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all himself, was capable of the grace e.r gentility of which Rudolph 1 s 
imagination was capable. What showed predominantly in the faces of the 
young people was an almost child-like, almost vulgar curiosity. Confusing 
good looks with breeding, two things having superficial conjunction, 
Rudolph ioTas embarrassed and felt inferior to Betsy. He stared, and she 
smiled. 
Mr. Schmauder and Rudolph handed Betsy's trunk into the wagon and 
then mounted and set off. There were two seats on the wagon and Rudolph 
and Mr. Schmauder occupied the front one while the two women sat behind. 
Mrs. Schmauder kept Betsy's attention with questions about her family and 
herself, or talked about the teaching job and the Schmauder ranch ~th 
eil..aborate and detailed explanations, and Rudolph, relieved of the fright-
ening burden of ha"T.illg to talk, bne~thed the hot, still August air with 
quiet emotional exhaustion. But half way home the reaction· of his kidneys 
to the nervousness once more began to plague him.· And it was at this 
point that Mrs. Scbwauder remembered herself. 
uoh, my land, 11 she exc·laimed, 11 I 1m doing all the talking and not 
letting the young· foll.ks get acquainted. I 1m going to just hush right up 
and let you and Rudolph talk the rest of the way. You go ahead and talk 
to Betsy, Rudolph. II. 
Rudolph, who was concentrating on easing· himself in the jolting 
wagon, became aware that he was being addressed and began to search for 
something to say. He ree.alled what Mrs. Schmauder had said al::>out speaking 
' 
of nice things like flov1ers, and :i.mmediately he was aware of the hosts of 
drying sunflowers along the ditches of the road and in the fields. 
'~'We sure have a lot of nice sunflowers this ·year, 11 he ventured. 
e .. 
~ 1 You. have sunflowers back where you come from? 11 
HNo, 11 s9-id Betsy. 11I think they're ugly. 11 
Rudolph shifted .. · 
Betsy asked, 11How many cows do you have Rudolph? 11 
That she should be the one to breach the indelicate subject against 
'Which Mrs. Scbmauder had been careful to w{!.rn him was quite unexpected, 
and the coior in his neck began to deepen • 
. tisixty head, u he answered, not at. all sure even this simple answer 
was a proper one. In fact, it was a misrepresentation, for he had only 
thirty head of grown stock, and the calves which would be sold later in 
the fall were included in the figure. 
But he was encouraged that she was honestly :impressed~ 11Myl what a 
lot of cows, 11 she exclaimed. 11Why, back in Minneaota the most we ever had 
was fifteen milk covm. Well, then we h.ad an old bull, too. I was always 
afreid qf the old bull. Every spring he goes on the warpath and tries 
to tear down the fences and fight the neighbor's bull, or get at their 
cows. Do you have a bull like that? 11 
Rudolph almost relaxed his vigil over the urgings of his bladder at 
the sound of her voice uttering such forbidden words and questions. Sweat 
beaded on his forehead, and his breath quickened. 11Yes, yes, 11 he answered 
in agony. 11I have a--a gentleman cow. 11 It was a term he had planned to 
use should he be .forced into a situation where it· was necessary to speak 
of the animal. But he was aware that his stilted title was something of 
an anticlimax after Betsy had already used the common term as well as 
intrbduced the subject. It was not something that he could then or wo~ld 
later understand, that Betsy, due to no one's effort, not even her ovm, 
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but du~ merely to her temperament and upbringing_, was somewhat beyond her 
time in her acceptance of the ,facts of physical existence--be it humans 
or animals. The Schmauder family took its origins from the gerofttlich Rhine 
valley, and Betsy 'was· quite obli_vious of the Prussian austerity in Rud~lph 1 s 
background, which unintentionally emphasized sex by trying to stifle it. 
Rather, Betsy was neither puzzled nor dismayed by her anatomical difference 
from the male, but quite as casually aware of it as a kitten. 
Rudolph heard her titter. Then Mrs. Schmauder took over again. 
noh, you'll like Rudolph's cows, B~tsy. They 1re so tame. You 1ll get 
along fine with them. Oh, and he has the nicest horses. And there's one 
that's jusb right for you ••• Oh! but I shouldn't say it's for you. I 
should let Rudolph say that, shouldn't I? I'm just always, always, always 
opening my mouth and saying the wrong thing at the right time, or the right 
thing at the wrong time. My goodness mel Oh, Betsy, we 1re going to make 
a regular cowgirl out of you in no time at all. We 1 ll have you riding 
and roping and even branding, I 111 bet you. Yes sirree4 11 
.And so Rud0lph was spared for the rest of the trip. He was quite sure 
he wouldn't survive the agony he felt in his abdomen. When they reached 
the foot of the hill below V Bar Table, he insisted on getting out and 
walking home rather than having them go out of their way to ·take him. 
noh, now, Rudolph, n protested Mrs. Schmauder, 11you ·~e got to let us 
take you home. You tte~·:tired and yqu don't want to walk all that way. 11 
HOh, it 1s no distance at all, 11 he insisted, already descending. 11I 
~ don't want to take you folks out of the way. Betsy is tired from her trip, 
and you want to get her horne. 11 He was suddenly a fluent conversationalist. 
ttWell, you come on up and have supper with us, say tomorrow, okay?ll 
nAll right, all r~ght, sureJ 11 
nBye now, 11 from Betsy. 
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llG 1bye, g.1by.e, 11 shouted Rudolph, and he turned to sprint towards the 
· wonderful concealment of Sioux Creek 1 s channel. 
Rudolph 1s responses to women as members of the other sex had been 
molded by the puritanical attitudes of his parents, and he had had no 
opportunity. on his o-wn to correct or grow out of the patterns es:tabli~hed. 
The sin and crime of being sexual was violently brought home to him at 
an early age by 'that s'ame solicitous mother who had hoped for so much 
from her son •. 'When he was ten years old, he played one day with a cousin 
who was eleven. She at that age was larger than he, and also becoming 
aware of her femaleness. in a preadolescent way. In the course of their 
play they became interested, with harmless childish curiosity, in their 
physical difference and speculated in fantasy about the reason for it. 
The· girl's theory, in the mechanics of it, hit upon the truth, and they 
decided to try it out. It was while in the process of experimentation that 
they were interrupted by Rudolph1s mother. She beat him severely, and he 
was well aware that .her fury was something more than that aroused by other 
forms of misbehavion he had committed. It struck a strange terror into his 
heart. For the next seven years before he. left home, anything connected 
with· sex brought fear to him. Re wc:-s afraid to. be nice to a girl or to 
touch &ne in any way. Yet he was drawn with irrepressible curiosity to 
'Whatever seemed to pertain to sex. When the first manifestation of puberty 
.. 
soiled his night clothes, not only did the uncertainty.as to what had 
happeri.ed cause him ·unrest, but he so dreaded the idea that his mother might 
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find out that he washed the soiled spot in secret and fanned it dry be-
fore putting the garment away. The discovery of masturbation saved him 
from further fear of embarrassment in that way but brought the terror 
that he would be found out in this new pleasure, and the terror was some-
times so great that it rendered him virtually impotent--although at other 
times: his obsession with the ac:t was ~f such magnitude that he took absurd 
chances, one time gratifying himself while sitting at a table on which he 
was presumed to be studying his arithmetic, while his parents sat with 
their backs to him reading_, as if even to be found out and punished would 
somehow be something of the sharing that the impulse seemed to reqriire. 
In his later teens_, in any situation involving a girl where even the thought 
of the possibility of. some kind of social intercourse on the level or ro-
mance came into his mind, he was left weak and frightened. He cursed him-
self .for not being above sex_, and he cursed himself for peing unable to 
accept it as others seemed to, and there was much .fury, but it went nowhere. 
Now for four youthful years Rudolph had been pretty much isolated 
.from any women whom he might fall in love with and, with Mrs. Sc~uder 1s 
prompting and encouragement, nothing could shadow his optimism as he 
launched into the winning o.f Betsy Schmauder. He cast the past aside as 
though it had never been. That is, he tried to. 
The evening of· the day after he met Betsy_, Rudolph dressed up to 
go to supper at the Schmauder home. He owned a sorrel gelding whose 
summer coat was a fine copper sheen, and who arched his neck and picked 
up his hooves like a show horse. With the silver bit, the martingale and 
his saddle, which was then new, Rudolph set out like a Zane Grey hero. 
He saw no one around when he arrived in the Schmauder yard, and he 
. i 
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reined in~ unsure of what to do~ for he wanted Betsy to see him before he 
dismounted. Then there was a botfly at the horse's nose~ and the animal 
went crazy with shaking his head and striking until he hooked a front 
· hoof over the mart"ingale. His head was pulled do'Wrl between his legs, and 
at that instant Betsy emerged from the privy nearby. 
Seeing Rudolph perched on top of the entangled and struggling beast, 
she ran forward crying, 11-what are you doing to that poor horse?" 
. Rudolph turned redder and redder with chagrin, with anger~ with all 
the adverse emotions a man can contain at one time, but remained silent 
and dismounted to free the horse. 
After that Rudolph attended supper at the Schmauder ranch a number 
of times, and Hrs. Schmauder made sure.,that he sat beside Betsy. He 
achieved ~astery of his nerves to some extent and talked glibly in a loud 
voice, making jokes with the Schmauders 1 two boys, whom Betsy would teach, 
and who were already in love with her as boys will love their teachers. 
The boys laughed vigorously at Rudolph's jokes, because they liked him, 
and because to be acknowledged by him seemed to let them share in the mys-
terious thing they knew was supposed to be going on between him and Betsy. 
Betsy laughed too and accepted Rudolph :w±th the same passivity with which 
she accepted almost everything in life. She never found the enthusiasm 
Mrs. Schmauder often had, and she never suffered Rudolph's distress • 
. Rudolph was itt this time building a new fence along his side of the 
river, and one evening at supper Mrs. Schmauder told him, 11Rudolph, you 
must take Betsy down and show her your new fence. She's got a horse now, 
and she's just dying to ride it and show off to you how she can ride. n 
It did not occur to any of them except Betsy that there was no 
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reason on earth she should be interested in a fence, which looked like any 
other fence. But that was not a point in question, for she, as even Rudolph 
was begirming to, realized that, if the romance were to germinate, it would 
be necessary for the two parties involved to spend some time alone together. 
Since supper was early, ·the evening was long and shadowed in the river 
basin, and upon the stillness hung the hum of insects, nature 1 s invisible 
industry in the grass ·and trees. 
They saddled and set out. Rudolph was full of the things he must say 
to Betsy, and she was full of waiting .for him ,to say them ••• and so he talked 
of everything else, drumming in her polite but presently tiring ear who 
owned what land and how the country had looked when he first came and who 
built what fence and what place. 
As they descended the hill to the river his enthusiasm ran away, and 
. . . 
-he- told Betsy, 11As far as you can see down Sioux Greek Basin (that's Sioux 
Greek Basin there), I run my cows. I figure on building up to about two 
hundred head or more. That '.s why I need this here fence. Country ain 1t 
alW§YS going to be open like it is now, and I 1m going to have to keep 
my stock kind of penned in. They won 1t stay in a herd no more once I get 
that many. I figure on having one of the· biggest ranches in this rart of 
the country. Maybe finally I 1ll own so nmch that I'll be tearing up the 
fences again. I 1ll have so much land the cattle won 1t be able to go far 
enough to get ,.off it. 11 
. ' I As he spoke, he found his words painting visions beyond the fondest 
ones he had had before, and he laughed a little as he paused in the hope 
that laughter would facilitate credulity. Betsy did not laugh. She was 
intrigued by his vision of empire. The 11 to have 11 he presented opened a 
new potential of world in which her imagination mined. . Across the arid 
breaks and buttes capped in final sunlight. her eyes followed a brief dream 
of a monetary fulfillment she had neither asked for nor expected to re-
ceive, but finding it presented, was nou•reluctant to indu~ge its promise. 
Rudolph interpreted Betsy's look to be disapproval of his boasting, 
· for boasting was surely something any fine girl would look down upon. He 
did not imow that in the sirirple min~ of an ordinary woman boasting in a 
prospective mate is never contemptible, for it helps her elaborate her 
own dreams, while the admission of boasting is the sin of. sins. 
In his ignorance he told her, n.A.w, I guess I was just shooting off 
my mouth a little too much. I might never have all that stock and land 
like I said. I'll have me a good herd of cattle though. You know, I was--
ah--I didn't quite tell you the facts the other day about how many cattle 
I had. That sixty head is counting calves. I only got, well, to be exact, 
I got thirty-one ~ead of grown stuff, two of which didn't, well, didn't 
have babies this year, and then there 1 s: the--ah--the--ah--bull. 11 
She turned to look at him, and a frown crossed her brow, and then she 
looked back again at the. land. The evening was beginnirlg to cascade down 
around them now, and the heat of the day was dispersed by a seeping, almost 
imperceptible coolness 'Which bathed against their faces. Rudolph turned 
to look upon Betsy. He had become used enough to her looks to feel an 
unqualified attraction in them now. What shall I say, how shall I say it, 
he kept asking himseli'. Shall I say ••• Itll say, Betsy, will you marry me? 
But no, it ain 1t time for that yet. We ought to have kissed before I ask 
her to marry me. 'What if I would ride cl?se to her and put my arm around 
her and kiss her, what wbuld she do? If onJ..y her horse would run away and 
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I could chase it_, and she would be so .frightened she would .fall into my 
arms. He looked at the horse. It stood with its head down_, slobbering 
chewed grass. around the bit. She had had to kick it to get it to trot. 
Maybe if I ·got· her to ge-t;. of.f _, and then it would run away_, and she would 
have to ride back wii;.h me and hold onto me; put her arms around me. 
Betsy kicked the horse and said, 11Let 1s ride· down to the river. u It 
was only a short distance, and soon they were on the shore. 
Rudolph thought, if I could just get her to get o.ff and we'd walk 
together, maybe I could somehow, something would happen that would make it 
possible to kiss her. His heart was pounding. He kept looking at her. 
She was in riding skirts astride the horse, and his eyes were awed by 
the dividing thighs hugging .the saddle. His thoughts rampaged recklessly 
through private fantasies that could only cut him off from the understand-
ing that was needed. He became shockedly aware of his physical reaction 
to his thoughts when Betsy suddenly turned to him and said, 
11Let t s get off and walk along the shcr e. 11 
He was all too aware of the irony, and with the blood going in a 
tunm.lt to his head, he told her, with some preliminary of stuttering; nwell, 
by gosh, it's getting kind of late_, and I don 1 t want to be keeping you out 
and have the folks a-wondering where we are. n 
.And by the time he was tb.Dough speaking, embarrassment had dispelled 
or replaced his emotion. But_, while the statement was immediately un-
necessa:cy, there was no w:Lthdrawing it_, for Betsy's reaction was instan-
taneous--not really anger, but more a capi'tulation to futility •. 
HAll right, go home then, u she told him, wheeling her horse_, although 
it was more like an elephant's ponderous turning. 11You go home and I 111 
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go home. GoodbyeJll 
With a flurry of kicks she set out up the hill towards the Schmauder 
ranch. Rudolph followed, of course, and cau~t up with her and rode in 
silence beside· her tntil they reached the ranch. ·Then when they were at 
r the barnyard, he was so deep in thought about what had just happened that 
' 
he C8.!lle to bimself only "When he saw Betsy dismounting to open the gate. 
He literally tumbled from his saddle in an effort to do the service for 
her--a service which at that moment she would anything but appreciate. 
But fortunately for him his foot got caught in the stirrup, and there was 
a delay before he could free himself, and when he reached the gate, she 
had released the wire hoop that held it shut. She let it.drop at his feet. 
That was the final gesture of her impatience with him that night and there 
was nothing left for her to do but repent--whereas, had he opened the gate, 
she would have been obliged to defy the favor and would have refused hilb. 
when he invited her to attend the dance at the school house the following 
week. As it was, she accepted, and he set out for home filled with com-
mingling humility ~d triumph. At the bottom of the river breaks he stood 
in his stirrups and shouted at the top of his lungs, which sudden sound 
in the settled night routed a flock of grouse roosting in the grass nearby. 
They exploded forth in a thunderous eruption that gave horse and rider 
such a start that both were uneasy the rest of the way home. Rudolph 
shrugged and laughed, but his laugh was uneven. The horse blew softly 
through his nose. 
Betsy W¥ never entirely out of Rudolph 1 s mind in ·the week before the 
dance. He pl.otted how this time. it would be different. ·He indulged again 
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and again .fantasies o.f kissing her. He might brush his hand against her 
I 
breasts in a way that would appear to be accidental. Sometimes the .fan-
tasies set him trembling, and he cursed his .fickle nerves, resolvilig to be 
devil-may-care. vJhat difference does it make? he asked himself. She's 
just a woman. Of course she wants me to kiss her. She probably wants 
me to marry her. Well, I 1m not going to rush into a proposal though. 
She tll probably be a little upset about me holding off. Probably what 
was eatilig her the other night. Thought I 1 d jump right in and kiss her 
first thilig off, or propose. Man 1 s got to show a little restraint. By 
golly, fellow haul off and get himself in a pickle if he don't go and 
make it clear to a woman that he's go:ing to be the boss :in the family. 
He became more and more worked up. By G.od, if she goes to getting snooty 
with me, I won't go to see her no more. I 1ll just tell her by God, I don 1t 
need to run around after you. If you want to be a damn Easterner stuck on 
yourself, go right ahead. It don 1 t make no difference to me. He meant 
to tell her next why i.t made no difference to him, but realized that the 
only reason he was getting worked up was because it did make a difference. 
But rather·than erase the irrational and its emotion with reality, he 
reasserted himself. It don't make a damn bit of difference to me, he told 
the fantasied Betsy. But he thought best to play it safe. If you want to 
marry me, he concluded, that 1s all right. If not, that's all right too. 
On the night of the dance a determined joviality masked his inner 
turmoil as Rudolph, the gallant swain, swept his nymph about the floor of 
the school house, the time of Pis step having little in common with the 
. time of the music from the squeaking fiddle. .He felt everyone's eyes on 
him, and the staid but approving stare of the older married people made 
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his neck tum to fire and. his insides to jelly. Betsy was oblivious of 
those elders as they nodded together,. feeling they shared,in the venerian 
vitality of youth, their own having been spent. 
When the time came to go home, Rudolph had a plan worked out care-
fully. There was a gate in a draw between the school ho~se and the 
Schmauder ranch. When he reached the gate, before he dismounted from the 
buggy to open it, he would put his arm' firmly around·Betsy's shoulders, 
draw her against him, and kiss her on the mouth. The sky was clear and deep 
with a generous glitter of stars lighting the landscape enough so that the 
hills, trees and trail ahead were visible. Out of the corner of his eye 
Rudolph kept drinking in the small form beside him--the decisive symmetry 
of the breast sloping to a tiny waist, swelling again in ~ pile of skirts • 
.And under the skirts legs .like the- woman-legs he 1 d seen in a picture shown 
him by Tony Feralli. Feralli worked as a hired hand for one of Schmauder 1s. 
neighbors. Dirty.little Italian, thought Rudolph. Always got his mind 
on something filt!lY.· Well, he 1 ll never have a girl like Betsy! Always 
trying to get under some girl's skirts. Always talking about women, the 
I filthy bastard. It 1s just like a bird 1s nest with the eggs taken out, 
Rudolph, he 1 d said. You seen a bird 1s nest, you got nothing to look for-
ward to 'When you see a woman upside down. Filthy bastard! He reviled 
Feralli because the image stuck in his mind. 
The horses clop-clopped along the trail. 
Bird 1 s nest. 
"It was a nice dance, 11 ventured Betsy. 
Rudolph, caught naked with his thoughts, almost sprung from the seat. 
uyes, yes, rt he shouted, nit was. Yeah, it sure was a mighty fine dance. 11 
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Betsy carried the conversation for awhile with observations that 
Mrs. so~and-so was certainly a nice person, and Mr. so-and-so was jolly. 
But "When they began to approach the gate, ,Rudolph ceased to respond, and, 
somewhat mystified, she stopped talking to him. He was engrossed in the 
thing_that had to be done. 
Feralli 1s simile persisted. 
Vulgar, filthy bastard. May1:3e she 1 ll think you 1 re like him if you 
try to kiss her. Maybe she don't want to be kissed. You figured it all 
out before that you're going to do it. You've got to do it. But maybe 
she likes you now and won 1t' no more if_you try to kiss her. Maybe she 
wouldn1 t know what you were trying to do. 
He could hear his heart and was afraid that she might be able to hear 
it too. 
Kiss her when you get home, that's the proper time to go kissing 
her. You said you 1d do it now. Now or neverJ If you don't do it now, 
you won't do it When you get her home either. To hell with kissing her. 
I don't want to kiss her. I had my fun at the dance. That's Where you're 
supposed to haye the fun. This kissing business ~s a lot of damn nonsense 
anyway. Lot of silly tripe women think about. Take her home and tell her 
you had a nice time and let it go at that. Kissing. Lips, bird 1 s nest. 
Lips. Dirty Feralli. That's what he'd be doing, wanting to kiss all the 
time, and no telling what else. But this ain 1 t Feralli kissing her, it 1 s 
you, and you want to marry her. You can't marry her if you don't kiss her 
first. But if she stops you ••• 
He hauled in on the reins and stopped the team before the ga,te. 
You 1ve got to do it. 
The team had stopped. He took time to wrap the reins around the 
brake handle. He cp_d it slowly. 
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Betsy sat huddled, w~ting for what she intuited from minute clues 
of gesture or atti~ude in the dark silhouette of face, must be his inten-
tion; waiting to respond, but, being woman, riot able to respond until that 
correct instant when his aggressive movement should establish its purpose 
far enough that her surrender would be only the decorum of her receptive 
role; not to meet in this first meeting, but only to await with asking 
silence the intimate intrusion of his conques~. 
Rudolph sat upright, drew a deep breath. 
·put your arm around her, draw her to you, kiss her. Put your arm 
around her, draw her to you, kiss her. 
One of the horses shook his harness and blew through his nose. The 
stars winked with confidence. The night was desperately real and unreal. 
He could smell the faint oder of' her perfume on the air. Woman smell. 
The structure of his courage crumbled like a card castle. 
He found himself descending from the buggy to open the gate. 
When once more they were underway, Rudolph told himself he had done 
the right thing. She would not have expected to be suddenly kissed there 
in the middle of nowhere. He 1a do it when he got her home. He felt better. 
There seemed to be a lot of time before he got to the Schmauder ranch. 
Bravely he whipped the horses into a trot. 
Betsy's emotion, unsatisfied, resolved to irritate her, for she read 
quite clearly that Rudolph had lacked the nerve to make the simple move. 
She remained silent the rest of the way, while he, breathing freely now, 
began to whistle and slap the side of the buggy with the reins. The 
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horses, jingling their harness, bounced the light vehicle along the trail, 
and sooner than he was prepared for it,_ Rudolph found that they were ar-
riving at the ranch. 
He tied the horses to the corral and escorted Betsy to the house, 
unaware- of the def-iance smouldering within her, and consequently equally 
unaware that she still might be won over by a correct approach. He had 
whistled himself into something of a dashing frame of mind during the last 
lap of the ride, but it lasted only as far as. the porch steps, and then 
once more his heart was thundering and his face was hot. They mounted the 
steps and stopped before the door. 
Betsy put one hand on the doorknob and turned her heg.d to say, urt 
was a very nice dance. Thank you for taking me. 11 
Rudolph had been concentrating so hard on what he woul~ do, that the 
requirement to speak took him quite unaware. 11.Ah, pleased to meet you, u 
he blurted. Pleas·ed to have taken you is what he had meant to say, and 
the blood renewed its rush to his head, for he was aware of how the remark 
unveiled his lack of composure. 
Betsy only smiled. She had turned the doorknob and was slowly open-
ing the door. 11It was a lot of fun, 11 she said. . UGood night. n 
Mustering all his detenuination, for he saw that the opening door 
was about to engulf opportunity, Rudolph made his move. His legs were 
wooden sticks betraying him. Unskilled in the enterprise, he did not 
step as far forward as he moved his body, and the resulting overbalance 
hurled him, clawing for support, upon the only th:i.rlg there: Betsy. She 
was shoved against the door frame, Rudolphts hands: indiscriminately pressing 
upon her body. 
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Apology is no recourse for an awkward lover.· Only his belovedts 
acceptance of his sincerity can set things right. But Betsy_, under-
standing very well what had happened while not really lmowing why, was 
more disposed to revenge her strained patience than to be sympathetic. 
1
'What in the world are you· trying to do?u she asked, laughing. 
Before Rudolph could collect his composure, before he could say 
anythL.J.g, she had slipped through the door and closed it and closed away 
everything but the sound of her soft laughter. 
On his way home_, Rudolph writhed in the buggy seat, cursing, weeping) 
shaking his head. Had the horses not lmow.n the direction they were to 
'take, they might have wandered ~ywhere. Only when they stopped and 
turned their heads inquiringly was he aware of gates •.. While opening one 
gate he stepped forward and embraced the gatepost to show himself how 
· terribly simply the action really was, and then he. hurled the gate open, 
sobbing. And when he was finally home and had retired to the mocking 
expanse of the double bed, it was hours before he could sleep. He lay 
under the covers clenching his fists, grimacing, or talking aloud, crying 
vindications of his tormented soul to the still, narrow dark. 
By morning he was able to believe that Betsy had been more at fault 
than he. He ·resolved not to go to see her ~y more. He shrugged his 
shoulders many times, telling himself_, often aloud, that it would be 
she whq would be sorry. 
But during the nights thereafter his bed was a bed of coals on which 
he burned with sexual desire or wrath or both, searching to understand 
the forces that had built an invisible wall between him and his love. 
And all the time desire magneted him back to her, and the chains of fear 
- --- - - - ---- - -- - -- -- - - - - -- - - --- - - - -- --- --- - ---
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and uncertainty held him fast. So he tried to deny to himself the more 
essential self that hunf?ered; -,tried to annihilate that -which the very 
necessity of an effort to annihilate should have sho-wn him was basic, 
tp be accepted. So the weeks went by. 
Rudolph did not see the S~hmauders for over a month. He made a point 
of avoiding them. But one day in late September, M.r. Schmauder rode up 
to his house while he was cutting wood for winter. They exchanged greet-
ings, and Rudolph was over the incident enough that he was sincerely glad 
to see his neighbor. 
11Why don't you come on up and have supper with us? 11 Scbmauder invited. 
11We kind of miss you up there. I know you and Betsy. had a S:fB. t or some-
thing, but she 1 d be glad to see you. You get your horse and come along. n 
Rudolph went :wJ_th him, and Mrs. Schmauder, still in her role as 
match-maker--in fact with renewed energy--had stacked the t~le with fried 
chicken, boiled potatoes, bro-wn gravy and oven-hot biscuits. She talked 
and laughed in an almost continuous. unpunctuated sentence from the time 
of his arrival to the time of his departure. :f?etsy smiled and spoke softly 
and infrequently, and Rudolph felt, but tried not to feel, that her inter-
est in him had waned. He himself spoke in a loud voic.e and laughed lo:udly 
and ate heartily, devouring mouthfuls of flesh from chicken legs poised 
before his face between his two hands. He had decided (and indeed the re-
turn would not have been possible had he not, for he could not have mustered 
the courA,ge for i)) that he would not try to see Betsy alone, that he would 
never try to kiss her again. He had told himself', and was naive enough 
to believe it, that he did not really want her a.L all. Over and over he 
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told it to himself while the longing grew stronger. 
He did not see her alone that night, and after he had left he was 
angry, but had no object for his anger. He rode through the night mut-
tering aloud, laughing a~ the situation, at himself, and the sound of the 
laughter seemed to give laughing a justification, and at least the whole 
thing was made bearable. He drummed on the pommel of the saddle with his 
fingers and gestured occasionally and sometimes spoke as if there were 
someone beside him and shook his head •. 
That evening set the pattern of his visits for the next two months. 
The relationship between himself and Betsy vegetated, and, while Rudolph 
was painfully aware of the fact and studied it over and over in his mind 
night after night, he simply did not know what to dd to ehange the sit-
uation. He reread a romance novel of the West hoping to gain some clues 
from it, but everything seemed to depend upon circUlllStance in the story, 
and he realized that life did not afford him the heroic opportunities it 
afforded characters ·of fict±on. 
Rudolph was invited to eat Thanksgiving dinner with the Schmauders. 
The late November day dawned cbld with quiet, dry wind steady along the 
Badlands and breaks. Rudolph tried to spend the whole morning in pr-e-
paration, but, not having enough to do about his simple toilet, washed 
his hands and combed his hair several times and even changed his shirt--
and then changed back agairi. He considered it a duty to be in a good 
spirit on holidays, and whether for that reason or some other, he felt un-
accountably, as such feelings always are, that something was going to 
happen on this day; something he would consider good. So it was that, 
joyously, but with a tingling apprehension he hadn 1 t felt when going to 
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·see Betsy since befoxe the fUlllbled kissing incident, he set out, and the 
fiery youth and strength of the horse beneath him bolstered his pride and_ 
his courage. 
Schmauder met him at the corral gate. 
nHowdy, 11 he said firmly and caught the horse's reins to hold him 
while Rudolph dismounted. 
nHowdy, n Rudolph returned.· 11Well, it 1 s getting right snappy these 
mornings, ain't it? 11 He sensed an uneasiness in Schmauder's manner. 
noh, yeah, 11 Schrnauder said, more or less reciting t~e words, 11it's 
getting on towards winter. Snow'll be flying pretty soon. 11 
Rudolph tried to shake off his misgivings w.ith joviality.. uwell, 11 
he said in his best joking manner, llif the snow gets too deep, we can 
always feed the cows on fencepost tops. 11 He laughed. 
uyeah, 11 said Schmauder, 11fencepost tops.H 
They put the horse in the barn and tied him in a stall and gave him 
oats. Then they began to walk towards the house. Schmauder stopped. 
11Betsy ain't here no more, 11 he said. 
Rudolph looked at him but couldn't f:ind anything to say. 
III could tell you she had to go back home or something and rncy:be make 
you fee~ better for awhile. But you'd fL~d out the truth sooner or later, 
so I might as well let you know. She went off w.ith Tony Feralli. 11 
uoh, well, is that right? 11 Rudolph said. The words were no expres-
sion of his reaction which had not yet found itself, but only' something 
to fill the space between two people caught in a difficult moment. 
ni dori tt know wl;J.y, n Schrnauder continued, hoping words were some kind 
of balm. ''I don •t know why she done it. ·women are funnY., damn them. 
Bl 
They're crazy. Do a thing like that. I'd never thought it of her. 
Never thought she'd turn out to be a no-good like that. You should have 
asked her to marry you a long time ago~ Rudolph. Shouldn't of courted 
so slow. Women don't like to be court~d slow. You let her slip away 
from you. Got to be faster. You let a darn nice girl get away from you. 
Never a nicer girl than Betsy. 
Rudolph had dinner with the Schmauders~ but when it was over he could 
not have named a single one of the many items on the table from memory. 
He sat with the family for awhile after the meal and made an effort at 
conversation. Then he suggested that he ought to go. Mr •. Schmauder went 
with him to the barn~ offered his final condolel?'ces and said goodbye. 
Rudolph felt conspicuous as he rode away. Even when he was out of sight~ 
he felt awkwardly conspicuous and looked around at the empty?ountry for 
its eyes upon him. But it was indifferent and even beyond indifference. 
He loosened the reins and kicked his horse in the flanks~ and it 
sprung forward and increased its speed until it was running as fast as it 
could go. Rudolph kicked it more as it hurtled down the river breaks, 
and soon foam-was flying back from its mouth against its forelegs and 
breast. The river was low, and Rudolph reached it at a point where the 
bottom was rocky and bare beneath an abrupt bank ten feet high. . Beyond 
the rocks~ farther towards the middle of the river, was a shallow pool 
resting on a floor of hard, slick silt. 
Seeing the height of the bank, Rudolph pulled quickly on the reins. 
But the horse could not check its momentum. It could only make a terrified 
effort t~ stop and; with a flash of wild eyes, plunge over onto the rocks, 
hurling Rudolph into the pool where his inertia carried him, his knees like 
runners, into the rmiddle. 
and·returned to the horse. 
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He arose, his clothes wet and covered with mud, 
The animal lay crying its agony softly through 
its nose. Its forelegs were broken, and it could not get up. Rudolph 
seized a stone the size of a pie plate from the riverbed. He caught the 
bridle by the bit. The horse threw its head up and down and its eyes were 
white fire, and its great neck still an arch of animal triumph, and its 
heart thunder, and its haunches power, more strength for man than is in 
man. .And Rudolph struck at its forehead with the stone. The blow grazed 
above its eye, and the beast shrieked, and he struck again and again until 
he had stu.nn,ed it, and then battered in its forehead so that it lay in a 
death struggle before him, its hindlegs quivering. He threw the stone to 
the ground and fell after it, sobbjng and vomiting, and the air was cold 
on his wet clothes. Cold and desoJ.a-;te. 
Although it became perfectly c:lear to everyone else what had happened 
between Betsy and Tony Feralli, Rudolph never perceived the truth. Rather, 
the whole thing remained for him a hollow, hanging mystery; a kind of. 
gratuitous indulgence in irony by fate. Tony had seen Betsy riding to 
and from the little school house where she taught, and so he had begun to 
meet her at the gate in the draw where Rudolph had tried so hard to sunnnon 
the courage to kiss her on the buggy seat that night. He met her every 
evening during the warm days of September, on into October. At first he 
only opened the gate for her and then rode a short. distance with her. Then 
she got into the habit of dismounting and walking w:hth him while they led 
their horses. They sat sometimes on the war.m~r days in the shade of some 
buffalo berry bushes nearby. Then the walk to the bushes became an every 
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evening affair during the school week. 
Betsy felt more given to .her womanness than involved in social 
mores--not revolt, but a sense of disinterest--and so it was that after 
the buffalo berry bush habit had been established for a time, she found 
herself pregnant and followed the only course that seemed then to hold 
a future; marrying Tony. Tony sold a few maverick calves he had been 
branding on the sly to get a little money ahead, and he and Betsy went 
away. The follo~g summer, some eight m0nths after they left, the 
Schmauders received word that Betsy had giv.en birth to a nine-pound baby 
boy--born prem~turely. 
The neighborhood rejoiced in this renewal of the gossip. In town 
Rudolph heard men talking: 11Premature, eh7n 
nyeah, premature, but not in the usual way. t1 
11Nine-pound premature baby! Jesusl That 1 s the funniest d~ thing 
I 1ve ever heard. 11 
He was furious but could say nothing, for he was not sure of the 
direction of his fury. On the one hand he wished to defend Betsy, and on 
the other, he disapproved· strongly of her actions. He remained silently 
angry. That the baby was conceived before marriage and that Betsy had 
married because of the baby still did not jell in his mind, for he was not 
orientated to that kind of thinking. 
After he dragged his saddle home that Thanksgiving afternoon leaving 
the dead horse in the river bed, Rudolph came down with a cold and spent 
three days in bed with a fever. Without thinking it in so many words, 
he a.Ccepted the :fever as a kind of punishmant for his brutality to the 
-e 
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horse, and also as the physic~ comple,~emt of his loss of Betsy. Suffer-
ing from the sickness helped his mind resolve, or at least bear the two 
happenings. He mdulged the suffermg fully, playjng both the role of 
patient and the role of nursemaid, moanmg -softly in the bed, then rising 
to quietly prepare a bit of food or medicine or fix the fire and afterward 
returning to moan in the bed once more. 
Rudolph had strung his traplme before Thanksgiving. .After his ill-
ness he attended it daily to the virtual exclusion of all else. He set 
every trap he had and bought new ones. With a vengeance "?-e sought to cap-
ture the unseen creatures of the Wild whose lives were enacted in orbits 
beyond what he could see; whose meanings were dark and soft as twilight 
and distance. With furious triumph he approached each fire-eyed coyote 
huddling in a trap and slew it and bore its pelt back with him. Once when 
a coyote succeeded in pulling uP a trap stake and makillg away with the 
trap, Rudolph pursued it with a kind of desperation. .And, while he had 
been unusually good to his horses since Thanksgiving, he did not spare the 
.. 
animal he was riding until the coyote had been overtaken and killed. Only 
then did the stern set of his face relax, and he laughed aloud and talked 
to the horse and petted it and gave it a rest. It was night by that time, 
so far and so doggedly had he followed his quarry, and it was necessary 
for him to give the horse its head and let it bring him home. 
But too much time spent on the trapline resulted in neglect of his 
cattle, and it was not until march that Rudolph discovered how a late 
February blizzard had caused nine of his animals to· drift to their death 
over the bank of .Sioux Creek at one of its highest points. He si.Iilply 
accepted the loss. The dream of becoming a cattle king had largely gone 
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from his mind, and it was only in the late 1 20s that its unfortunate 
revival occurred. 
Rudplph had not heard the last of Betsy, however. Shortly after the 
news of the baby reached him, he learned that she was back with the 
{ 
Schmauders. It seemed that Tony Feralli had gotten into trouble over 
brands and cattle--he had put his brand on someone else 1 s cattle--and' had 
left wife, job and baby posthaste for parts ~own. So it was that the 
Scbmauders, who saw expedience as the justification for almost anything 
within the law, determined to encourage once more .the friendship between 
Rudolph and Betsy. Mr. Scbmauder stopped by Rudolph's place one .day. 
tti guess you heard as to how Betsy's back with us, 11 he ventured, 
after sounding the usual greetings. 11That Feralli showed his true colors. 
I never did think he was worth a damn myself. I says to Betsy, I says, 
'You better just not have nothing to do with him no more. Get you a di-
vorce,' I says. I says, 1You was young, and you made a mistake, but that's 
no reason to let it ruin your whole life. 1 So that t s what she 1 s aiming to 
do. Well, me and the Mrs. was thinking as to how you took a shine to 
Betsy, and, well, we figured out that it might work out pretty well be-
tween you after all.u 
That the possibility of being able to possess Betsy existed once 
more had not occurred to Rudolph, and his first reaction was an aggressive 
rejection. ttReckon she made her choice, 11 he said. !!Reckon she decided 
she didn't want nothing to do with me. Well, ~' that's the way I feel 
about her.tt He clasped and unclasped his hands. His face muscles worked. 
His eyes would not meet Schmauder's. 
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Schmauder was silent for awhile. Then, adopting the tone of preach-
ers he had heard, he offered his simple wisdom. 
nflappilless ain •t something that always happens according to the rules, 
Rudolph. A proud man ain 1t very often happy. It takes someone who can 
see right and wrong from their heart. You got to kind of grab happiness 
when itts there. There's some things that's more important than what 
folks 're going to say about it at the time. I lmow you feel like spiting 
Betsy because she done you a bad turn. But now, spite, well, that lasts 
just a little while and don 1t do nobody no goed. But you and Betsy .t0-
gether--why that'd last a lifetime.u 
They were two minute ~igures in the endless, empty land like moments 
in eternity to be indifferently ticked off in the circling universe, and 
their crisis could mean only what they might purpose it to mean. 
But Rudolph's face was set in hard lines, and with a sort of triumph 
he cut the heart from his own foremost desire. 11I reckon she made her 
choice, n he said. There was a strength of deliberation in his voice as if 
he were self-righteously refusing a favor to someone who had previously 
declined doing him a favor. "She had her chance, and I guess she got 
what she asked for. I figure if she'd wanted it different, she'd have 
done it different. I feel a little bit sorry for her, but I don't see 
there 1s nothing I can do as long as she apparently wanted it this way. n 
Schmauder didn't try to coax Rudolph. He said his goodbwe and left. 
And in the days that followed, Rudolph turned over in his mind the idea 
that it was feasible once more to have Betsy. The restraining cables of 
spite relaxed, and he indulged fantasies of love elaborately acted out in 
his imagination. Quite without intention he began to anticipate a nebulous 
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future time "When he would have the female object beside him in his bed, 
when he could enter the house and find a prepared meal waiting for him, 
when the thereness of this other would buttress his Whole being against 
the daily undefinables that assail any man. With an unrestrained gaiety 
one day he decided his house needed cleaning and undertook the chore with 
an enthusiasm that removed not only dirt and cobwebs, but often paint and 
varnish as well. 
But it was several weeks before the fantasied Betsy and the spited 
reality fused into a single .figure. Rudolph at last came to the conclu-
sion that maybe it was better to forgive and forget some things--because 
happiness doesn't always happen according to the rules. Some values have 
to be weighed in the heart. 
One morning he arose with urgency and did his chores and washed him-
self carefully and dressed in his best clothes. He saddled a horse and 
rode to Schrnauder's. Schmauder was grooming his horses, saving the hair 
to sell, and Rudolph helped him, and they talked about horses and cattle 
and the prospects for winter pasture. Rudolph didn't suggest why he had 
come, and Schmauder didn't ask him. When they were through with the 
horses, they went to the house for coffee. 
Mrs. Schmauder put the coffee pot on the stove. llWell, Rudolph, II 
she exclaimed, 11we haven't seen much of you lately. Where have you been 
keeping yourself.u 
UBeen busy, 11 he explained. He looked around for Betsy. They had 
taken seats in the kitchen, and he rocked his chair back on its rear legs 
so he could see into the living room. There was a bedroom beyond the 
living room, and he thought she might be in there tending the baby (whom 
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the prospect of meeting was most disconcerting), but it was necessary 
for him to lean back farther in order to see. Then the chair almost went 
over backwards, and he had to catch himself on the table. Seeing that 
Schmauder was watching him, he laughed a little and shook his head and 
slapped the table. 
Scbmauder suspected what he was doing and his face began to settle 
into a frown. 
Mrs. Scbmauder poured the coffee. "We been having quite a time of 
it ourselves, 11 she said. 11A darn coyote went and killed a late calf for 
us here about a week ago. Then just the other night a coon got into a 
coop where I had a hen setting. She would have hatched before long. Aintt 
that the way it goes though? Person don't know whether he's coming or 
going.n 
Rudolph said, nr be damned. II 
Schmauder said, nyou weren't up here aiming to see Betsy, were you, 
Rudolph? 11 
Rudolph ducked his head, played with his hands, grinned a little and 
pulled his j3. w down to stretch away t;he grin. 11Well, yeah, I was kind of 
figuring on seeing her. 11 
Both the Scbmaud.ers were frowning at him now. 11We thought you knew, u 
Mrs. Schmauder said. 
rrr thought, n Schmauder began, ttwell, after what you said, .I thought 
you only come because y~u knew. Betsy's gone back East. 11 
As he rode home this time Rudolph was aware that there was a kind of 
humor in the recurrence of his ironic lucklessness. He was a Johnny-come-
lately whose antics might make up a funny story or might be the subject 
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of a joke among good fellows. He tried to laugh, but the laughter did not 
mock his troubles so much as it joined them to mock him. He wanted to do 
something, to avenge himself upon some object, but agon:i,zing memories 
of what he had done to his horse after firiding out that Betsy had gone 
away with Feralli held him in check. It was the horse, it seemed, that 
was avenged. Remorse mingled with remorse, entwining a sharp though 
restrained thread of fear that behind the ordered, everyday world about 
him was an ultimate intent to hurt. So he rode quietly, slowly, with 
hunched shoulders, looking occasionally in bewilderment at the biank walls 
of the ,sky where shelved clouds elbowed for space far beyond any caring 
for hi:fll. · This was defeat, and man (who is a rationalizing rather than a 
rational animal) will accept any sham or fiction before accepting defeat. 
And.if the .shams and the £ictions are no good, then he dies before he ac-
cepts it, if there is a way to die. If there is not, he goes on like any-
one else, except that some barbed fragment of his defeat is always festering 
in the core of his being. 
Rudolph made one more half-hearted gesture of denial before accepting 
that the affair was closed. He -wrote a letter to Betsy. Painstakingly 
he drew out the words, constructing sentences he never would have spoken •. 
He did not revise the letter, because he was.not aware that people did 
such things. He mailed it and for some time thereafter, lpyally but 
mechanically, he Visited the post office to receive the answer, although 
not sure whether or not he actually expected one. None came. And at 
that point he no longer really cared. There are limits to the extent to 
which the past can be patched. 
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VI 
The old man cleared his throat and drained from the cup the remaining 
cold coffee on w:fuich a thin scum had formed. And the scum caught on his 
lip and he wiped it away with the back of his ha:rid. He stirred himself 
to thrust more wood in the stove and shake the ashes through the grates. 
·When he turned back again his eyes fell· upon the clock and he saw that 
an hour had passed, although it had seemed only a few minutes to him. 
He was used to such tricks of time and passed it off with a grunt that 
was supposed to be amazeme~t, but was in fact only a bit of reflexive, 
etiquette, as one fulfills what one thinks one ought_to expect of oneself. 
It. was still two hours until daylight. Rudolph took up the trap he 
had examined the night before and tried to set it by holding it across 
his· knee and depressing the springs with his hands. They were too strong 
for :birn. He waved the trap like a club, testing the weight of it as he 
had the night before •. Then he aroused himself to check over the traps 
hanging along the west wall and detach from one of them a long stake which 
he thought would adequately anchor the big trap. In the drawer of the 
cabinet he found among an eggbeater and various other kitchen utensils, 
a pair of pliers and a piece of heavy wire. Returning to his chair, he 
began to secure the stake to the end of the trap 1 s chain with the wire. 
Then he put the awkward contraption on the floor and went to the stove to 
fill his coffee cup once more • 
.At daybreak he was outside in the corral. Ha ha4 a coyote pelt 
that had been stretched inside out in order that the flesh side c auld dry, 
and. it was now time to turn it. Rudolph took a long look down Sioux Creek 
first, to see if Jim Heiss were coming. Then he got the pelt from the shed 
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after another struggle with the padlock which evoked a few soft oaths. 
Cold wind poured over the shed and around its corners, so he left the 
pelt in the center where his work would be most protected and went to the 
corner to look once more to the north, alttiough it had only been a few 
minutes since he had looked last. 
The stretcher was home made, consisting of two four-inch boards side 
by side, shaped at the top with a drawknife and held together by a leather 
hinge. The pelt was i:rJ..~pped over the boards so that· the head end remained 
at the top. Then the boards were separated to draw the pelt tight and 
were held apart by a lath nailed with a single nail in either board. The 
hindlegs of the pelt were stretched down and nailed, one to either board. 
A final measure of tension was added by illserting a lath along the belly 
of the pelt and springing it out at -the bottom and bracing it with a tin' 
can or anything of the right bulk. 
Rudolph loosened the pelt on the stretcher, using a claw hammer to 
pull the nails. .And when the stretcher was collapsed, he slipped the pelt 
off and turned it inside out (which, in effect, was to turn it outside out) 
:much as one turns a sweater. .And while he did this, he wallced once more 
to the corner of the shed to look along Sioux Creek, but no one was corning. 
Returning to the middle of the shed, he replaced the pelt on the stretcher 
and secured it as it had been before, except that now the rig-h grey-brovm 
fur was outward. He had removed his mittens to hold the nails, and his 
hands were hard and numbed by cold. ~hen once the hamme~ glanced off a 
nail and struck his index finger, he did not notice and did now swear. 
The thick. skin along the outsides of the index fingers had cracked at the 
joints like dry leat~er, and lymph had crystalized in the wounds. Rudolph, 
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intent upon his work, was all but oblivious of' the dull pain which started 
when a nail he was guiding pressed into one of' the cracks. 
When he had :finished, he replaced the stretcher in the shed and 
brought out a skunk pelt which was also inside out ~pon its stretcher. 
But his purpose here was not to turn the hide. He meant to scrape away 
the congealed :fat and :flesh, which on skunk hides can only be removed 
after a time of' curing. Using a spatulate paint scraper, he began to 
work. 
Then he heard a horse blow through its nose, and looked up to see 
Jim Heiss huddled in his saddle outside the corral, his f'?Ce a shadowed 
block surrounded by his collar and the ear:flaps and bill ·o:f his cap. 
Jim was smiling. 11Hi there, n he ;3aid. 
Rudolph said, 11Heyl Been looking :for. you. Li.ttle late getting 
around, ain 1t you?t1 
ttLittle bit. Met up with Pete Olsen and had to chew the :fat awhile. 
Caught me a badger too. n 
11Hell you did? 11 
11 Yeah. Top the hill up here. 11 
"Good :for you. You 1re a trapper and a hall, by gosh. 11 
Jim grinned broadly and shifted in his. saddle with embarr~ssed plea-
sure at the compliment. He wanted to give the warmth back· to the old-man 
and asked, 11What you doing there? 11 
IIJust scraping file a skunk hide. Pile off' that pony and come to the 
house and warm up~ 11 
liThanks. Believe I will. n 
They put the pinto in the corral and walked to the house. Rudolph 
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stirred the fire and Jim stood clOse to the stove rubbing his hands and 
stamping his feet. 
The old man slapped him on the back. 11 Little snappy out there, ain •t 
it? You look about froze up. 11 He was thinking about the coyote and what 
might lle in store for Jim on his trapline and wanted to be good to the 
boy now. There was ·a·possibility that the coyote had not gone into Jim's 
territory yet,' so he decided not to say anything about it. He 1 d know 
in the evening when Jim passed through on his way home whether or not his 
trapline had been discovered by the marauder. It wou+d be better·to 
reassure him then than to wrJrry him now, he thought. 
Rudolph pulled the chair before the stove and said, ttYou sit yourself 
down there and get warmed up. 11 
jim exaggerated his coldness in order to compliment the old man 1 s 
attention. He was thinking of what Pete Olsen had said aqout moving 
Rudolph up to his place. He wanted to breach the subject tactfully. 
Rudolph was moving to fill his coff.ee cup from the bJ...ackened kettle, and 
Jimts eyes swept over his figure with a kind of awe and terrible wonder-
ment. You are the world of seventy..:.four, he was thinki...'tlg. In the world 
o;f seventy-:-four people die. You will die one day quite soon. It could be 
this yegr, or next, but it won't be long, like Pete Olsen sa~d. But Pete 
Olsen will be dead one day too, and I. But not in th{s world of eighteen. 
He was staring so:.fixedly at Rudolph that the old man became aware 
of his intense eyes arid gla...Dced at him. Jim dropped his eyes to the stove. 
Rudolph took a second cup from the cabinet. IIYou want a cup of 
coffee?" he asked. 
ttNo. No thank you, 11 Jim started hastily. Ha had had a cup of Rudolph's 
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coffee one time. As an alternative to leaving it and hurting Rudolph's 
feelings, since drinking it was impossible for him, he had poured it 
through a crack in the floor when Rudolph 1 s back was turned~ Then he 
bad sat wi tb his foot over the crack to cover the wet edges until he 
left. 
Rudolph said, "You sure? 11 Then he sat on the bed sipping loudly 
from his cup. 
Jim said, 11I was talking to Pete Olsen this morning, you know;u 
HYeab., rr· Rudolph cut in, 1_1you don 1 t want to pay any attention to that 
guy. u It was stock comment; his reaction towards almost anyone in the 
world beyond Sioux Creek Basin~ 11He was supposed to be down };lere the 
other day and didn 1 t show up, 11 he added. 
11Well, we was talking about you. We was saying about how you're 
getting along in years and shouldn •t be living all alone down here. It 
isn 1t too safe, ·you know and ••• n 
Rudolph 1 s eyes had narrowed, and his jaw was. masticating the words he 
was about to speak. 11 That · scinofabitchl 11 he cried as if he had been struck. 
nwants me to move up there in his goldamned wash bouse, that it?n Jim 
nodded. 1'Who 1 s going to take care of my stUff,. God damn him? I know 
what be 1s after. He wants, to get his hands on the 'units I 1m filling 
with my stock. That's what it is.· He figures I'll croak and leave him 
all my stuff here and my cattle and the government grazing rights to run 
them in the Badlands. 
IINow you listen to me, son. I don't want you listening to Pete Olsen 
no more. I 1m staying on my place. right here. You bet your boots on that. tt 
Then his voice and manner softened to a confidential tone. 
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11 I been. thinking of something, n he went on. II This is between. you 
and me, understand~~~ 
Jim nodded, "Uh huh. 11 
111l.. man don tt live forever. He 1s got to kick the bucket sometime. '1 
He paus.ed, then continued with a thought that had just come to him. "ll..nd 
in the time he liv~s, he ought to look after his own stuff and .not be 
' trying to grab someone else 1s. Hell of a thing when neighbors can't be 
neighbors to each other~ But that's beside the point. I've had my eye 
on you for quite a spell now. You're a boy that 1s going to amount to 
something. You're not like the trash running around the streets in Pin-
nacle. Well, now, don't you get like them~ You're a fine boy, and a fel-
low likes to. see a fine boy make his way. So how 1 d you like it to take 
over my place here when I 1m gone? I 1d like to have it that way. 11 It 
was the climax of all that was affirmative for Rudolph, and he relaxed, 
his face rounding into an almost childish smile. 
He·did not seem to see. the bo~ to whom he spoke, and Jim was struck 
with a half frightening, half embarrassing sense of having been thrust 
into the middle of a private reverie that involved him without.honestly 
seeing him. Jim was silent. Not only did the offer come as a surprise 
to him, but it posed questions he could not immediately answer. There 
was college, and after that a period ef military service to consider. He 
had never said anything to Rudolph about his plans to att:and college, for 
he was sure they would e.ffend the old man. 
ll..s the silence lengthened, a shadow of change dimmed the light in 
Rudolph's face. It had been years since he had permitted himself to an-
ticipate a joy he was creating in someone eJs e, but this time he had been 
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sure of its inevitability. .And now the boy sat silently looking at the 
floor. 
11Ain tt every young fellow that can start out with a place of his own," 
Rudolph prompted. 
Jim found the evasion he was looking for. 11You 1re going to be around 
for a long time., Rudolph, 11 he said. 11Why, you 1ll be tH"lling the same 
thing to my kids. n The last statement seemed in a vein of insincerity 
not in keeping with the-seriousness of Rudolph's proposal, and he felt it 
necessary to come back to an anchor of reality. 11I got some Army time to 
do pretty soon •. Can 1t even plan nothing before that. 11 
nyou? In the . .Army?" Rudolph asked. HAin 1 t no war on now ••• is there?n 
11No, no war on, but everybody's still got to go. 11 
"Goddamn government, 11 Rudolph mu.tte:r:ed. 11 I thought as to how things 1d 
get better after Roosevelt kicked the bucket, and they got rid of that 
other damn Demoerat. 11 His face was· heavy once more and weighted down with 
age and adversity. 
III 1 d like to be able to take over after you though, 11 Jim ventured, 
hoping to rekindle the old man's spirit •. -~'I'll talk about it to my folks.u 
He realized the hollowliless of the words. The heart canriot be half committed. 
Rudolph was silent as though he had not heard. His eye~ were on the 
floor--on the big trap which was at his feet, and he was nudging it with 
his t6e. 
11 You ought to be able to fetch up a bear with that one, n said Jim, 
nodding at the trap. 
Rudolph drew his foot away from the trap abruptly as if it bared the 
Whole story of the coyote -which he had intended to conceal. 11 Yeah, 11 he 
said. 11I, was just tb.inking of' putting it out. No use lettfug it hang 
around here. n 
II That's right. More sets there are, the more they should catch. tt 
Rudolph grunted, IIHuhnlu 
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IIReckon I better be on my way: if' I'm going to get around that trap-
line while it's daylight. 11 
Rudolph grunted again. Then he said, 11 You better be thinking about 
this offer I made you. Damn big chance f'or you., now. tt 
Jim said, 11Yeah, I sure will. 11 His tone didn 1t sound very convincing 
to him, and he nodded vigorously to try to he~p it. 
Rudolph walked with him to the corral. Jim mounted the pinto and 
rode south along Sioux Greek. The old man pretended.to go back to his 
work, but when the boy was a little way along, he went to the corral 
:fence to watch him. He stepped upon the poles of' the corral so he could 
see farther. It was a long while before the boy was out of' sight. · The 
old man was not aware of the time. When he could no longer see the boy, 
he put the skunk pelt in the shed and locked it and went to the house to 
work with his traps. 
VII 
Jim's mind was spurred by the new vision Rudolph 1s offer allowed. 
Often, after reading sportsman's magazines, he had imagined himself in a 
remote region living in a cabin surrounded by winter and the wild woods, 
tending daily his trapline under singing winds in the trees and shooting 
venison for the evening meal when he would be hungry enough to eat huge 
steaks that filled the cabin with their smells. It was not hard to 
transfer the dream (for it was no more than that) to.Rudolph 1s shack, and 
to exclude from his thinking all the realities of his life that would bar 
a realization of it. He looked upon the Badlands about him as the cradle 
of his dream and rehearsed in his mind all the pleasures such a life would 
afford--but pleasures, oddly enough, that he did not believe for a minute 
Rudolph enjoyed. Fantasy made up an important part of Jimts life, and he 
provided for it carefully and tried to keep the everydayness of life from 
interfering with its world. Objectification is largely'a matter of ex-
perience, and so sometimes Jim did not know what was fantasy and what was 
a plan for the future. 
But since fantasy 1s flight is in many directions, he often found 
himself harnessed to two dreams pulling opposite ways~ So it was this 
time that just as he was (or imagined he was) considering telling his 
folks that he had given up the idea of college and decided to take over 
Rudolph's place, he arrived at his first set. ·Wind had blown the loese 
dirt from the top of it, exposing the page of catalogue paper covering 
the trap. The little, irregular circle of earth framed a picture of a 
girl modeling cotton panties and brassiere. He had seen the picture when 
he made the set:--could see such pictures anytime at home. But at this 
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moment the incongruity of the confrontment struck a dry uneasiness 
through him, and his voice when he whoaed his horse was strange to his 
own ears, and he wished he had been silent; as if silence might have kept 
something of his immediate reality secret from him. He slid from his 
saddle and approached the picture as if it were an actual person. He, 
in his winter wraps against the weather, was a trapper and alone. She, 
smiling in her near nudity, represented a vital aspiration. She brought 
back the smell of upholstery in a new car on a hot qay, the counters of 
a department store, the rich promises of t~e cinema, the ice cream bar in 
Aureole where pretty high school girls congregated to talk and laugh--per-
haps with their homecoming queen whose pic~ure had been in the paper--
while he sat in a booth with his father and mother and brother and sister, 
looking on in wonder. 
And he had promised himself he would one day have a girl; one who 
looked as this catalogue girl looked with her symmetrical breasts and full 
thighs. .She wasn 1t to be found at Pinnacle High School--where the only 
girl his mother had thought a prospect for her .son had, in an inversion 
of the accepted sequence, become pregnant and then n~rried the previous 
summer, aged seventeen. 
Sometimes, with affected lack of real interest, Jim read his mother's 
True Story magazine and then thought about the stories longingly after 
going to bed. Romance would come for him at college he had decided. The 
idea had grown all along with the plann!i;ng for college. He dwelled on 
visions of how it would be, meeting this girl he must meet while at 
college--where he was going because he wanted to study history. 
Jim slapped his cold fingers against his thighs. He kept looking at 
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the picture framed by the grey, sterile earth until he had to tell him-
self his feelings aloud. ttBoy_, she'd sure move righ~ in with you in 
Rudolph's shack if you were going to run a trapline all your life, wouldntt 
she?n He sneered in disgust. The trapline 1s got to go. Or she's got to 
go. A surge of protest through his body. What will I tell Rudolph then? 
More and more he became aware that the problems struck-unresolved against 
a blank wall in his mind, and then he could not stand to think about them 
. any more. His thoughts said, you 1 re on your trapline. Do your job. · 
He squatted and scooped up a handful of dust to cover the paper, 
and when it was covered there was only the trapline left a:::t.d things 
seemed better. There was a s~ge bush nearby, but, while he knew about 
brushing the area to kill oders, it did not occur to him now. The pinto 
was a short distance away trying to bite a clump of grass, and Jim walked 
to him and mounted. 
Then there was another set ahead and the hope of a catch. The pur-
pose and direction of the trapline were the things most re~, but still 
the picture kept coming back into his mind and he was uncomfortable. He 
could no sooner tell himself, you have to give up the trapping idea, 
than he would. ask, what are you going to tell Rudolph in the end? He 
became angry with Rudolph for making the offer and angry with his parents 
as he visualized them using the thing for a conflict of their own instead 
of telling him what he wanted to be told. 
And then the anger was spent and useless and he began thinking about 
the picture in detail until a warm, uneasy energy o~ desire stole through. 
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his body. He forced confusion from his mind and drew a deep breath as if 
he were inhaling cocky assurance. A man don't worry about old Rudolph. 
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Take the place and get what he c~.out of it, and still go on like he 
planned. His thoughts came around to Chuck Bennett. Bennett was a boy 
Jim t s age in Pinnacle who had often been in trouble at the high school, 
and Clara had told Jim not to have anything to do with him. But Jim knew 
Chuck, and Clara didn't, and her forbiddance only increased the peculiar 
attraction Chuck had. 
Jim had gleaned a little information on the--in his family almost 
untouchable--subject of sex from fugitive moments with books his parents 
kept in their bedroom, where he wasn't supposed to go, and from his daily 
proximity to the animals about the ranch. But this was a clinical aspect 
of sex, and Chuck offered an isthmus to a sensual reality--or at least 
Jim had once thought he did. Sexual experience was a major goal among 
most of the boys at Pinnacle High School_, and Chuck's tales of b,is ex-
plaits were endless. Jim felt himself left out, being inexperienced 
and honest about it. To be a man you conquered and talked about it_, 
calmly, confidently, with a touch of swagger in the voice. 
Clara and Albert :in their youth, like most o.L the parents their age 
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in the community, prompted by echoes of the Lost Generation, had in o~e 
way or another rebelled against the traditional mores their elders iffiposed 
upon them--until they themselves became parents. Then, knowing nothing 
new, they imposed·upon their offspring what they had rejected, and rebel-
lion, the defiant "no, II was once more in order. Until his junior year 
Jim had accepted what his p?ents told him as necessarily true: don 1t 
drink, don't smOke, don't swear, don't fool around after school, don 1t 
run around with certain kids like Chuck Bennett. It was both fri·ghtening 
and exciting to him when he began to play with the possibility of achieving 
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a new self through rejecting. It had to be a secret "no 11 of course. 
But it wasn't until the fall of his senior year that he had screwed 
his courage to the sticking.point, determining to become initiated--to 
find out what it was all about. He had gone with the rest of the family 
to a church supper :and bazaar (afterwards he enjoyed the idea that it 
should have been at a church doings), and when the men had grouped them-
selves to talk and smoke in the church basement, and the ladies were as-
sembling their goods or rushing about looking for things to buy, Clara had 
told her trio as if they were of one age, 11 You kids run aiong and play now, 
but dontt go too far .. H 
Here was excellent material to stir the resentment Jim enjoyed feel-
ing. uyou kids, 11 he muttered. Then he went outside. 
Bennett was at a corner of the church smoking and listening to Everett 
Myles and another rancher. He came over when he saw Jim. 
HQigarette?n 
11No. tr It was spontaneous. ·He wished he'd said yes, but it was too 
late. 
naught to smoke. It'd make a man of you.tt 
Ufley, II he put his arm around Jim and walked him away. HI bet you 
ain't never had no tail, have you? 11 
Jim shook his head. Chuck was taller than he, and there was a big 
brotherly quality in his manner; a kind of you 1re-naive-but-I 1m-on-your-
side attitude. 
uwell, you ought to. It 1 d make a man of you. Now I got these two 




What say we take th~m south of town? I got this here place between two 
buttes where you can drive right in and nobody can see. 11 
Jim's heart began to beat :Laster, and he could feel the blood going 
m his throat. He pushed his :Lace into a smile and made his voice calm. 
11 Sure. 11 
11Got a sa:Le?tt . 
uA what?n He knew what Chuck meant and still he had to say it, 
promptmg Chuck to the leaderrs role he was playi.rig. 
Chuck fished in his pocket and handed Jim a foil-wrapped object. 
nrt t s a safe. Keeps the girl from havmg a .baby. n 
Jim had seen them before, but had never touched one. He put it in 
his pants pocket. 
Chuck said, UPut it in your shirt pocket where you c·an get it when 
you 1re settmg down. 11 
Jim obeyed anq they went inside the church to fmd the girls. The 
· McAlisters lived on the opposite side of Pi.imacle from V Bar Table, and 
Jim hardly knew them. The younger girl, Cindy, fourteen, was ill the 
eighth grade ~t a country school, while the older one, Louella, sixteen, 
was in high schoo~ in a dif:Leren~ town. They were blond, plump, unap-
pealing with their coarse :Laces, and Jim. ha.Q. never been attracted to them 
before, but now his incited desire saw them. Chuck talked to them. Jim 
watched from a distance his half grin, his pained frown, the loose, 
s quirroing, flapping gestures of his hands and body as he talked. The 
girls went to get their coats. 
Outside waitingj Jim asked, ttWhat 1 d you ask them?" 
11If they wanted to go get a sme.Tce. You never ask a girl if she 
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wants to go get layed. 11 He glanced· at Jim, who squirmed in the ignorance 
the glance gave him, and laughed in a loose, high-pitched giggle. 
Then they were in Chuck 1 s Mo.del .A, Jim in the back seat with Cindy, 
speeding south of Pinnacle, and Chuck was cutting the steering wheel back 
and forth to make the rear of the car whip on the graveled road. .A few 
miles out he turned.off the road onto a wash and pulled the vehicle between 
two buttes. They recited jokes involving the physical aspects of sex, and 
the reckless elation that caught them all compelled loud, coarse laughter. 
The mood seemed to cancel all but its own moment, and anything was pos-
sible. 'Jim1s heartbeat was steady now. He wanted to put his hands ..on 
the girl beside him but waited for Chuck to make a move. 
Chuck encircled the steering wheel with his arms, swinging back and 
forth f-S if he were driving a stock car in a race. He glanced back at Jim 
once. Jim looked at him. He worked the controls of his car and made 
thunderous motor noises and stamped the clutch and bnakes and struck the 
panel with the flat of his hand. He passed around cigarettes, and they lit 
them, and Jim could see in the invading starlight, which wa.S. not so much 
light as an uncertain absence of darkness, the curling bitter smoke be-
fore his face. It smarted in his eyes and nose as always before., yet 
now he lingered over the·discomfort as if it were a luxury. 
There -w:as more careless talk, and Jim joined in, but he wanted Chuck 
to do something so that he would have a chance to follow. Chuck never 
made a move towards Louella. And then it was time to go back so they 
could go home with their parents. The ene~gy of the voices had subsided 
some. The jokes were finished. 
On the way back Chuck talked most of the time. 11 I was talking to 
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Everett tonight, 11 he told them. "I'm going to start working with him· 
Me and Everett 1 s going to ranch together. I 1m going to start me a cattle 
herd. Borrow me a few thousand dollars and b~y me several head and keep 
building up till I got me a thousand cows or more. I 1m going to buy me 
a new truck too; one of them there GMC ton jobs. Boy, them's a nice truck. 
Got to have them when you got a lot of cattle. You can haul yer.saddle 
horse around in it, or a sick cow, or stuff like that. 11 
When they got out of the car back at the church, the girls r.;m in to 
find their parents. 
Chuck kicked at the bumper of the Model .A. "This is a good old car, n 
He fished in his shirt pocket. 11 Cigarette? 11 
1'No, thanks. 11 
ttYou ought to smoke. It 1 d make a ·man of you. 11 
nyeah. 11 
11You still running that danm trap line? 11 
11Sure. Why? 11 
11What you want to do something like that for? Why don 1t your old man 
give you some cattle so you could make money off them? You don 1t do stuff 
like trapping no more. You got to operate. That old man still living 
do-wn on Sioux Creek? 11 
"Yeah, n Jim nodded, kicking at the bumper of the Ford. "I see him 
every time I ride. 11 
"What do you figure on getting out of him? 11 
"I don 1t figure on getting nothing out of him. 11 
nwell, why fool around with him then? Don 1 t waste time on people 
you can 1t get nothing out of. That 1s the way Everett figures it and look 
• 
what he's got. u 
llThat 1s right too. 11 
nwant to go to the aaloon? 11 
HNo. I got to find my folks. n 
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In the back seat of his parents! car on the way home Jim puzzled over 
the evening. It seemed that Chuck had indicated at the start that some 
kind of sexugl intimacy was to take place, and Jim could not decide just 
when or how the idea had gotten lost. He frowned deeply into the darkness 
of the back seat. In the girls of his True Story daydreams, there was 
always some spiritual quality with which he sought union before sex was 
approached. ·But in the world of Pinnacle High School the female animal 
must be looked upon as a sexual creature. .And you approached sex with an 
attitude of rebellion against puritanical morals--whether or not they had 
ever been imposed upon you. What was sin was fun. That was the way to 
feel about it. You did not decide that the sin was not sin, or the fun 
not fun. 
Jim, in his bewilderment, could not see the perverse hypocrisy the 
evening had shown him, but rather felt that his lack of understanding was 
a lack within himself. He worried--not only about .the venture in the car; 
but also about Chuck's plans. Why didn 1t he, Jim, have plans to have a 
thousand head of cattle~ Although he felt somehow that Chuck 1s dream was 
not moored to the realities of his life, still it had been spoken with such 
conviction ~hat Jim could not dismiss it as a fantasy. Nor did he have 
any experience upon which he could ground an evaluation. The idea was in 
the pattern of the way young people did things nowadays. 
Albert had worked out until he had saved enough money and then bought 
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a place and built it up over the years. And that was the idea of' how one 
gets his start that he still held. He disliked the speculator. Financing 
with borrowed capital was an evil to him, although it had become an ac-
cepted way of' getting a start among the generation who were now beginning 
their lives on ranches and f'arms. In short, .Albert was a f'armer ,in an age 
when f'arwjng and ranching were becoming businesses in almost the city sense 
of' the word. He had not talked much to Jim about getting a start, other 
than suggesting that he should know how to trap. He had made no plans to 
set Jim up With l~d or cattle, and so, when a teacher had suggested col-
lege to Jim, he seiz~d the idea. Beyond the horizons lay the wonderful 
unknowns--and f'our more years would be taken care of' with purpose, goal, 
respectability. Clara encouraged his attending college, f'or it would be 
something beyond the usual aehievements of' Pinnacle High School students. 
But still Jim's present world was the most real one, and he wanted some-
times to imitate EVerett Myles as Chuck Bennett did, although he did not 
understand Myles 1s operations • 
.All the way home he was wrapped in thought, and finally Clara asked 
him what the matter was. Nothing, he had to answer. Then he remembered 
with fright the prophylactic in his pocket. He put his hand on it to 
make sure it wasn 1t going to f'all out. 
That night in his room, after Bub had turned his f'ace to the wall, 
exhausted by the late ho1Lr 1 ·Jim sat on the edge of' the bed and looked at 
the foil-wrapped object. He f'ound a piec~ of' paper to f'old around it and 
secure with cellophane tape. Then he took out the copy of' Look Homeward, 
.Angel and.f'ound the pages where Eugene Gant on his paper route asks the 
colored prostitute to undress. He. read and then reread the scene and 
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closed the book and sat staring at the floor. Before returning the book 
to the shelf, he threw the little package into the space. When he was in 
bed he resolved that whatever had gone wrong that evening in the car--even, 
yes even (it occurred as a remote possibility) if.Ohuck were a phony--he 
would one day use the little package; take the inititive and prove himself. 
11Make a man of me, will it?rt he muttered. lii might never have no 
herd of cattle or be in good with Everett, but I 111 be more of a man than 
you ever thought of being, Chuck lBennett. 11 
But he had n.ever taken the package from the room. It remained in 
its hiding place to be taken out now and then and looked at, to be worried 
about, for his mother lliight. find it (but it must remain, for he would steel 
himself and tell her it was none of her business), to be wondered about-
and simply to be there as the rebellious ttno 11 was there in his mind to be 
called upon when he needed to justify something or when something could 
not be resolved satisfactorily in his own thoughts or in the family. 
As the pinto stepped compulsively along the trail, Jim's mind scooped 
through the confounding images of girl, school, Rudolph, ranching, trapline, 
and the surrounding country was .Like an echo of his own aloneness in in-
decision asking against the unknown, until finally he said aloud to let 
. 
·1 the words close it all from his thoughts, 11 The hell· with it. n 
The country was changing. Where Rudolph lived the floor of the basin 
was .flat and wide and covered with sagebrush and grass. Now the basin 
was narrowing, and it no lGnger had a floor. A maze of dry gullies with 
tortuous intricacies found their way at last into Sioux Creek. Buttes 
rose abruptly, seeming to mark the beginning of some new and magnificent 
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land, but beyond their monumental thrusts· the same impassable country 
sprawled in anticlimactic desolation. The whole confounding maze was 
somehow out of touch with direction and distance •. It seemed a country 
th{it could no"t be surveyed; whose unnaturalness would seduce the surveyor 1 s 
instruments into error. This was· the border of the Devil 1s Backyard. 
Jim followed a cow trail ~hat wound along the bank of the creek. 
But because his next set was in the trail, he left it several hundred 
yards before _the set and rode along .beS.ide. The pinto wanted to trot .and 
Jim wanted him to, but kept the. reins tight, prolonging the mounting 
anticipation, trying to be calm before his own excitement which he sus-
tained until it was obvious that nothing was caught. 
f'hen restraint vanished as he dug his heels into the pinto 1 s .flanks 
with such suddenness that the startled creature lunged forward, only to 
be jerked back sharply on coiled haunches beside the set, while his rider 1 s 
eyes- burned with injured surprise upon the exposed jaw of a trap whose 
covering of ·catalogue paper fluttered in protest to the wind. 
·It took a moment .for Jim to be angry; and then become aware of him-
self and control the ·emotion, before he slid from the saddle. He· put his 
hands on his ·hips and bit the co mer of his upper lip, determined to 
smother disappointment with a controlled and studious appraisal. He felt 
the presence of Rudolph beside him, and the wise old master was waiting 
like a teacher for his answer to the problem at hand. 
At last he saiQ., half aloud, ''Mice. Mice done it. 11 
With a sigh .that almost admitted to being a whi1nper, 'he squatted to 
repair the set. His work was hasty, and when he was finished, he mounted, 
looked briefly at what he had done, and then rode on. But hope was now 
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under a slight cast of fear, for he was not sure it was mice that had done 
. . 
the damage. The next set consisted of three traps in an arc before a 
--
jack rabbit carc:ass which was laid against a lone sage bush. Here also 
Jim found that one trap ha(J. .been dug up. 'rhis time hot tears flooded 
across his eyes and he blinked to dispel them. · . 
11Goddamni t the hellJ 11 he whined, wishing someone were there to hear 
his anger, even to scold him for it, for that would intensify its meaning. 
But this time, rather than the old man 1s presence, Jim felt acutely 
his absence_; felt· the absence of his mother and his dad and of Bub and 
Sally Jo. Then he was angry with them. The t~apline was a drudge and it 
existed not for him., but for Rudolph and for his dad. .And he was angry 
with his mother because she had wanted him to give it up and he hadn 1t. 
He was aware of the cold once Iilore, and he was beginning to be hungry. 
After repairing the set he ran UJ? a.J:l.d down a butte until his racing 
blood made him warm. Then, although it was not yet midday, he sat down 
and ate part of his lUn.ch. After that he felt better and mounted and set 
out again, urging the pinto into a trot, as if enthusiasm to reach it 
would safeguard the next set. 
ill 
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Rudolph spent most of the day inside the house working on h~s traps. 
He laid out a dozen of the best ones from the bunches that hung on the 
wall and secured long stakes to their chains. He set them all and· made 
sure that all the springs were strong and the triggers fine. 
Then by evening he was outside again, sawing wood this time, and 
looking every few minutes towards the south to see if Jim were coming. 
It was five o 1 clock, later than usual, when he finally saw the boy, whose 
horse, now tired from the day's journey, was picking his way among the 
sagebrush along Sioux Creek. Rudolph read in the attitude of Jim's 
body how his day had been. He put down the old bucksaw and walked to 
meet him. He could see that Jim had been crying and was full of the. 
need to tell his tale, although not sure just What should be said, or 
with what feeling it should be expressed. The boy would think his ex-
perience unique in the history of trapping and profoundly serious. 
Rudolph watched the pinto's quick-paced, light yet laborious ap-
proach and controlled a sympathetic smile when he saw the unconscious 
pout on Jimts mouth and the bewildered defeat in his eyes. 
Then they were moving together towards the house, a withered hand 
ungloved on a young and knotted calf, and Jim could not have said now, 
old man, you must die. For that living presence could resolve his 
world once more into a sufferable pattern against the pasted sky. 
usomething dug up some of my traps, 11 Jim began. '"I don't know. I 
thought maybe mice, but it don't seem like ••• u He left it there, half 
way, so it would not be an assertion and a wrong one, nor yet betray 
complete ignorance. 
Rudolph said, 11Mice?11 His eyes and his face twinkled now, in this 
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moment when the boy was his to give his wisdom to. "No. No mice. How 
was it? Was they all dug up the same way? Was the dirt scratched out 
all around the jaw of the trap, and the trap not sprung nor nothing?ti 
ttYeah, just like that. And just one trap on each set. 11 
They had reached the house, and Rudolph waited while the boy dis-
mounted, savored his moment until they had entered the house, prolonged 
it yet While he stirred the fire and gave the boy a seat. Then he swept 
up the powerful trap with the off-set jaws in a gesture that might have 
been dramatic had the stiffness of his joints not made it mechanical, and, 
posing his steel henchman before him tilted on finger tips, his mustache 
going a little, the wrinkles escalating on his cheeks, he spoke. 
"I was thinking of telling you this morning, only I thought maybe 
he wouldn't get to your trapline. Jim, 11 the voice was strength and 
smiling and like the licking fire that showed warm through cracks in 
the stove, not tasting the cold shadow, but c<;mquering it, "we got us 
a real smart coyote on our hands.' He raises hell with us; we raise 
hell with him. He 1 s a smart one. He dug the hell out of my trapline. 
But wet :r:e going to catch him, you and me. 11 The moment was fulfilled and 
he licked his lips, watching the shadow of the· -boy1 s face dissolve into 
light--light from him. 
Jim did not speak right away.. That lingering instant of life was 
better without spee~h. But then he felt the need to ask things. 11How 
you aiming on catching him?" 
11 0ut-wit him. I 1ll make some sets he never heard of before. Have 
to keep close tab on them. Have to ride every day. He's already chewed 
off oneof his feet to get out of a trap. That's why I got this here one 
with the off -set jaws. If he gets in her, he wont t get out again. But 
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he might try to pull up the stake, and that's why we got to keep close 
watch. Oh, the sonofagun can be caught, but it takes a little doing. He 
can raise the devil with us, but one day he's going to be looking down 
the wrong end of a .22. That's the day we're looking for." 
11How long you think maybe it 1ll take to get him?t1 
11 0h, nobody can say about that. He might pull out of the country i.f 
he gets to figuring we're too hot on his tail. But I kind of think the 
way he keeps his nose to our traplines, he might just hang around too long 
for his own good. I aim to have his hide on a stretcher within a couple 
a weeks. Can you come down and ride with me? I'd like to have you with 
your .30-.30, just in case we spot the old devil hightailing it along when 
we're riding. I'd like to have you be there when we catch him. 11 
Jim shifted in his chair. 11 I could come down Saturday, of course." 
11Well, I want you every day. You ought to learn to make sets for 
a coyote like this." 
"I don't see how I could get away from school every day. Ma 1 d have 
a .fit. 11 
Rudolph was silent for a moment. "Boy your age ought to be done with 
school and out learning things he can use when he traps. You tell your 
dad and your mother, and your teachers too for that matter, that we got 
a devil .of a coyote down here and he has to.be caught or he 1 ll ruin trap-
ping for the whole season. I know your dad. He used to trap. He'll 
understand what it is to have one of these devils on a man's trapline. 11 
rtYeah~ Course I can't count on being able to come down tomorrow. 
Saturday and Sunday, and maybe next week. 11 
11Damnl I figure on having all the sets out by Saturday. I wanted 
you there when I make them. il 
Jim shifted again. ni 1ll talk to them. 1'11 ask them, because I 
want to come down. But you better not count on it. If I ain't here 
early, you better head out without me. I 1 11 be down Saturday in any 
case." 
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The old man was silent and made a fist of his right hand and slapped 
it with his left3 not furiously, yet not quite idly either. The arched 
eyebrows went up and down like, the slow flapping of eagle wings. The 
mustache see·sawed slightly and the chin was pulled up, trying to touch 
the nose. Finally he spoke in conclusion. 
11Well, all right. But tryto get down tomorrow. Your dad, he 
knows about things like this. He 1 11 understand what it is we're up 
against. Your dad, he was a trapper. He rode these parts before you, 




A while later Jim was back on V Bar Table riding through one of Pete 
Olsen's pastures towards his ranch buildings. He intended to stop at 
Pete 1 s for a few minutes to get warm and to tell Pete about· Rudolph's 
stubborn attitude concerning moving. The day was gone, and darkness 
seemed to bring a deeper intensity of cold. 
When he neared the barn, which stood closest to him in the direction 
of his approach, Jim became aware of a small animal on his left. After 
an initial start, he recognized it as Olsen 1 s dog. It was dragging some 
limp object along, walking backwards, and stopping every few steps to chew 
and shake.. Jim rode towards it, and it fled, leaving the object behind. 
Jim dismounted beside the object and found it to be the hide from a short 
yearling calf. He turned it. hair-s_ide up and kicked it out flat on the 
ground. There was enough light for him to make out the brand. It was 
a rocking M (~),Myles' brand. 
Jim went on to Olsen's farmyard. The lights were on in the house, 
and he knew that the family must be at supper. He knotted his reins and 
dropped them over a gate post and went up to knock at the door. Mrs • 
. Olsen ope~ed it. She was a globular creature Whose circumference might 
very nearly have matche~ her height. Under the close-fitting, grey-
streaked hair, her face descended in soft heaps of fat. And below the 
face her bosom was an avalanche of flesh descending from the shoulder 
frame to pile up on her belly. And the belly merely hung there without 
girdle or other support, a pendulous, ponderous sack of human guts. 
"Hello there," she cried, her voice like a talking birdts imitation 
of human sounds. 11 Come in here and get yourself warmed up. You must be 
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froze up. Been riding your trapline, eh ?H 
Jim said, 11 Yeah, 11 but she hadn't waited for his answer and the word 
was lost. 
npete said he saw you this morning and talked to you a spell. Said 
you were going to see old Rudolph. How's the old bugger getting on? 11 
They had moved through the kitchen towards the -dining room since Jim had 
knocked at the back door. 
Jim fought for a space in the flow of verbiage to assert himself. 
"I can only stop a minute,n he said, since that had been on his mind 
from the start. Then, "Oh, Rudolph is making it fine. 11 They were now 
in the dining room where the six offspring huddled around the table 
maulling their supper, each his own individual human aberration staring 
at the newcomer out of the sack of selfhood. There were two girls and 
four boys, including the ·baby. 
Pete, like a· medieval lord at his table, waved a crumpled slice of 
bread and thundered his greeting •. 11Hi therel Come on in. Set a place 
for the boy, Ma. How was Rudolph? Gatch anything? Cold, ain't it? 
Have a seat. 11 
Jim took the proffered seat, which happened to be near the baby 
in its highchair. It was fifteen months old and had a plate of mashed 
potatoes"and gravy before it and had scorned its spoon in favor of 
its fists--both of which were clutched full and over-oo~ing with food. 
And the face from cheek to cheek and nose to chin was a circumference 
of the same glutinous mixture. While, Jim who was, or thought he was, 
revolted even by Sally Jo's mealtime manners, sat on the edge of his 
seat keeping a wary eye on this Nerp-in-miniature, the creature itself 
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stared at him with it.s unblinking eyes while one fist with a toy-
crane-load of cargo started slowly towards the mouth, stopped momen-
tarily as if forgetting its intention, moved again, the lips and fist 
opening simultaneously, but most of the cargo spilling on the unbibbed 
chest, and that portion which entered the kneading mouth being turned 
over and over until it spilled out again like cement from a mixer·; and 
all the while the eyes, the whole attention, on Jim. 
Mrs. Olsen saw Jim looking at the baby and said, "Oh, he's a mess, 
that one.u 
Pete said, ·11We didn 1 t intend to have him. We wal? practicing rhythms 
and we missed a beat. Huh, huh, huht 11 
Mrs. Olsen cackled. She had gotten a plate for Jim, but he said no 
thanks to it. His mother would be waiting supper at home, and he had 
only a minute. Then he went on to talk of Rudolph. 
11 I spoke to Rudolph about moving up here, you know." 
11What 1 d b,e have to offer?" asked Pete. 
Jim· shook his head. "Said he had to take care of things down on 
his place. Said he didn't want to move out here. tt 
"The old sonofagunlH said Pete. 
Mrs. Olsen sprung into the conversation with the suddenness of a 
cat pouncing on some well stalked objective. 11Well! We've done every-
thing in the world for him. We've taken care of his cattle for years 
now--of course he's given us a share for that. But who's he had to look 
after him like we have? Not his relatives back East, that's for sure. 
We 1 ve been like folks and family to him. And I don 1 t know that hers 
once, not once, said what 1 s to become of his cows when he kicks the ••• 
( 
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passes on. Or the units of grazin'land Pete's dad helped him get. We 
got a flock of young ones growing up here to be fed and to be started 
out in life, and he piddles around down there and lets us take care of 
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him and them thirty head of cows of his and ••• rr a significant glance from 
her husband, 11 and we ••• we been wanting him to move up here so's we can 
look after him better~ Because you well know it's dangerous his living 
down there alon~. He could hurt himself and there's be nobody around to 
help. 11 
She had backed away to a wall where the family's religion showed in 
a white plaster crucifix on which little hands had left dark finger prints, 
and a frovvn of uncertainty showed in her face as she tried to see what 
she had mearit in what she had said. 
Pete, staring at his plate, growled, liDamn washhouse just setting 
empty, and he hangs on down there as if he had something worth looking 
after. 11 
Jim said, 11 I told him it's dangerous down there living all by him-
self. I don 1t know~ I guess he don't think so though.n 
"No. No, he don 1t think so , 11 Pete said. He relaxed and his tone 
and manner softened. 11He Is lived there all his life. That's "Where his 
life is, down there, and that's where he'll kick the bucket one of these 
days. And maybe that 1 s the place for him to kick it. A man puts his 
life into a place, and it really ain't right to haul him away when he's 
ready to die. u His face had rounded into a somber circle, while Mrs. · 
Olsen looked at h±m with strange accusation in her eyes. as though the 
words struck her as too much of a kind of truth to be spoken in her 
house. 
Jim caught for a moment a feeling he had not had before. He had 
tho~ght of death that morning; old man you must die. But it had been 
unthinkable, unreal then. He had denied it by making it·a cruel jest~ 
Now it could happen. 
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There was a silence, and Pete 1 s eyes drifted to the television set 
which crouched in one corner turned on, but with the sound out, so that 
the comedian on the screen played a dumb show. 11Ever watch that guy? 11 
Pete asked. 
noh, yeahl" Jim was startled back to his own present. 11Yeah, we 
watch him quite often. lt 
liFunny as hell, 11 said Pete. 'l1The things he says.tt He watched the 
silent screen. 
Jim's eyes lifted to a picture of the Virgin and Child on the wall 
behind the-set. Mary's head was obscured by a Stockman's Commission 
calendar with a picture of a pretty girl fondling a prize beef; which 
had been hung above the Madonna. Jim smiled inwardly, and his eyes 
went on around the room over the worn wall paper and shabby linoleum, 
coming back to fix with curiosity on something stowed behind the tele-
vision set. 
Noticing him, Mrs. Olsen asked, 11You looking at my vacuum cleaner?" 
That's where I keep it. Sure is a wonderful thing. Pete uses it te 
catch flies with.u 
Pete said, f 1Yeah. The old lady had to have one because every-
_ body else around here has. Only we ain't got no rugs nor nothing to use 
it on, so I thought by golly Itd find away to put it to use. I don1 t 
put none of them brushes on--kids lost most of them anyway by now--but 
just take me that hose with the pipe on the end and sneak up on the 
fly slow-like. And when he takes off, it 1 s too late. ZUP! he's a 
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gonere 11 
Mrs. Olsen had been trying to get a word in, and when Pete stopped, 
she allowed no instant of silence. HI do too use the thing. Only here 
last fall I was trying to siphon some gas out of the Pontiac for my 
washer, and I didn't want to suck on the pipe, because you know how you 
can strangle if you suck gas down your throat. So I used the vacuum 
cleaner to start. the ·gas coming •. Slickest thing you ever saw.'u 
nshe still uses that damn engine washer ,u Pete told Jim. "I ·got 
her a Bendix last summer same time old lady Myles bought hers--in fact 
I think it was before she got it--and she never uses it.u 
11 Well," his wife countered, lfwlJ.at good is a Bendix without running 
water? If you'd put in running water like everyone else around the neigh-
borhood •• • .11 
nworst thing you can· havet 11 Pete cut in. 11Damn pipes always freezing, 
flood the house. Hell of a mess. n 
1
'You just don't want to dig the ditches •. u 
11Man kill himself digging damn ditches. You d=i:g them, then I' 11 
put the water in.'u 
Jim was once more on the edge of his chair to put as much distance 
as possible between himself and the menacing baby who was now brandish-
ing its spoon like a mace in all directions and droning in an endless 
monotone while bits of food fell where they might. 
h:i:m.. 
11 I guess I better be getting on, 11 Jim said, standing. 
11 Yeah, yeah," Pete said. llGlad you stopped by. 11 
"Sorry you couldn 1 t set down to the table with us, 11 Mrs. Olsen told 
Jim said, 1Well, Ma 1 s probably waiting supper. n 
11 You stop in again now, 11 Pete said. 
A towheaded ten-year-old had slipped quietly from his chair and 
crept to Jim 1 s side. Clutching Jim's coat, he grinned up at him. upm 
making me a slingshot.t1 
11 That right? 11 Jim asked. He cringed, half embarrassed, and knew 
the greasy hands would leave marks on his coat. 
Pete and Mrs. Olsen laughed. 11 Yeah, he's mighty proud of that 
slingsp at ,JI Pete said. 
11What you going to do with it ? 11 Jim asked. 
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11 Kill me some snowbirds, 11 the boy told him, smiling wider than ever. 
11 Yup, he's going to shoot him some snowbirds, tt Mrs. Olsen said • 
. Then Jim was-out riding again with the shock of the cold night 
against his face, and he was a little frightened. But not of the 
smothering blackness. He was thinking of Rudolph and the trapline and 
the coyote and the Olsens, all together strangely, ballasts on a Wheel 
round which his thoughts sped, coming ever back to their beginnings. 
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X 
At about the same time Jim stopped at Pete Olsen's place, Mrs. 
Myles drove into the yard at the Heiss ranch. Clara opened the door 
when she knocked. 
"Well, hi there, Judyl 11 Clara exclaimed. 11 Come on in. I didn't 
hear you drive up. You sneaked up Qn the blind side of me. I was out 
in the kitchen trying to get some supper ready for this hungry bunch 
of mine. That new car of yours sure don't make much noise.u 
nNo, it don't, n said Judy, entering with a smile. She was two 
inches shorter than Clara, of slighter person, and even the winter coat 
she wore could not deny to onlooking eyes some intimation of the figure 
that was a flow of grace beneath it. Her face was pretty; cosmetic-ad 
pretty, for beauty shops had sacrificed the quality that had been only 
hers in the eyebrows and tnrned the hair in soft brown waves of style. 
The nose, delicately asserted, was almost too long, and yet not too 
:Long, ·so it made you think apout it.. The eyes and mouth were a team for 
continuous little smiles--as shallowwater runs dimpling all the way. 
Jim, in looking at her had sometimes. thought she could be an aspira-
tion, or even a sweetheart, but never a mother. And yet she was called 
that by the little five-year-old boy beside her holding her hand, his 
face rosy with winter, and his little body ballooned by winter clothing. 
Judy sa~d, "Everett was gone so we had an early supper. All day 
long Bucey1 • .S been saying, 'When we going to Clara's? When we going to 
Clara1 s? 1 " She imitated the little boy's speech. 
"Hi there, Bucky,n said Clara, bending with hands on knees to 
greet the little boy, who grinned broadly and turned to his mother, 
·. ~~ 
., 
putting a hand with spread fingers across his eyes. 11He likes to play 
with Sally Jo, 11 Clara said to Judy. She begari taking Bucky' s coat off, 
and Judy was unbuttonihg her coat. 11Where 1 s the baby?11 Clara asked. 
11 0h, I left her with Hattie Schultz. Hattie comes out and helps 
me with the house work and washing you know •. I don't know how I'd 
get along without her.u 
~udy had slipped out of her coat and Clara received it as she 
straightened from removing Bucky's. With the words about Hattie in her 
ears, she turned to carry the garments to the master bedroom and could 
not help but be aware, as her eyes swept the room, of the limit her own 
housekeeping had achieved that day. Sally Jo, home from school, was 
playing on the sofa and had it littered with doll clothes. A magazine 
Clara had been reading during the late afternoon was dumped in the· seat 
of the overstuff, and the paper, which Albert had been reading before 
going out to do his evening chores, was separated into its sections be-
fore the television set. Also. ther.e was an apron, which Clara had 
dropped in a hasty moment, draped over-the back of a rocking chair, and 
Bub had changed from his school shoes to his work shoes while watching 
the news on TV With his dad, apd had left the school shoes with a pair 
of dirty socks in them at the corner of the sofa. 
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Clara gasped in her exasperation-with-company-present manner, 11 Oh '· 
this house is a mess! These kids, the minute my back is turned~ I 1m 
going to have to get Hattie Schultz to help_~· Sally Jo, whatever are· 
you doing there? Pick that litter up. And take Bub's shoes into the 
bedroom. Oh, that boy! And that dirty apron and that magazine--I don't 
know where all this stuff comes from. 11 
11 You left that there yourself, 11 Sally Jo countered loudly. 
11Well, you never mind ~and do as yourtre told. And pick up that ~~ 
sightly newspaper, too.u Clara passed into the bedroom, and Sally Jo 
presented to her back the smil~-frown combination of covert rebellie~ · 
she had seen television comedians use. 
Then she said softly to Mrs. Myles, nrt t s always us kids that make!i 
the messes. She never doesl11 This was followed with a humorously pre--
sented expression of ultimate disgust as she began slowly; with exig-
gerated awkwardness, to pick up the doll clothing. Judy smiled warmly 
. . 
at her, and Bucky made an impulsive approach, stopping only a step away· 
from Sally Jo and seeming to almost burst with smiling while twist~g 
his hands behind him. 
1
'Hi! 11 he said. 
Sally Jo said, 11Hi, Bucky-Wucky. n She gave the doll she had be'en. 
dressing to him, and he grasped it with both hands, dropped it on its · 
head, picked it up again, clutching it to him. 
Clara, returning, said, "Well, look at the little girU 11 Bucky bowed 
his head, hugging the doll and smiling and twisting shyly. Clara sung 
teasingly in a baby voice, 11 Bucky1 s a little girl, Bucky1 s a little girl.'Jt 
The little boy did not understand why the words should tease hinl, 
but knew that in a kind way they were meant to, and increased his s~v . 
twisting from side to side until it became, more than a reaction, an 
:/.t~.·. 
· . .:-. 
activity of its own and finally overbalanced htm, sprawling him on ta~ 
floor. and when those around him laughed, he laughed too and got up. :£;0 . 
repeat the action with increased vigor. 
Judy said, 11 1 don't think he knows whether he's· a boy or a girl..:l.t 
,._.-
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Clara said, 11 Come on in the kitchen, Judy. Now, Sally Jo, you pick 
up those things like you were told. 11 The two ladies started towards the 
kitchen. 
III willln Sally Jo said, trying to be offended by the reminder. 
In the kitchen the two ladies talked while Clara went on about her 
supper preparations. 
Judy was saying, 11Well, the Extension Club left it up to the chair-
man and the secretary to decide what books the club members should read 
as their projects, and that means we're it. We have to decide. We're 
supposed to have twa works of fiction--that's novels, you know--and two 
non-fiction. I was wondering what ideas you might have. 
11
'Well, for fiction,." said Clara with her Extension-Club-secretary 
voice, 11Frank Yerby has always been one of my favorite novelists. I 
think he 1 s goodl 11 
11That 1 s a good suggestion. We could pick one of his more recent 
works. 1 111 put that down. You have a piece of paper and a pencil?" 
Clara produced them. ''Thank you. 11 Judy wrote. ~'Now what about the 
other one ?11 
nwell, what do you think? 11 
nwell, there 1 s this new book that 1 s made such a hit. About a New · 
England town. Something Place.n 
"Oh., yes, I know that one. I can 1 t think of it at tl:ie moment either. 
But isn1 t that supposed to be--well, you know·. Kind of that way. 11 
n I guess it is at that. The more that way they are, the better 
they sell nowadays.'' 
11Ain 1 t it the truth? You wouldn 1 t think they'd allow such stuff 
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in print." 
11 I lm.ovr it. Ain't it disgusting? And yet it sells hand over fist. 
That book's supposed to have sold, I don't lm.ow how many million cop:i_es." 
11 It must be what a lot of people like to read." A pause.. "Have you 
read it? 11 
Judy shift~d in her seat and her voice dropped to a loud whisper, 
although there was no one within hearing of the conversation. 11 No, but 
I'd like to just to find out what it's all about. 11 
11 So would I." Clara was whispering now, too. "I lm.ow someone in 
town with a copy. I'll see if I can get hold of it, and then I'll give 
it to you when I'm through. 11 
11 Yes1 Wrap it in a newspaper or something so no one can see what 
you 1 re carrying around with you. We wouldn't want the other club ladies 
to know about our extra· curricular readingl11 They laughed. 
"Heavens nol What are we going to pick for the club? Maybe a 
mystery. 11 They were no longer wh,ispering. 
11 0r there 1 s this book that made quite a hit. It must be good 
because the author's picture was on the cover of Time. I think it's 
called Possessed ~ Love. 11 
liThat might be all right. That or an ElleTy Queen, maybe? 11 
11Ellery Queen is popular, but this other one is supposed to be, you 
lm.ow, educational, I guess you~d call it. 11 
"I suppose it would be if it 1 s about love. 11 They both laughed. 
''Why Q.on' t we say the one. by Yerby and the one about love then? I 
can find out the title for sure when I go home and get that Time Maga-
zine." 
11 0kay •11 
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"All right. tt Judy wrote again. 11 Now the two non-fictions. 11 
"Well, let me see now. 11 The words were a filler. Clara left no 
blank spaces in a conversation; not even to think. ·rryou know, we ought 
to have something on religion.'~' 
11 Yes, I think that's a good idea. We ·should have, because o~ read-
ing isn't just for entertainment. It's for our--well, our improvement, 
too. 11 This statement required a special quality of voice; a defensive-
assertive quality not unlike the unconscious shift of position which ac-
companied it. 
liNot to change the subject ,-'1 said Clara, changing it, and at the 
same time switching to her confidential gossip voice, 11 but it just struck 
me. Speaking of religion,. did you know they're going to try to revive 
Sunday School classes in Pinnacle? 11 
"Yes t And do you know who's going to be teaching them? Mrs. Mellon! 11 
11Doesn 1t that kill you? Of all peoplelll 
11
.And when she was teaching .them before, he would always bring her 
into town and leave ·her at the church and then go over to the saloon and 
play poker and drink all the time. she was there •1' 
11 I know it! Well, I'm not taking my Sally Jo in to her Sunday 
School classes .u 
tti guess notl We could start our own Sunday School classes--all 
the V Bar Table ladies--and take turns teaching. 11 
"Of course we could~tt 
.. 11 It takes someone with humility to teach religion. Ain't that what 
that -preacher· we had at Christmas time said?11 
· 
11He sure did, and if Mrs. Mellon had it, she wouldnft tolerate that 
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husband of hers P1 
HI guess notl Well, this isn't getting us a book picked for the club, 
is it? 11 
11 No. 11 They passed a confidential smile. And then, peeking at broil-
ing steaks, Clara returned to her Club-secretary voice.. 11 I had one in 
mind. What was it? Oh, yes. That one on positive thinking. That's a 
very popular book by a very, very nice minister, and I think some of the 
ladies--not to mention any names--could use some positive thinking. 
Well, in fact, I suppose we all could. 11 • 
HThat' s a wonderful suggestionl How do you think of these books, 
Clara? You must really keep up with all the books that come out. 11 
11 0h,u Clara demurred, 11 I just notice in the paper or the magazines 
when one makes a hit. tt 
ttWell, we just hardly have any time at all for reading, even the 
papers, since we got the television. In fact, we've given up taking the 
paper any more, and I'm lucky if I get to look at Everett's Time. I 
would read, but the kids and Everett always have the television set on 
anyway, so I get to watching it and that's the end of the reading.11 
nrt's the same here. Those kids--well not Jimmy so much, he's a;L-
ways got his head in a book--but the other two are always glued to the 
television in the evening, and Albert is just as bad as they are. He 
watches the kiddy programs and the cowboys and Lawrence Welk ••• 11 
uoh, Lawrence Welkl Oh, I like him. Isn't he wonderful?u 
11 Isn 1 t he grand?H 
11Reallyt About the best thing they have on either channel." 
nsay, and that 1 s an idea for the other book. There's a new book 
out on Lawrence Welk. We could get that. I bet all the ladies would 
like it. They all watch Lawrence Welk. 11 
11Wonderful, wonderful, Clara. You1 ve just- picked such good books 
I don't know what I 1 d have done without you. 11 
110h, riow, Judyl It 
11Well, now, I don 1t. I'll just put those down. 11 She wrote on the 
paper. 11 Lawrence Welk, and what was the religious one we had?n 
11 I think the whole titl.e is The Power of Positively Thinking." 
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Judy wrote, and then a smile touched back the corners of her mouth. 
"The power of positively stinking?" She peered above the paper and 
waited for Clara's reaction to her wit. 
But Clara 1 s mind was being busy with a seriousness of attitude, 
and it took a few seconds for it to adjust to and digest the wit. Then, 
out of her preoccupation she suddenly giggled like an adolescent and 
scolded, 11 JudylH She shook her head in a wide Sweep as Judy giggled 
too. ushame on youl Oh, that's too funny. Wait till I tell that one. u 
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XI 
0utside, Jim arrived at the corral gate and slipped from the saddle 
as the pinto, whose quick, nervous pace had brought him so surely home, 
at last heaved a deep sign, conceding to the world its weariness. Bub, 
who had lingered over his assigned chores which consisted mainly of caring 
for the calf belonging to the milk cow and feeding the cats, bolted out 
of the shadows of the barn to greet his brother. The corral light beat 
back the darkness. In the shelter of the barn it was calm, and some-
thing, maybe only the homeness of the piace, made it warm. There the two 
youths confronted each other for a second in silence. Brother and brother, 
what was between them was more than any words they were capable of, and 
yet this meeting was so normal that they could only respond to it in a 
pattern that suited their lives as they knew them. To Bub a day on the 
trapline spent by his brother was meaningful and interesting, and in order 
to share it he knew he had to put away the hostility or sarcasm with which 
he usually greeted Jim. He had to concede his brother 1 s age and ability 
to handle more grown-up activities; things he habitually denied or scorned. 
Jim knew this, but. needed Bub to ask in honest wonder about the day on the 
trapline so he could respond with a casual, superior air, answering all 
that Bub asked, although often becoming so interested as to forget his 
role and talk endlessly on his observations of the animal world and his 
thoughts about what he had seen. A return from the trapline was a pleasant 
social occasion for the two of them. When they were together constantly, 
they quarreled constantly, but when they had been apart for a day, they 
were inseparable. And it was of no little importance to Jim that he make 
a catch as a kind of fulfi~lment of his brother 1 s expectations. Although 
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Bub only sympathized if a day had proven fruitless, Jim needed to reject 
his sympathy. He felt a sense of failure t.owards Bub if he brought nothing 
heine, and Bub felt a sense of ;failure for not making Jim feel better, and 
Jim resented being in a position that called forth sympathy in his brother, 
and so it was far simpler for both of them if Jim had caught something, 
or even shot a rabbit. 
"Well, what'd you catch? 11 Bub asked, posing the question in the 
way that Albert would pose it. 
Jim dropped the pinto 1 s reins and turned to loosen the fur bag at 
the back of the saddle. He waited for the right moment to come. Bub 
waited, too, frozen with a kind of tingling warmth, for he knew there 
had been a catch. 
As the leather thongs came loose from the sack the right moment 
had arrived. 11 Badger, 11 said Jim, handing Bub the sack and turning im-
mediately to loosen the latigo. 
Bub received the sack. 11Big one." 
11Well. •• big enough. Nothing special. 11 
Bub emptied the sack on the ground. 
IIDon't get it dirty,t1 Jim cautioned, glancing back' as he loosened 
the saddle. 
Bub picked up the shapeless furry mass and inspected it. 11Darned 
nice piece of fur, 11 he concluded authoritatively. 
11 It 1 s all right , 11 Jim agreed with reservation. 
ttWb.ere'd you catch him?" 
"Top the hill up here.n 
11Anything else? 11 
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11 Good gosh no. What'd you expect? 11 
"Thought mayb~ you'd seen something or shot at something--or 
something. 11 
11No. n Jim had momentarily forgotten about the ravages qf the three-
footed coyote, but Bub's questions brought it back to his mind. He had 
wondered on the way home how he would tell his family about it. There 
would be sympathy and advice which he both wanted and didn1 t want. Then 
he would have to ask about going to help Rudolph the following day. In 
any case he was sure to be the center of another family controversy in 
which his parents wouid take opposite sides, leaving him in the middle 
trying to make what he wanted to do sound like the solution to both 
positions (and he wasn't even sure what he wanted to do:). He wanted to 
tell Bub about the coyote, for, with Bub, it would be a story, an ad-
venture. But he did not know how to start it. And he knew that a story 
must have an exciting and positive tomorrow, while the future of this 
one hung in doubtful balance between the unpredictable opinions of his 
parents. So, for lack of a decision to go ahead and tell Bub, Jim re-
mained silent. 
He turned the horse loose and carried the gear into the barn. Bub 
followed with the fur and brought a hammer and some shingle nails which 
they kept there, and they began to stretch and nail the pelt on the wall 
of the barn. Bub hel·(jl_ it while Jim hammered. 
Then Albert entered from an adjoining part of the barn where he 
had been milking and feeding the cow. He paused for just an instant 
when he entered and the pause took care of all preliminary greetings. 
Jim and Bub both looked back to acknowledge his presence as he ad-
vance d. 
"Well, what'd you catch? 11 he asked. 
11 Badger, 11 Bub answered for Jim. 
"Where'd you catch him?1' Albert was talking to Jim. 
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ttTop of the hill up here,n Bub answered again, and Jim, who had opened 
his mouth to speak, found himself taking a bite of cold air and remain-
ing silent. 
"Nothing else ?11 Albert was still talking to Jim. 
"No. What'd you expect?n Bub answered with exasperation. 
ttThought you might of saw something or took a shot; at something. 11 
Albert was now talking to Bub as if he were Jim. 
Bub shook his head. "Not a thing. 11 
"Saw Rudolph,u Jim protested,, finally demanding a place in the 
conversation. 
l'Didn't take a shot at him did you?" Albert asked with a chuckle. 
They all laughed. It was funny because it was family. 
Bub and Jim finished nailing the pelt to the wall and then the 
three of them started for the house. On the way Albert stopped at the 
well to shut off the electric motor on the pump jack, which had been 
pumping water into the stock tank. He asked Bub to help him drain the 
pipe so it .wouldn't free~e and burst. Jim took the milk pail Albert 
had been carrying and went on to the house. 
Inside, Judy had just recalled the title of a book they had been 
talking about. 11 I know what that book is,t1 she was saying. 11 That 
one that made such a hit. Peyton Place. 11 
HThat' s it, 11 said Clara. 
11 You know what I heard old lady Olsen call it? Pagan Placet" 
·e 
Clara laughed. 11 Isn1 t that a scream? She would though. They're 
like a couple of characters out of a book like that •. Out of Tobacco 
Road."· 
11 You know what I've heard? Well·, I've heard that that last kid 
of theirs isn 1 t even his 1. You know that hired man they had? 11 
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Jim, outside, heard Judy's words and hesitated before letting his 
foot scrape on the step. He had been thinking about Rudolph and the 
coyote, and_ the words might not have registered, had they not called 
back his conversation with Oisen that morning. He did not recognize 
Judy's voice through the door and wondered for an instant who was inside 
talking about Myles. 
Clara said, 11You mean that Charlie Wilson?H 
Judy said, "Yes, that 1 s the one, 11 and Jim knew then it was Mrs. 
Myles, and they were talking about the Olsens, He wanted to laugh aloud. 
He wanted to tell somebody, anybody, just to share it. But he lingered 
long enough to control both impulses and resolve to enjoy it by himself 
before mounting the step. 
The voices stopped when his foot sounded, and he entered the outer 
hall prepared to be surprised at seeing Judy. 
Clara greeted him, and Judy said, 11Hello, Jim! 11 
Jim said, 11HU u He let his eyes linger on judy--almost too long 
before shifting them. 
Clara asked about his day1 s catch. It was a difficult situation 
for her. She wanted to show Jim off, but, when he came from the trap-
line and Judy was there, she could not express a very sincere interest 
in his day, honestly glad as she was that he was back. 
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Jim went on into the bathroom to wash. He thought of the calf 
skin Olsen's dog had been chewing on. T4ere were always jokes among the 
ranchers about such things. You had to go to the neighbor's to eat your 
own beef, or butchering your neighbor's beef is not stealing, just keep-
ing even •. It was as if the. Myleses and the Olsens were acting out jokes 
for his amusement, and he wanted very much to laugh at them. The Whole 
thing, their gossip. about each other, seemed only laughable now. He 
felt a settled sense of closeness to Judy as he did to Olsen. 
After washing, he went into the living room and stretched himself 
on the floor where Bucky and Sally Jo had abandoned the doll in favor 
of an Erecto Set which Bub had played with some years before. Jim could 
conceal actual interest in the toy behind a pretense of merely helping 
the two children and quietly enjoy pimself. In the kitchen he could hear 
the resumed buz~· of conversation, but could not make out what was said. 
He hummed, haJJ; spoke, the little rhyme, 11Sally Jo, ta. ta beau ••• " 
just coherently enough that she would hear it, while he pretended to be 
unaware of both her and what he was humming. He noticed with satisfaction 
that she drew herself up with mock indignatiqn, and his amusement at her 
mingled with a. thought of the Olsens and Myleses, bringing a sudden con-
vulsion of laughter. Sally Jo thought·he was laughing only at her and 
struck him on top of the head with her fist. He laughed harder. 
I 
Jim's intrusion had momentarily broken for Judy the emotional rap-
port between the two women, and she needed to indulge another side of 
her female character by probing wh~t she knew to be a sore spot in 
Clara's social facade. 
ttDoes· Jim still have the trapline? 11 she asked what she well knew to 
be true. ui' thought he was going to .college and would be spending his 
time on his school work." 
hOh, yes, he still has it, 21 said Clara in a flutter, dropping a 
hot -potato on the floor. 11 0h, I tell him and tell him--but you know 
how--he won't give it up. Oh, he's going to college all right. He 
just likes to do it. You just cant t get him to give it up. That boyl 11 
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1tWell, I was talking to Mrs. Jenny the other day,t1 Judy went on 
conservatively, eyeing the potato, "and she said she couldn't understand 
why a bright boy like Jim would take time.out of school to go riding off 
down there on a trapline. She wanted to know if it was the money, and 
I said I didn't think the Reisses needed money that badltr 
Clara's response was so immediate that she spoke before Judy had 
finished, rejecting the words before the passage of a moment's silence 
could seem to lend them the least confirmation. «Puhhhl The money! I 
guess notl The li~tle he makes he puts in the bank in a savings account. 
That old lady Jenny, it'd be just like her to say something like that. 
They1 ve got nothing, the both of them are so damn lazy. They do nothing 
else, so they talk about the neighbors. I guess we can take care of our 
kids without having to send them off trapping. It was his dad's idea 
that Jim ought to know something about that stuff. He'd have given it 
up a long time ago if it was up to me. 11 In her nervous flurry Clara 
had scooped up the potato, carefully washed it under the hot water 
faucet, and then dropped it into the garbage can anyway, and all the 
while oblivious of what she was doing, except that, 'When the potato 
struck the garbage can, a frown crossed her face. 
Judy was satisfied, and ready to swing the unstable pendulum of 
friendship to a pleasanter extreme. 11Well, that's what I told Mrs. 
Jenny. I said I thought it was just kJ.nd of like a hobby with Jim." 
"That's what it·is, 11 said:Clara. 11Thatis just exactly what it 
is. 11 
11 But I do wonder at Jim. Going to college and all, I would think 
hetd put his time to his studies. He 1 s anall-A student, isn't he? 11 
11Well, not quite. But he could be if he put his mind to it, and 
his time. 11 
rtThe reason I asked is because, you know, colleges give all kinds 
of consideration to s~raight A students. They give out scholarships 
that cover all their expenses, you know. But I suppose you know about 
that. I suppose Jim already has a scholarship lined up. 11 
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ttNo, I didn't know~" Clara paused in her work, frowning with deep 
interest at this; excitin~ news. "Scholarships. you say?"' 
"Yes. That is the college pays everything--or part, depending on 
what kind of scholarship it is •11 
nAnd Jim can get it if he gets straight At s?11 
HI don't see why not. Of course he can probably get one without 
straigl:lt A's. 11 
11Well, we '11 have to look into that 1 Clara 1 s imagination flared 
like an oil fire, and she slapped the steaks onto a platter as if they 
were rich awards ready to be served to her son, bringing him heretofor 
unheard of renown. 
"Sure,n said Judy. J'Wb.at college is he going to? 11 
nwell, I· don 1 t know that he t s made up his mind yet. u 
11Well~ then, write to a few of them. 11 
11 Just write. and ask about the s ch olarshi p, huh? 11 
11Yup. The sooner the better, before they start giving them away. 
What• s Jim going to take?" 
11 0h, he's going to study history. 11 
11 Good! That was always my hardest subject.u 
11Mine too, and most people's. But not for him. He just breezes 
right through it. And he has such a wonderful teacher, t9o. That Mr. 
Schwindel is so good. tt 
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The conversation was interrupted qy Bub and Albert who entered the 
outer hallway and began to shuffle out of their winter coats. Albert, 
who· had been laughing with Bub and at him for his clumsiness in handling 
the pipes at the well, saw Judy in the kitchen and stopped any and all 
effluence of personality. He could not be at ease with Judy or Everett 
Myles, for he felt too acutely in them a social superiority, and could 
not realize that it was not a superiority of intelligence or integrity. 
So he remained silent and cowed in their presence and then attacked them 
verbally when they departed. 
But to Bub Judy was a potential source of compliments or comments 
that would make him the center of attention for a,little while, and so 
he welcomed the sight of her and hurried off his coat to beat his dad 
into the kitchen. 
11Hello, Judy," he said, although he b-ad been reprimanded by Clara 
on previous occasions for not using a more formal title. 
11Well, hello there, little boy! 11 Judy teased. 
Bub ignored the teasing. uwe caught a badger/' he said proudly, 
aware of the liberty he was taking by claiming some part in the catch 
his brother had made, but needing this moment of glory before Judy. 
11 You did? 11 said Judy. "Well, isn't that nice. Isn't that nice! 
Good for you.:u 
Bub syvelled visibly with the praise. 11 We got him tacked on the, 
barn wall, 11 he told her~ 
"Well, youtre a real old hunter, aren't you? 11 
He shook his head vigorously in affirmation. No false modesty. 
It was exactly what he wanted to feel he was, and if she was going to 
say it, he wasn1 t going to deny it • 
.A.lbert entered with a reserved nod and 11 'Lo.H 
11Hello, .A.lbert,n Judy was gracJ..ous now, the proper change from 
greeting·Bub. 11How are you?u 
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11Well, I--uh--l'm all rJ..ght, 11 he told her, treating the question as 
if J..t were an honest request for information rather than part of a pattern 
of politeness. 
11 Cold, isn't it?11 
'II Sure is. 11 She might have held him a few moments in conversation, 
but he pulled away, and instead of washing in the kJ..tchen sink as was 
his habit, went into the bathroom. 
Clara had assembled all the items planned for the evening meal at 
once so that nothing would get cold, and after a few quick trips be-
tween the kitchen and the table, supper· was ready to be eatene Judy 
saw. that it was time for her to leave and arose, straightening her close-
fitting dress and announcing her intentions. 
Clara's insis·tence that she stay longer was more than mere polite-
ness. She really wanted Judy to stay. She wanted her to tell Jim about 
the scholarship-she had already begun to think of it as 11 the 11 scholarshJ..p 
rather than 11 al1 scholarship. 11Don 1 t rush off," she said. "It seems like 
you just got here. 11 
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"Well, I have to take Mrs. Schultz home, you know, and put the kids 
to bed. 11 
uoh, sure, 11 said Clara. 11 It 1 s a continual round, isn't it?H She 
hesitated, frowning, but knew she ou~~t not to detain Judy and brought 
the coats from the bedroom. Sally Jo helped Bucky with his. Then the 
family assembled in an arc about the front door against which Judy was 
backed, ready to leave. Jim and Bub stood with.their thumbs hooked in 
their rear overall pockets, supporting their weight on one straight leg 
while the other relaxed. Albert stood as if at attention with his hands 
behind him and eyes on the floor. Bucky was the only un-self-conscious 
male, and he was beside his mother bubbling saliva at Sally Jo. 
Clara had turned on the yard light, and.upon ·looking through the 
window in the front door, said, llThat isn 1t your Chrysler out there, is 
it?tt 
Judy said, nNo, no, that isn't the Chrysler. Everett has the 
Chrysler. That's my car." 
There was a moment of silence. Clara looked at Judy and then out 
the window again. Her face was blank with uneasy astonishment. All the 
family had become interested and closed to look at the new car. 
JtEverett bought it for me the other day. 11 She was pulling on a 
glove slowly, smiling at it. flit's one of them new Ford hardtop con-
vertibles. n 
Clara said, "Goshl Look at that, Albert.·11 
Judy said, "I thought you knew I had it. You said about my new car 
not making any noise when I came in.n 
11 I meant the Chrysler," said Clara. 
·•· 
nwell, the Chrysler isn't new, 11 said Judy with a little laugh. 11 It• s 
a year old now .·u 
Clara was silent; She still liked to think of their four-year-old 
Chevrolet as new, because they had bought it new. 
Bub said, 11 Wowl :n 
Sally Jo said, 11 Lift me so I can see. 11 And Jim lifted her. 
Albert, forgetting himself, said, 11Jesus, it must have cost a hell 
of a lot. 11 
C,lara could not speak until Judy, smiling sweetly, said, nwell, I 
won 1t get home this way, will I?n 
Then Clara's face crumpled once more into courtesy and she insisted, 
"You come back soon, now, Judy. And I'll see you at club. 11 
11 I'ril so glad we got those books straightened out. Oh, you made such 
good choices, I just can•t get over it. 11 
11 0h, now! Good night. 11 . 
11 Good night l 11 




11 Night. 11 
They stayed at the window to watch until the motor roared and the 
lights blazed and the car pulled away, making a U turn in the yard and 
a lonesome purr down the road. 
Albert was the first to speak. 11 God, 11 he said, 11 I don 1 t see how 
they think they can afford that. Who does that old heiffer think she 
is that she needs a car of her own ?11 
e· 
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Clara wanted to be on Judy1 s side, and yet the discovery that Judy 
had a new car all her own--and an expensive one at that--had left her 
unwillfully sharing Albert 1 s feelings and questions. All she could say 
for the moment was a painfully hbnest, 11 I don 1 t know. 1' 
But only an instant later as they were moving towards the table, 
and Albert said, 11 God, that 1 s really something, them people thinking 
they need two cars, 11 she had ;regained her sense of values and her com-
posure enough to say, 
lllfell, they dol If he 1 s gone with the Chrysler, she 1 s left on 
foot.u She paused a moment and then added, 11 I think we ought to get a 
new car. I've been thinking it for a long time.·u 
11Wh.at? Wett• Albert explod,ed. 11 Boy, you got big ideas, woman. 
Big ideas. 11 
11 I don 1 t see Why,n said Clara. 11Look at any family you see in any 
magazine you pick up, or on television. They all have two cars." 
11Them's_city folks. 11 
11Life in the country's just like life in the city nowadays. rr 
The family settled in silence around the table, Clara nearest the 
kitchen, Albert opposite her, Sally Jo on Clara's left with Bub next 
to Albert, and Jim on the opposite side from them. Initially they 
passed each other items without either asking for them or if they were 
wanted. They knew each other 1 s mealtime habits, likes and dislikes so 
well that if speech were required at all it was only in fragments, 
familiarity having alr~ady communicated all that needed to be said, with 
the exception of specific emphasis. 
So when Sally Jo, with eyes that hungered far beyond her stomach's 
capacity, spooned gravy onto her potatoes as though she might never eat 
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again, Clara warned, nsally Jot 11 and the little girl knew what the matter 
was and answered, 
"Well, I like it!l' but passed it on right away, needing both hands 
and a twisted face to support the weight of the bowl. 
And when Bub, out of carelessness, did not pass her the salad, 
Sally Jo did not ask for it, but gave him repeated hostile looks until 
·she could contain herself no longer and shouted, 11Bub, you pass that 
saladt 11 
Bub responded with a mechanical shift of his body, dropped. the bowl 
at her side, and mocked her indignant expression. 
And Clara added a mechanical reprimand. ttCan't you. ask nice?u 
Sally Jo ignored her, and Clara had known without really being aware 
of her knowledge that that was what Sally Jo would do, and so she ac-
cepted it with only a minor stirring of discomfort in the back of her 
mind. And again there was silence. 
Jim was hungry and rolled and scooped food onto his plate, not 
waiting f.or items that were· not passed right away, but hurrying to get 
something in his mouth and in his stomach. A forkful of potato and 
gravy proved too hot and he juggled it on his tongue ·and gulped milk to 
cool it. With a few swallows down the clutching of hunger in his mid-
section was gone, and he could take time for a slice of bread, the salad, 
a pickle. And his mind was released from the controlling thought of food. 
Silence endured. It was not usual at suppertime, but the words be-
tween Clara and Albert had left them, for a little while at least, with 
nothing -to say and discouraged and effluence .from Bub and Sally Jo. Jim 
began to think about the coyote and Rudolph and how he would begin telling 
his story, and how he would ask about riding the next day to help Rudolph. 
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Then he remembered--and realized he had forgotten--that Rudolph had asked 
him to take over his place when he died. It came as a shock to remember, 
for now he was with the people he must tell, but had no clearer perspec-
tive on the matter than he had had in the morning. He looked at the 
. 
circle of faces about the table, each frowning to individual thoughts and 
engrossed in the meal, each too familiar to really be seen. A few minutes 
before, he had put his feet beneath the table wholly possessed by the 
idea of food, and now he kept eating only so he would not be noticed. 
His eyes fixed on his mother's face; the lines of the brow, the eyes 
half squinting with pre-occupation, the jaw in constant rhythm. Her 
eyes came up, and his instantly slid away as if they had been turning in 
a casual glance to drop again to his plate. 
If he spoke, would she understand him? He thought of Olsen 1 s boy. 
The slingshot and the idea of killing snowbirds had warmed him with such 
.rapture that he had had to tell about it. He had not known and would 
not have been able to understand that killing birds was disgusting to 
Jim. 
Jim·felt that he wanted to cry, and then was afraid that the family 
might see his emotion. He became angry with Rudolph for making the offer 
and for asking him to ride the next day. The hell with it, he thought, 
I'll forget about it now and tell the old man Sattirday they said no. 
Chuck Bennett wouldn 1t worry about it, "Why should I? But rather than 
establishing its own acceptability, the thought seemed to condemn itself 
and brought to mind a clear picture of Rudolph; how he had looked as he 
made the offer of his place, 11A man don't live forever ••• u And again, 
his hand on Jim's calf and his words about the coyote. But Saturday it 
wouldn't be like that, and Jim knew how it would be. He would stand ac-
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cused, for, to Rudolph, there was only one world: his. And it was hard 
for him to understand the importance of anything outside it. Jim shivered 
visibly. I'll tellthem,., then, 'he thought. Let them tell me I can't· go. 
Then it won 1t be my fault. I'll be telling Rudolph the truth, and that's 
all I can do. 
Clara noticed Jim picking at his food and saw him shiver and asked, 
'
11What 1 s the matter with you, Jim? You get a chill?11 
11 No, 11 Jim answered. "Nothing the matter .J' But her voice took away 
the tension he had built up in silence, and suddenly it seemed easy to 
talk. It felt like the right time to tell about the coyote now, so he 
eased into the subject. nsomething dug up some of my traps." 
. Immediately Albert and Bub as well as Clara were attentive. Only 
Sally Jo was more interested in the steak she was trying to cut. 
uoh? 11 from Albert. 11 Mice, maybe. 11 
11No. Coyote. 11 
ni' 11 be darned, tt said Clara. 
11 You sure ?11 Albert was cautious. 
''Rudolph says so. He says some of his traps was dug up in the same 
way mine was • 11 
Jim went on to describe the way the traps had been exposed. He 
couldn't help being emotional when he told how his best sets had been 
ruined. Then he talked about Rudolph and his preparations to catch the 
coyote. Finally he concluded with, 11Rudolph wants me to come down to-
morrow and help him set out the traps.rr 
Here Clara's interest turned to a frown. 11You got to go to school 
tomorrow," she said. HI want you to get the scholarship for going to 
college. 11 
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11The what?l 11 asked .Albert and Jim together. 
11 It 1 s when you get paid for going to college. Judy was telling me 
about it tonight. You got to have good grades to get it." 
11 0h, hell, his grades are good enough to get anything," said .Albert. 
11He ought to go down and help the old man and learn about catching a 
coyote like this one.u 
nLearning how to catch a coyote ain 1t going to do him a darn bit 
of good when he gets to college ,I' said Clara. "I want him to get 
stra:i-ght .A so he 1 ll._be sure and get the scholarship." 
11 You cant t jugt get straight .A, 11 sai<;i Jim. 
"How do you know Rudolph's going to catch the coyote? 11 Clara was 
still addressing .Albert. "It might be weeks or months before he catches 
it, if at all~ .And is Jim g.oing to go riding down there all the time 
fin<;iing his traps dug up and never catching nothing? 11 
u It's true, 11 .Albert conceded, ''that the old man might not catch it 
for awhile, .if at all. But it won't do the kid no harm to learn how 
to make· sets for a coyote like that. 11 
. . 
11 Jim ·is not going to be a trapper, 11 said Clara with kind of final-
ity, and then there wag silence all around for a moment, and everyone 
looked at his plate. 
Albert forked a piece of steak into his mouth and then tucked it 
into one cheek so he could speak. With his face still tilted dowri, he 
turned his eyes up to look at Jim and ?-Sked, l1Did you tell Rudolph you'd 
be down for sure in the morning?'' 
ttNo, 11 said Jim, 11 I just told him I'd try to." 
.Albert nodded. "I guess the old guy doesntt really need you. 
•• 
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He 1 s been working by himself for years down there, God knows why. Any-
way you 1 ll be going down again Saturday. tl 
ll!_ guess he doesn 1 t need Jim, 11 said Clara. "He don't need to. trap. 
He 1 s got enough cows . to well take care of him. He never looks after 
them. He lets Olsen do that. So he sure don't need to take Jim out of 
school to help him with his nonsense. 11 
Jim ,said, 11 I was talking to Olsen today. He said he'd asked 
Rudolph to move up there in the wash house so he could look after him. 
Rudolph won't do it. I mentioned it to him and he blew his stack. 
Said Olsen was trying to get hold of his cattle. Said he wanted me to 
take over his place down there." 
"You?l 11 Clara almost shouted. "I guess notl" 
11He wants you to take over his place?" Albert asked, although 
Jim had spoken clearly. 
11What would you do with it, for God's sake?11 asked Clara .• 
Jim shrugged. 
11Actually he don't own nothing except the cattle,·n said Albert. 
11You know, he went broke during the depression and the government bought 
him out and took over all that land down there. He's just stayed on 
living there, and no one has made a kick about it. I guess he thinks 
he owns it. Course if you hang around him you might get some of the 
. cattle, but more ,than likely they'll go to Olsen and what ever rela-
tives Rudolph has in the East. 11 
. "I don't want the cattle ,. 11 Jim protested. 11 I just wanted to help 
h . Tl Jlll. 
71He· wouldn't need help if he'd move up to Olsen's and forget about 
that trapline ,n said Ciara. 
"Just move up there in that damn' wash house and wait to die,'' Jim 
flared. 
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"Jim, you watch yow language~ 11 Sally Jo scolded before Clara could 
get the words out, so Clara didn't repeat them. 
1tJust back a hearse up to the door and wait,!lt Jim went on, ·"and 
maybe the old man could build a coffin to occupy his time • 11 
"Jim1 rr Clara warned. 
"Oh, the old guy don 1 t know when to quit/' Albert soothed. '"Maybe 
he thinks he'll live forever. He's spent h~s life down there and you 
couldn' t uproot him now. Taking him out of there would kill him quicker 
than anything else.·n He speared a piece of bread with his fork. '11He 1 ll 
kick the bucket down there one of these times though. Someone'll find 
him." 
11 I think Jim.' d be better off if he didn 1 t have nothing to do with 
him," Clara said, and then there was another moment of silence. 
11What happens to old coyotes?" Sally Jo asked, stirring her pota-
toes with the end of her fork.' 
"They die," Bub told her out of the corner of his mouth. 
"I know· they die, you dummy ,u said Sally Jo •. '11 I mean where do 
.they die? You don't see them laying around all over, do you?" 
Albert laughed. "I don't think ma~ of them live till they're 
old enough to die natural deaths/' he .said. "But if they do, they go 
off somewhere and crawl in a hole before they die." 
"I wonder what it'd be like to die,1 ' said Sally Jo. 
11 You don 1 t remember nothing no more, 11 said Bub. 
''You go off and crawl in a hole and die," said Sally Jo. 
Clara said, nsally Jo, I don't want to ever hear you say anything 
like that again! You hear me?·" 
Sally Jo was struggling to cut through a tough part of t~e steak, 
and the knife slipped, and the steak l~nded in her lap. She tried to 
pick it up in her fingers, and then it fell to the floor. 
Clara said, •'Mercy, child, whatever. am I going_ to do with you? 11 
"I don't know,:tt Sally Jo admitted honestly. 
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nwell, pick that up and come in the kitchen and let me clean your 
dress. Such a messy one!'' They retired to the kitchen, and the men of the 
family settled down to finish their supper. 
The evening found Albert and Clara watching television and the 
children grouped about the table doing their homework •. Albert had 
seated himself. in the overstuffed chaiT. with the newspaper (the nice 
Republican newspaper of western South Dakota with all the nice news 
and nice optimistic editorials) on his lap to be read if the tele-
vision .became uninteresting. Clara was on the sofa with her sewing 
basket, repairing Sally Jo 1 s slacks. Sally Jo complained against 
the homework and begged to watch the television, while Bub, to prove 
how grown up he was, scolded her and cited himself as· an example of 
one who didn't care to watch the old television. And Jim scolded them 
both for disturbing him at his studies. All in all it was fortunate 
that the homework was not heavy or it would not have gotten done. 
A Western movie; was playing on the television screen. Clara got 
up and started to switch to the other channel. There were two avail-
able. 
"Leave it there,n said Albert. "I like to watch it." 
11 There 1 s a go<?d story on the other channel,"' said Clara, but she left 
e. 
the Western on and returned to her seat. 
Albert watched for a ~ute, cleared his throat, shifted and then 
got up and without a word switched to the other channel and returned to 
his seat. 
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The story on this channel involved a young couple with fashionable 
clothes, living in a fashionable suburb with two new cars and a swimming 
pool. They were right for each other and deeply in love, the story in-
sisted, although a single misunderstanding involving another girl sent 
the wife driving--on a very scenic trip--to Reno for a divorce. And, 
While at Reno for a week, she fell deeply in love again, with a rich 
young man. Clara watched the play with indulgence. 
Suddenly Sally Jo closed the book of arithmetic sums she had been 
doing and shouted, ·11 I'm donel 11 and rushed to watch the television. But 
she frowned and puzzled over the sighing actors. She was too young to 
understand 11love.u Bub, too, closed his books and sat on the floor to 
watch the screen. 
Jim was exhausted from his day, and when he closed his books it 
was to stretch and yawn and start towards the bedroom. 
11 You going to bed? 11 as.ked Clara. 
·nyeah.tt 
UGoodnight.u 
1t Goodnight. u 
Albert stirred and yawned and said, ''Goodnight. About time I turned 
in, too." 
Sally Jo 1 s head began to droop, but when Clara suggested she go to 
bed, she protested that she was not tired and became alert for a few. 
minutes ~onger. Finally, after Clara had.spoken to her several times, 
Albert ordered her to bed, and then she pouted and protested, but went 
nevertheless • 
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. .A.t .first the bed was cold, but Jim lay straight until the little 
area under his body was warm, and then he relaxed, savoring his .fatigue 
and sorry that it would only seem a .few moments before morning terminated 
his comfort. The light he had extinguished still burned red against 
his eyelids and everything was.silent now, and everything seemed solved. 
He would not go to help Rudolph tomorrow, but his parents had relieved 
him of' the burden <!i,f respoudbility. He :felt relieved of' it. Home was 
a world, and high school was a world, and Rudolph was a different world • 
.Sometimes it was hard, when in one, to remember how it .felt to be in an-
other. He could see the coyote nosing around a set, digging to expose 
a trap, while the cold wind roughed its :fur. He could see Rudolph mak-
ing a set, hunched and thin and alone. as a leaf' in the cold sweep of' 
winter. But his mind was drugged with sleep, and he had no feelings one 
way or another. Darkness closed in, and he did not hear .Bub entering 
the room or slipping into the bed by his s~Qe. 
In their bedroom Albert and Clara prepared for bed in silence. 
Albert was tired and Clara was preoccupied with dissatisfaction at the 
conclusions that had been reached at the supper table. In bed and with 
the lights out, Albert, lying on his back, was sinking :fast into slumber. 
But Clara was restless. She turned and then turned again and :finally 
spoke. 
11 I think Jim ought to pull up. them traps and give up the trapline 
altogether.u 
ttHuh?11 asked Albert, stirring and fighting his way back to Clara's 
unmitigating present·. 
11 I said I think Jim ought to pull up his traps and give up the trap-
line •. That old man's trying to get him to be a trapper and live off in 
some, God-forsaken country like them Badlands. I want Jim to go to 
dollege, and I want him to get that scholarshiptn 
11Scholarship, 11 Albert grumbled. "I don't think they pay anybody to 
go· to college. I never heard of i t;tt 
nwell., Judy has. Jim C?Jl 1 t spend his time on his studies like he 
should when he's running off down there in the middle of the week. Be-
sides, he ain't caught enough to make it worth his 'While. .And he won't 
now with that smart coyote on his trapline. Well, will he?" 
11 I suppose not. 11 
"You· saw how upset he was this evening, all because his traps was 
dug up. Well, how can he do ·:his school work 'When he's tired. and up-
set like that? .If the old man wants to trap, that's nobody' s business 
but his own. If he wants to live off there dirty like he does until he 
·dies, that 1 s up to him._ Jim can't be going off helping. him whenever he 
wants the kid. Jim has to think of a little more than just this year. 
He's going :to need what he learns when he goes to college •'' 
11 I suppose so," Albert muttered. 
11Well, I think 'When he goes down this Saturday; he ought to pull 
up his traps and bring them home and tell the old man that he can't 
trap and go t0 school too. 'What do you think?11 
Albert could only agree. 
• 
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Victorious, Clara consolidated. 1'Besides, all the ne;ighbors talk 
about how we have to send our kids off trapping in order to support them, 
which is a lot of damn lies. I think Jim and all of us will be better 
off if he just forgets about the trap~ine. I want you to tell him in· 
the morning that you think he better pull up the traps when he goes down 
Saturday and. bring them home. 11 
"I'll tell him, 11 said Albert. "Maybe I can get him to do a little 
work around here Saturdays if he's not running off ·down there trapping." 
"Why sure. You got enough for him to do.·" 
There was silence again, and Clara lay still and was soon asleep. 
But Albert was restless ·and turned this· way and that, and it was many 
minutes later that soft snores arose from his side of the bed. 
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XII 
Some years after his unfortunate af£air with Betsy, Rudolph again 
became interested in building up his cattle herd. When he took his £urs 
to Aureole on ~he train, he.met cattlemen in the small, frame hotel where 
he stayed, and he liked them and wanted to be one of them. They had an 
air of importance about them and a swaggering self-confidence. He imi-
tated them; s~t with them on the porch with his feet on the rail and his 
chair cocked back. on its hind legs and accepted a chew of t9bacco and · 
listened to their tales. They liked to talk about the local characters. 
Some claiffied they had known Calamity Jane, Poker Alice and Wild Bill 
Hickok. They had been through the blizzard of '88, had ridden stage coaches, 
had driven bull teams, had seen Aureole City £ounded, had fo~ght Red Cloud 
and talked to Sitting Bull. They walled in with words their oWn little 
l 
world and disparaged the thin-skinned modern age. 1fuen women went by in 
the dress of the day, they sneered, and their comments were vicious with 
disgust, and Rudolph's comments were loudest of all, although his eyes 
followed the woman with awe i£ she were young. and pretty. 
And so Rudolph £ound a new kind of belonging. Pete Olsen's dad 
and Everett Myles' dad were his neighbors and helped him at roundup 
time, and he helped them. Sometimes they feuded as neighbors will and 
were indignant and wouldn't speak to each other. But then they needed 
help from one another and made up and were better friends than ever. 
Rudolph had a world, and the years passed, and the cattle herd grew. 
It never came close to rivaling the gigantic herds of the old timers 
with 1'Yhom he liked to rub elbows, but still his name was known, and he 
was king of Sioux Creek Basin. He made the acquaintance o£ the bank;er 
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where he did his banking and made a_ powt of seeing him whenever he was 
in to-vm. There was something magic in the title Banker. 11 Good morning, 
Banker McCann;" Rudolph was fond of saying whenever he met the man. He 
mistook McCann's official front for personal feeling. He spoke to Myles 
and Olsen about »Me and McCann. 11 They knew the banker too, but Rudolph 
more or less accepted that they should. It was his knowing the banker 
that delighted him endlessly. 
Rudolph put most of his money in the bank. He bought very few 
things; a team and a new buggy, a new cook stove and a Morgan horse, 
which he soon found unsuitable for riding in the rough country. He 
went back to visit his folks in the East once and played the role of 
the man who made good out West. His parents were withering with age, 
but his mother greeted him as a dream come true. To her he had reached 
the acme of success. She was glad he hadn't married, for she didn•t 
want her boy, now. a man ripening into his middle years, in the clutch 
of a strange woman (it having not occurred to her that the woman would 
hardly be a stranger to Rudolph). But, by the other Germans of the 
puritanical, constrictive colony, who had never let change or progress 
make inroads into their patterns of existence, he was excluded. They 
saw his achievements as a kind of betrayal of his background; he was 
a mutation, and therefore they could only condemn him. And Rudolph 
expected that they would emotionally oppose him, and their opposition 
gave him a sense of having achieved a vision beyond their's. He was 
mellow with victory. 
But he cut his visit shorter even than he had planned it to be. 
He had not realized that the farms would appear so small and the country 
so crowded after his years of exposure to the Badlands. Soon he became 
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restless and insulting to the pe-ople, and then he was back on the train 
£or Pinnacle with a confusion of feelings in his breast. And in his 
mind's eye still lingered the image of his mother's face, but the woman 
she was inadequately filled the dual cavities of mot~er and wife that 
lay empty within him. He never saw her again. 
Home once more, he felt a need fo~ further achievements. Or rather, 
a need for greater glory for what he had done so far. In this vein his 
efforts took the form of preparing a gate to bear the title of his ranch. 
I 
There was no fence at the point where he wished to put the gate, so he 
simply set a tall pole on e:ither side of the wagon trail leading to his 
buildings, and then began to prepare a sign to fix across at the top of 
the poles. After considerable deliberation, he decided that the sign 
should say 11R. F. W. Koenig Ranch," and that hit;> brand, the R K connected 
(tk), should be placed on either erid. He chose a fourteen inch plank 
and burned foothigh letters into the wood with a heated iron bar. It 
was a few weeks before he had the sign completed. He stood it against 
the fur shed. It would take help to put it up, and he didn't want Myles 
or Olsen helping him, for it was out of a sense of competition with them 
that he had made it. He wanted Schmauder to help him, and Schmauder 
had rheumatism and wasn't too well, so he kept the sign and waited for 
Schmauder to get·better. 
But the sign wasn 1 t enough to satisfy him, and when in town he pawed 
over everything in the dry goods. stores. He ordered the finest pair of 
handmade ·boots he could get, with an unique double eagle pattern stitched 
on the uppers. When they came in the mail, he put them on and strutted 
about with his pants tucked into the tops, and, being tall, was able to 
look down with severe and superior eyes on alm0st everyone he met. 
Those were the days when repercussions of the stock market crash 
in .New York were sounding throughout the country, and people were get-
ting uneasy. Myles withdrew his money from McCann's bank and advised 
Rudolph to do likewise. 
"Banks are closing around the country, 11 he said, ·11McCann 1 s going 
to close, too. He 1 s going to have to .one day. Get your money out 
while the getting is good.n 
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11Me and McCann are like that ,n Rudolph crossed his fingers and held 
th_em up before Myles's face. 11He 1lllet me know before he closes down." 
Myles was insistent and tried to.tell Rudolph that banking was a 
matte1: of business and not of friendship, and then Rudolph got angry and 
wouldn't listen. It meant something to him to have a friend with the 
title, Banker. 
Of course, when the bank closed and Rudolph lost him money and 
never saw McCann again, he suffered much more than he might have had 
he heeded Myles~ advice. He withdrew into the badlands and rode aim-
lessly and the emptiness of the sky was filled with his searching. 
And he never visited or spoke to Myles again, although it was nearly 
ten years before the man moved away, turning his ranch over to Everett 
so the boy would not have to be drafted and fight in the Second World 
War. 
With the depression came drought. In the years before, Rudolph 
had put up hay in the meadows along Sioux Greek ~d wintered his cattle 
in the Badlands. Now, smitten by drought, the meadows grew too little 
grass to make haying worth while, so he sold part of his cattle and 
bought cotton seed cake--he had no means of hauling in hay from other· 
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areas. But ·the cattle needed more to eat than cake alone. Also Sioux 
Creek was dry, and they had to go to the river for water. They milled 
across the meadows and through the rotten butts of old hay stacks, and 
their ceaseless bawling filled the winter months. It was the wail of 
a dying kingdom. 
Old cows lay down and never got up again, and coyotes, lean and 
brave, approached and ate on their frozen udders and numb hindlegs 
while life and terror s:till flamed in their eyes. Rudolph cursed the 
coyotes and trapped them with a vengeance. Sometimes he would beat to 
death a captured coyote in a fit of fury. .And he watched his herd wither 
and diminish, and then. one day it was spring. But the spring brought 
only a brief respite. The dry cold of winter became the dry heat of 
summer, and the new grass turned brown and crisp early in the season. 
Cows with suckling calves .grew thinner, and their bones stood out, and 
their flariks were sunken. There had been a little snow to melt and a 
little rain, and Sioux Creek had run. But soon it dried up and the 
river diminished to a trickle. Havlling no well and fearing his water 
supply would disappear entirely, Rudolph weaned the calves and sold them. 
They brought qut little more than shipping expenses. Above his ragged 
herd Rudolph watched circling buzzards as if they were the portent of a 
malign destiny. Ore day he sawed up the ranch sign he had so carefully 
lettered and used it to make a new reach and doubletree for his wagon. 
In an effort to raise the price of beef, the Government bought cattle 
at twenty dollars a head that year and shot them in .the Badlands and de-
stroyed the carcasses. Rudolph sold part of his remaining animals to be 
destroyed in this manner, but he could not condone it. lfe::disp.araged :the: 
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Democratic Administration. The letters F. D. R. became a symbol of man-
ifest evil. In Rudolph 1 s mind the drought, the depression and F. D. R. 
all came to mean the same .crushing adversity that precipitated out of 
nowhere to indulge in distressing him. 
That fall he took his cattle, now numbering only twenty head, to 
Olsen's place on V Bar Table and wintered them there. He turned his 
attentions to trapping and ignored both Olsen imd the. cattle all winter. 
But always in his mind was the feeling that all was going to be lost in 
the end. What end he couldn1 t have said, but he was determined, with an 
inner urgency, not to succumb to fate. There was a lot of talk about 
fellows losing their places, and many did. Rudolph would not be one of 
them. He would not .lose his place. One day, with a fugitive compulsion, 
and without telling Olsen or anyone else, he went to Aureole and sold his 
land to the government. He locked up his buildings with all his be-
longings in them and told Olsen he was going to Wisconsin for a few weeks. 
Instead, he went to Omaha with rio purpose in mind whatsoever. He 
ghosted about the city for a week and then returned. Myles knew the 
government men with whom Rudolph had closed his deal, and soon word got 
around that he had sold his land. But after he came back, no one said 
anything when he took up residence once more in his house and began to 
live there as if it belonged to him. He belonged to it, and no words or 
papers could change that. Later, with Olsen's help and urging, he secured 
the right to graze thirty head of cattle on the government land along 
Sioux Creek; the land that had been his empire. Olsen wintered the cattle 
for him for a share of the calf crop, and when he died his son, Pete, 
took over the ranch and did the same service. Rudolph's interest now 
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was occupied by his trapping, and he ga~e only such minimum attention to 
the cattle as was respectable in the eyes of those who helped him with . 
them. 
During those severe depression years in the first half of the thirties, 
Rudolph had given up going to Aureole City. He didn't want to see the old 
timers. He didn 1 t want them to ask him how things were. Then one day in 
'39 after a degree of prosperity had returned to the ranchers, he took 
a notion to visit his friends at the old frame hotel and rode to the 
City in Pete Olsen 1 s Ford car. He didn 1 t mention to Olsen where he was 
going. He got out on Main Street a few blocks from the hotel and started 
to walk to it. There were mar~ people on the streets than he l:).ad ever 
known there to be. They were more in a hurry, and sometimes they jostled 
him. He swore under his breath and hurried to get to the security of 
the hotel. As he started across a street, a car honked at him, and its 
br§.kes screeched, and ·a woman shouted out the window, ttWhat, 1 s the matter? 
Can't you see the red light?" Red light? The car went on, and Rudolph 
looked aroUnd. She must have meant the one on the corner of the street 
with the yellow and green ones under it. The green one was lit now. It 
must be that it was some kind of a traffic signal, and he was supposed 
. to wait until the red one showed before he could walk. He· ·waited, and 
when the red light showed, he started across. Another car halted abruptly 
with a squeal of tires, and the driver put his h~ad out to shout, 
11Where the hell you think you're going?tt 
11Across the street, by God,11 Rudolph answered, continuing on his way. 
"What're you doing with that damn thing in town anyway?" He indicated 
the car. 11 Get it out in the country where it belongs." 
Another thwarted motorist, jolting to a stop, shouted, 11Can 1 t you 
see that light's red? 11 
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11Yeah.l 11 returned Rudolph, nand I waited for it, and I'm going to 
cross on it. You wait for. your own red light." He made his way on down 
the street muttering curses. 
Then he thought he must have gotten lost. He was supposed to be 
at the corner where the hotel stood, but there was a great brick build-
ing where it should have been. The street signs. were right. He stopped 
a man. 
·. 
11'Where 1 s the hotel that us.ed to be on this corner? 11 
11
'What? You mean that old wooden hotel? They tore that down years 
ag0. This here's the new grocery store they built. Ought to go in it. 
Really something. You wait on yoursel:f. 11 
Rudolph walked to the front of the store and looked through the 
plate glass window. The people inside were pushing little wire carts 
around and picking things off shelves. R~dolph watched them for awhile. 
Then he ma.de his way back to Olsen• s car and got in. He sat in it for 
three hours before Olsen returned and was ready to go home. 
That was Rudolph 1 s last trip to Aureole. From then on his ven-
tures out of the Badlands carried him no farther th~m Pinnacle. In 
Pinnacle he liked sometimes to have a glass of beer in the saloon, or 
to sit on the bench ·before the saloon with a few other old bachelors 
and listen to their jokes and kidding back and. forth. It was from them 
that he heard news about the war that was starting. It was .a war.with 
Germany. F. D; R. had gotten Uncle Sam into a war with his father's 
country. Rudolph was furious. He cursed F. D. R. and said Uncle Sam 
should mind his own business. He told the old bachelors that he thought 
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Germany got a raw deal in the last war and that Uncle Sam ought to stay 
out of it this time. The old bachelors spat their tobacco juice and 
shifted in their seats and shook their heads, but didn't agree with 
Rudolph. 
And one day after that as he was walking across Main Street to the 
post office, a group of boys stopped their playing and shouted at him. 
11 There's old German Koenig," said one. 
t'He' s a Nazi, ain't he? 11 said another. 
II Go home, Naziln 
Rudolph stopped and turned to look at them. One was about to 
throw a stone, but, met by Rudolph's eyes, cowered and dropped it and, 
instead, put out his tongue and said, 11 You.1re a dirty German. You're 
against us. 11 
Rudolph did not know a single one of them. He did not know villose 
children they were. He did not say anything to them, but simply stood 
looking at them, and they pad not expected this. One of them said, 
nyou're a ••• rr but did:ri 1 t finish. As moments passed, and Rudolph re-
mained silent, the boys became restless and picked up the bicycle they 
had been playing with and moved away, talking and laughing in small 
voices to restore their courage. They looked back over their shoulders. 
Rudolph went on to the post office. 
The next time he saw Pete Olsen, Rudolph asked him if he would 
bring a few things from town once in awhile, and Pete said ~e would. 
Then Rudolph stayed in the Badlands most of the time and only went to 
Pinnacle once or twic.e in the winter to ship his furs. 
The years were an unmarked slippage of furtive time. Rudolph was 
becom~g an old man. The patterns of life he performed were settling into 
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a refined simplicity. He was beyond ambition, and life and time were 
assuming a oneness, the meaning of which was his meaning and the meaning 
of the Badlands and would lead him •vhere no ambition could. His green 
years were gone, and he was ripening, and his world looked inward upon 
him, and he, its core, was self-intentive. 
So he did not follow the changes that took place on V Bar Table or 
in th~ world beyond it. After the war there were many changes, and Rudolph 
sa!'f them, and perhaps he could name them, but he did not understand them. 
He saw highline poles carrying electricity into new areas. He saw new 
automobiles. He saw fantastic machines that needed neither horses nor 
tractors to pull them as they raced through wheat fields, cutting the 
ripe grain and thrashing it in one operation, while trucks waited on 
them in the fields to haul the grain to market within_ hours after it was 
cut. One day a ·field would be ripening in the sun, C!lld the next it 
would have been reduced to stubble and the wheat sold and the money in 
the bank. And Rudolph looked long and then went back to the Badlands. 
It was a ~estless generation that came back from the war. They did 
not wait to take over their fathers' places as Pete Olsen and Everett 
Myles had (and of these two the latter came closer to belonging to the 
new generation, for he had taken over his father's place to avoid going 
to war, and he was a speculator and a 11new style" rancher). They were 
speculators, and they looked beyond the environs of Pinnacle, where they 
had had their beginnings, to make a living. A few settled on ranches, 
of course, but others bought combines and trucks and followed the harvest 
from Kansas to Canada as custom combiners. Or they tried their hand at 
selling black market cars, one of the Jlopportunities 11 that opened after 
·the war. Or they found other jobs the city offered. Or they borrowed 
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money through the GI Bill and started off ranching or farming of a large 
scale. Their fathers had belonged to the community. They had a new 
vision: the community might belong to them.. They drove new cars and 
lived in nice homes, and the older generations shook their heads and said 
they were living too fast and they were bound to go broke. And when they 
didn't, the older people tried to catch up and be like them; to modern-
ize their homes .and their farms ; but it was a trying to be and not a 
being what the younger people were. They could live the new ways and 
buy the things, the machines, the appliances that were supposed to make 
life easier, but-they didn't feel the need for these innovations so much 
as they felt a need for the old patterns of doing, which, if harder 
physically, seemed easier in their minds. Still they struggled to be 
what they had come to think they should be. 
Rudolph saw and did not understand. He did not try to understand, 
and it would have been no use if he had. He went back to the Badlands 
Where the pattern of his existence was the totality of his existence, 
and he saw the great sky unfold to each new day and fold agairi into 




This, it should be remembered, is, in Hamlin Garland's language, 
the Middle Boarder region; the last part of the country to be settled. 
Dreiser' s tycoons were exploiting financial empires in Chicago before 
South Dakota became a state. And when the doughboys went packing off 
to trenches in France, Pinnacle had had the railroad for less than a 
decade. In the thirties when the grapes of wrath were, in the press in 
Oklahoma, some of these people (who somehow considered themselves su-
perior to "Okiesn) went to California to find new lives. Others stayed 
and fought their way back from depression, retaining ownership of their 
places, even prospering, comparatively. 
Then, with the Second World War and the boom following it, they 
were caught up in the vision of a headlong-economy. Before they had 
really consolidated life in their region, before the roots of generations 
of living had sunk into their soil, founding tradition -and establishing 
culture, a fundament~l change, which they had not willed, but were wooed 
by, began to take place, Rather than a way of life as it had been since 
perhaps the beginnings of civilization, the rural enterprise wa~ becoming 
a business not unlike that engaged in by the city cousin. Instead of 
embracing life in its many aspects, the business has as its object the 
securing of money which can then be used to purchase everything--food, 
fun, friendship, car, clothes, Christmas--including here much that might 
better be the spontaneous creation of integral community .. 
Of course the people's work load was lightened by the new machinery 
and the new methods made available to them, and this was good, for it 
eased the burdens of their lives. The electricity, machinery and govern-
ment farm programs helped the people make more money. And the insect and 
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plant disease sprays and crop insurance assured the people of making 
their money. So the people became more and more free from the land. 
They were no longer subject to whims of the weather, ·and they no longer 
needed to live in the land and be disciplined by their immediate depen-
dence upon it, and know that they were agrarian because the stamp of the 
land was on their beings. 
But the new machines and new ways brought with them no new wisdom. 
They did not provide a new orientation to life. They did not establish 
in the people a new kind of integrity so that a new kind of regional 
culture could arise (for the culture of simple and regional people can 
only be regional--and regional culture is valuable, for it is only in 
terms on its contrasts with another that one region can eval~ate it- · 
self). The new vision was an. economic one, without moral and spiritual 
a·ccompaniment. It was presented by the advertisers, th0se carnivores 
of the brick jungles, in conjunction with the popular media. They were 
the only ones strongly motivated to provide a kind of visionary leader-
ship, for they must find new markets. Life on a farm could now be like 
life in a city, they said. Utopia was to be found in an appliance store. 
Here their vision ended.· 
The people spent their money-in installments--and had homes like 
city homes, and the new appliances and machines gave them more free time. 
They could go to movies more often and read-more magazines and watch 
television. And the movies, magazines and television showed them, under 
the label of entertainment, styles, goods and patterns of living--and 
spending--to fascinate them with the glories of the new and newer ages. 
Here, someWhere never disclosed, -on screens, behind pretty faces on 
covers, lay the ultimate end and answer. They listened, they looked, 
•• 
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they accepted the impositions of that sprawling, intangible monster the 
National Economy, for they had become dependent upon it. It had wooed 
them into dependency, and now they must serve and listen, for should it 
falter they would be lost along with industries in cities they had never 
seen and k;n:ew little about. Their standard of living had been raised, but 
they were dependent upon.machines from Minneapolis, trucks from Detroit 
and. gasoline from Texas, brought to them by operations they could little 
understand, least of all control. And they were dependent upon government 
programs which demanded not so much a dedication to the tasks at hand as 
a factitious performance. To live you did not come to grips with the gi-
ants in .the earth; you Wr-ote your county agent. 
And with a kind of desperation they had tried to hack loose from a 
past that had never been securely created to fulfill their consumership, 
to se~ze a false freedom--from the land, from each other, from one-time 
values--and to toy with the new business ethic of mutual exploitation 
as .if it were an unique and individual discovery. Their search for 
meaning and being was always among the entertainments, the advertisements 
and the goods of the economy, for these things cried loudest for their 
attention. In a way they had given up belief in the land, for they did 
not have to believe in it. And the contemporary perversions of Christi-
anity that passed for religion did not seem to fit into new realities--
although the people still thought they believed in them. They could not 
believe in the new vision, for it was such stuff as dreams are made on; 
always behind or beyond, a will-o 1-the-wisp that led, but no one knew 
where. So they followed, comforted by their prosperity, but did not 




tti believe I can do it, 11 said the old man with a wise jerk of his 
head. 11 I Believe I _can catch you." He had finished his breakfast and 
stood in the middle of the room with the big trap in his hand addressing 
the unseen coyote. He put the trap down on the chair and donned his 
greatcoat.and Scotch cap and then picked up the big trap and the others 
he had prepared the_previous day. He had made himself a lunch qf sand-
wiches consisting of mashed beans on bread, which he put in his pocket. 
The first daylight was sending its weak yellowness along.the sky as he 
walked to the fur shed. He rattled the half-bushel bucket that served 
as a manger for .the horse. The animal, hearing the rattling, came at a 
fast walk with his ears pointing forward. This method of catching him 
never failed. His taste for grain always got the better of his dislike 
for being used as a beast of burden, and yet Rudolph, out of habit more 
than logic, had never grained him on. any occasion other than the return 
from a ride. 
So when he came, slobbering and begging., Rudolph put, a rope around 
his neck and led him to the door of the shed to be saddled. The old-man 
lingered over the task, and when it was finally done, walked round one 
. corner of the shed and looked north along Sioux Creek. It was light 
e··nough now for him to see that there was no rider coming. He went back 
and tied the horse to the corral and returned to the house for a cup of 
coffee. It was lukewarm, and he drank it standing up and wiped his mouth 
with the back of a mittened hand. He lingered to examine the fire again 
and paced once around the room, stopping here and there to let a moment's 
time pass. 
As if to keep the day from being quite fully born, an overcast had 
crept across the sky just after sunrise. Walking back to the corral, 
Rudolph hunched his shoulders to the cold breeze and muttered, nsnow 
this afternoon. Make good tracking." He could see the weather gather-
ing in the northwest. 
He went round the shed and looked along the creek for several 
minutes. Then he started back to the horse, but stopped at the corner 
of the shed to look again. ~en he turned back to the horse; he muttered, 
11 I don't know. Looks to me like the boy'd be here now if he was going 
to come. We might as well get started. 11 
He hung the traps on the saddle and mounted and star+t_ed along the 
trail towards Bessemer Table. But even then he cast an occasional glance 
back towards V Bar Table and along Sioux Creek. The traps made a comfort-
able· jingle in rhythm with the horse's step and Rudolph tugged the collar 
of his greatcoat closer about his cheek. 
Arrival at the first set he had repaired two days previously after 
the coyote's ravages revealed that it had not been touched~. 1'Hmph1J' 
Rudolph. growled. uMaybe he hightailed it. Or maybe he ain't oeen back 
yet." Then ·he lifted his eyes to the empty country. nor is it that 
you just ain't stooping to digging up a set twice?11 
He rode on until he reached a place where the trail crossed a saddle 
which connected two small, grassy buttes. He left the trail just at the 
top of the first butte and rode the horse to one side. He dismount'ed 
and dropped the reins and selected five traps, not including the big 
one, and carried them to the saddle. At its narrowest point it was 
little more than a yard across, with steep-walled ravines on either side. 
Long usage had worn the trail deep into the mi'ddle of the saddle, leaving 
a thin wall on either side, until weather had caused the weakest of these 
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to give way. What was left at present was one narrow wall of hard Bad-
land sqil almost a yard high, but hardl:Y over a foot in thickness, then 
the trail, then a narrow shoulder almost level with the trail. Rudolph 
set a single trap in the trail and four more along the shoulder in a 
pattern similar to an F with -the top bar removed. . The plan was that the 
coyote, upon approaching the trap in the trail, would sense its presence 
and~ vdth its attention thus occupied, would, in an atteWPt to move around, 
fall into the traps on the shoulder. The .animal's impulse would be to 
move out of the trail, and it would choose the shoulder spontaneously 
rather than the wall. So reasoRed Rudolph. 'When the set was completed, 
Rudolph found a branch of sage and carefully brushed over the area and 
retreated backwards brushing out his steps, even after he was on grass, 
until he reached the horse. He mounted and left the 'Qutte by the way he 
had approached it, taking a roundabout way to resume the course of the 
trapline in order that he might in no way arouse suspicion in his quarry. 
Rudolph inspected several more sets and of them only one·was bothered. 
The coyote had dug up a single trap as if to show that he was still around. 
At midday the old man stopped in a cedared ravine to. eat his lunch. As 
he was finishing, he suddenly became aware of a .cotton~ail rabbit which 
was crouched only a short distance from him and had apparently been there, 
concealed by its stillness, as long as he. He went to the horse to get 
the.22, and then stalked to within five yards of the creature before 
shooting it. It was what he needed; a bait for a new bait set. If·the 
coyote were not going to approach the old sets a second time, except 
sporadically, he must make a new set. 
The set itself and not the rabbit was to be the real bait. The 
•• 
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rabbit would be used to give t:qe impression of a conventional set. For 
a set location he sele.ctM. 'an anthill. He had five traps left, including 
the big one, but more than :that were needed, and to secure the additional 
ones, he pulled up ~ old set. He placed the rabbit against one side of 
the anthill and made a small arc before it with the traps from the old 
set. The rabbit was secured by OJ:fe of the stakes driven through it with 
a hand ax Rudolph kept, except when in use, tied to the saddle at all 
times. Rudq~ph covered the traps shallowly and did not brush them with 
sage. Then he set the remaining five traps in an arc two feet before the 
others. He placed the big trap in the middle with two on either side 
of it. They were all strong traps with good springs, and he was able 
to bury them deeper than an ordinary set and still be sure that they 
would function properly should they be called upon to do so. He exer-
cised great care in covering the traps and brushed them carefully with 
sage and brushed out his tracks as he retreated from the location. 
It was now afternoon and he had passed the far point of his trap-
line and was on the homeward loop. As he mounted, he was aware that the 
breeze had stopped as i.f the sky were holding its br~ath. Then out of 
it were born the first crystaline parachutes of snow. Rudolph put out 
his hand to them. Too much snow would render his sets useless, but an 
inch or two was the best thing to be hoped for. It would obliterate 
all scents, and if his quarry approached the bait set, although he might 
anticipate the nearer traps, he would surely fall into the ones intended 
for him. 
By the time Rudolph reached home the snow had stopped. There was 
less than an inch, and it lay light upon the ground and turned the grey 
infinity into a white one. But the elements were still on the side of the 
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coyote, for t~e wind picked up again and began to whip the snow off the 
open ground and drift it wherever there was a bit of shelter. It would 
expose the ground where the sets had been made. The sky remained heavy, 
and Rudolph eyed it thinking, maybe a storm brewing. Maybe a big snow 
coming. Little weather would put the old bastard on the prowl, but a 
big snow would cover all the sets. Maybe I 1 ll have him before it breaks. 
XV 
Awakening on the morning after his ride, Jim sat half upright in 
bed with a sense that he had surely overslept and had to do something 
that morning. He had to get up early. His hand went out to the light 
switch momentarily, and he squinted at the clock •. Only six o 1 clock. 
He lay down again. He didn 1 t have to get up until his mother came in 
to awaken Bub and him. That had been decided the night before, that 
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he wasn't going to ride again today to help Rudolph. Then why had he 
awakened with this feeling of urgency, as if he needed, in a very strong 
sense, to do something? He was gripped with uneasiness and squirmed, 
uncomfortable in the comfort of the bed. It was a little while before 
he could go back to sleep again. And when Clara came in to awaken them, 
he sprung up so abruptly that she exclaimed, 11My gosh, did I scare you?H 
The whole family gathered for breakfast at one time. They had hot 
cereal with toast, and Clara's presence in the kitchen was not required 
as it had been with .the pancakes. Sally Jo rubbed sleep from her eyes 
and pouted, and Bub tried to set an example of cheerfulness--not be-
cause he hoped she would follow it, but because he knew she could not. 
She whined, 11 I don 1 t want this cereal. I want put't;ed rice." 
11 What' s better about that old stuff? 11 Bub sneered. 
11Well, it's shot from guns, 11 said Sally Jo. 
The elder three members of the family were silent until finally 
Albert looked up to Jim and said in a q~iet, half-apologetic voice, 
11 I think when you ride Saturday you better pull up your traps. Don' t 
pay any more to have a trapline, what with the price of furs and the 
damn airplane hunters killing off all the coyotes. And besides, you 
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got enough to do with your school work and your chores around here. I 
want to. start feeding a little, and I want you to help me haul some hay 
up to the north pasture.u 
Jim looked at him for a moment and then nodded. He understood that 
accord had been reached between his parents, his mother's will triumph-
ing. But his dad was nominally the highest authority and was therefore 
speaking·and had adapted reasons of his own to justify the decision ar-
rived at. He did not feel. resentment· towards either parent, for he knew 
that his dad had been persuaded to another point of view, and he was 
pretty much persuaded to it himself. It was easier not to get up early 
and go on long rides. It was easier to sleep more and not think about 
the old man and not to have conflict$ with his parent. And the responsi-
bility for the decision lay, not with him, but with them. 
Clara said, "You ask your teachers about the scholarship. Ask them 
what colleges you should write to, and what you should say in the letters. 
I think you ought to try the School of Mines myself • 11 
1They teach Engineering, not history," said Jim. 
11 0ht oh, that 1 s right, too, 11 Clara fro'wned. '"Well, anyway, talk 
to your teachers about which one you should go to. Try a bunch of them 
and get the best scholarship you can.u 
Jim and Bub had a Model A Ford which they drove to school. On the 
way they brought Sally Jo to the V Bar Table School, a small, white 
building isolated in a corner of one of Olsen's pastures with a fence 
around it, a pair of privies, and a small barn for fuel and such trans-
portation gear as the children might have; saddles, bicycles, ete. On 
• 
this morning, after leaving Sally Jo, Jim drove to the top of the 
hill where he had caught the badger. 
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"I was going to make_ another set ,:tt said Jim, 11but if I 1m going to 
have_ to pull up the traps, I might as well throw these in the car and 
take them along. Look at how that badger dug the place up.u 
·nWhat 1 s he digging for? To dig the stake up?tt 
"No. He donlt know that much. Just his instinct to have a.hole, 
so he starts digging.u 
"Boy, he really dug, didn't he? That his carcass down in there?" 
"Yeah. 11 
nBoy, he's funny looking when he gets undressed." 
"You ain't beautiful you know.n 
They laughed. Then they talked about the badger and the trapliDe 
the rest of the way to town. 
Pinnacle was situated on a flat wash in Pinnacle Basin. It had a 
Main Street along which the postoffice and the few businesses were ar-
ranged. There were a drugstore with _a restaurant, a general store, two 
saloons, a community hall and two gasoline stations. DwelliRg houses 
stood here and there on namele$S side streets, and there was a Prostestant 
church where Sunday Schoel was sometimes held, and where a minister was 
' 
invited from Aureole on Christmas and Easter. Farther out stood a 
Catholic church with the cross-broken from its gable, and its overall 
dilapidation making it look as if its age and era were surely ef the 
past. There had been a priest once. But one wintry Ash Wedaesday.some 
years before he had gotten lost on his way home from one of the saloons 
and died of exposure, being in no condition to care for himself. 
Pinnacle High School was a two story box-sh~ped building situated 
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on one side to the main section of town with a flat stretch of barren 
Badlands behind it. The yard about the building was ample (since the 
land was virtually worthless ~ay) and included recreation facilities 
in the form of ~wings for the grade school children who attended classes 
in certain rooms of the building, tw~ large privies, a softball diamond 
and a football field which the students had improvised. The school did 
not officially participate in football, but, in season, had regularly 
scheduled basketball games. Bub, a sophomore, was a member of the team. 
Jim had never been interested in such sports. 
There were four teachers in the high school; a spinster, an aged 
bachelor and a young married couple, both of whom were near thirty. 
The name of the couple was Schwindle, and she taught English whtle her 
husband taug9-t Social Living, History and Civics. Jim had three courses 
under Schwindle and one under his wife. His first course in the morn-
ing was Social Living, and in the class were only the four seniors of 
the high school. They grouped their chairs in a little arc about the 
teacher's desk and awaited his arrival. 
There was one girl in the class, seated on one end. Jiffi sat be-
tween Chuck Bennett and the other boy •. Bennett, on the end opposite the 
girl, whispered loudly to her, nHey, you know what a frilly-dilly is? 11 
She smiled broadly, but said nothing. 
:nrt t s a guy that 1 s been circumcised with pinking shears ,n said 
Bennett. The four of them laughed, and the girl laughed loudest. 
And while they were laughing, Schvdndle entered. He was a tall 
man with reddish hair, very light blue eyes, and face that seemed 
modeled after a Pekinese dog. His parents had come from Germanr a.Lter 
• 
the World War, and while he had been born in this country, the Father-
land was still very much with him in his Weltanschauung, so to speak • 
The year before he and his wife had attended college at a teachers' 
normal ill the eastern part of the state. Neither had a degree yet. 
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They had been friends with the spinster who had taught at Pinnacle High 
School for years, and it was through her that they got the job. Teachers 
were not easy to find, ·and the colinty had to be lenient or the schools 
would have had to. operate with an inadequate staff. As it was, in number, 
the staff was adequate. 
Schwind~e approached his desk with textbook in hand, put it down and 
surveyed the class. Jim stopped laughing and met his eyes. The others 
subdued their laughter and looked at each other. 
11Read the chapter for today? 11 Schwindle addressed Jim, more or 
less ignoring the rest of the class. Jim nodded, and the others looked 
up to nod, too. The chapter was on slum clearance in New York. Other 
chapters dealt with disease in Cuba, rural slums in the South, hurricane 
reconstruction and disaster assistance, but South Dakota and its regional 
problems was never once mentioned in the book. 
Schwindle pointed to the girl and asked, 11'ffu.at was the Tenement 
House Act of 1895?11 
The girl dropped her eyes and shifted in her seat and said nothing. 
11As I thought, 11 said Schwindle with disgust. '~ 1 You haven't read it.n 
He turned to Jim and his tone changed. 11What was it?11 
"A law in New York that required inspection of tenement houses, 11 
said Jim. 
"Right 111 said Schwindle. He came around to the front of the desk 
and sat on it, dangling his feet. ur 1 ve been to New York, 11 he went on, 
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"and you ought to see some of the places people ll.ve in. A messt Filth, 
dirt. Walk down through Times Square and you see trash and newspapers 
all over the streets. You sel people jammed in apartment buildings that 
ought to b~ burnt to the gr~d because they're nests of disease. That•s 
our America we 1 re so proud of.l We I ve taken a new country, and we've made 
I 
a mess of it. Now you take Germany," Schwind~e did not forget his Father-
land in his lectures. "It's· L old country, but d.o you find so much filth 
. I . . . 
there? No! I was there six years after the war, and those people had 
virtuallrreb\lilt all the d+e! Walk down the Koenigstrasse in Stutt-
gart, and do you see filth ani paper all over? Nol Those people are 
industrious, disciplined. They know how to keep clean." The rest of 
the·hour was devoted to the ~dustriousness of the German people. 
The next hour was Europeln History under Schwindle. The class in-
eluded most of the Juniors as well as·. the Seniors; a total of eleven 
. people. Schwindle began with a discussion of the career of Napoleon, 
but soon drifted to the Hohenzollerns and then to the development of the 
Prussian military tradition. At the end of ~he hour he reminded the 
class, 11Don't forget, your semester finals are a week from this Friday. 
That's a week from tomorrow~ Some of you better pull up your socks and 
get to work. 11 
"How does the shithead think we're One of the boys whisperea to Jim, 
. j 
going to pass the test if he never talks about the stuff he's supposed 
to in class?" 
"I don't know," Jim answered. lli wish he'd stick to the subject." 
As the class prepared to depart, Schwindle motioned Jim to go to 
him. 11 I got a new book on the history of the German General Staff," 
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he said. I-'ve· finished it, and you can borrow it if you like •·11 
"Thanks, I'd like to, 11 said Jim. 
"It's in my desk in the other room there •. You can get it. Op, 
the desk is· locked, but, 11 he winked and subdued his voice, 1•The key is 
just under the cross piece beneath the middle drawer, you know? 11 
Jim nodded. Later he went in to get the book. He found the key 
and got the book and then locked the drawer and put the key back. Jeez, 
he thought, he 1ll have them exams in here next week a couple days before 
the test. His heart began to po1?Jld· I wouldn't have to do so much study-
ing if I knew what the questions were going to be. If he 1 d~alk about 
the stuff in class, or give us an idea of what the q~estions are going 
to be about, I wouldn't do it. But the way it is he expects me to get 
a good grade but don't help me learn nothin:g. I could get an A easy if 
I looked. Jeez, what a setup. 
School was over at three-thirty, and Bub went to the town hall to 
practice basketball for an hour with the rest of the team. Jim read 
for awhile in the new .book and then went over to Main Street. He had 
a list of a few things Clara wanted from the store. Just before he 
reached the store, he saw Myles sitting in his Chrysler and went over 
to talk to him. Myles was a small, slim, sharp-faced man with penetrating 
eyes and dark hair combed straight back. He was the OI}.ly rancher in · 
the community whose daily attire was a suit rather than working clothes. 
On this occasion he wore a tan Western suit with a top coat and a fur 
cap. 
11Hi, boy," he said. 
Jim said, nHi Everett. n 
Myles had been looking at a newspaper and showed Jim a headline. 
· 
11 Look at that,n he said. 
The headline read; 'tNo Race Problems In Black Hills. 11 The sub-
heading wen~ on to say, "Neighbors help colored :family rebuild :from 
.. storm damage o:f :freak wmd~ n 
Myles said, 11 I don't see why they have so much trouble with the 
niggers down South. We don't have no race problems up here.n 
Jim nodded. 11 Yeah, I could never :figure it out. 11 Then he added, 
11 I didn 1 t know there was any niggers in the HiJ,ls. n 
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11 0h, sure, 11 Myles told him. 11 There 1 s this one :family anyway. Well," 
he closed the paper, 11 how' s everything down your way? 11 He got out of the 
car and stood with his :feet wide apart and his hands on his hips. 
11Ain't warmed up none.H 
Myles grinned. 11Think we 1 re due :for a blizzard. How's the trap:ping 
business?11 
11 Bad. 11 
''Yeah? See much of old Rudolph down there?u 
noh, yeah. He•s getting along all right." 
"Olsen was trying to get him to move up :there, wasn't he? Stupid 
sonofabitchl He's trying to get a hold of his cattle and the units he's 
allowed to run down there. Taking care o:f Rudolph or his cattle ain't 
going to get him nothing. There 1 s a board that controls the units each 
man can run, and they decide who gets what. Know what I mean ?11 
II Yeah, n said Jim. 11That 1 s right. Way I ·look c:t it, if there's 
som~ extra units, they ought to be divided up or else given to someone 
new ... n 
11 Well, we don't want anyone new in there, 11 Myles said quickly. 
nsome sonofabitch tried that a :few years back. A goddanm halfbreed Indian, 
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no less. Well, I put a stop to that. I went up there and told the 
board we didn 1 t want no damn dog-eater in there. This is still .America, 
ain 1 t it boy?11 He slapped Jim 1 s shoulder. Then he motioned Jim closer. 
tti 1ll tell you something, boy. You don't get ahead in this world unless 
you use your head. Kllww what I mean? You don1t go around whining about 
£airness or the law, that kind of thing. You keep quiet, you look around, 
and you size things up. You figure things out. You smile at folks, and 
you're· sorry if anything's wrong. You maybe even help them a little. 
Then one day, while they're whining over the crumbs, you got the loaf. 
Know.what I mean? 11 
Jim nodded. 
11Well, I'm only telling you this because you're a good boy, Jim. 
You're going to amount to something some day. Olsen is the kind that 
goes around bitching and whining. He pulls a lot of petty crap like 
butchering my calves, the soE.ofabitch. He drives that damn Pontiac out 
to feed his cows·. He goes up and bets money on the dog races, and he takes 
care of Rudolph's cows and wants Rudolph to move up to his place; think-
ing that 1 11 get him some more ·units or some cows or something. 11 Myles 
WaS Smiling with his mouth Only and looking into space. uwell, 'II hiS eyes 
came back to Jim and the smile softened, 11 you take care of yourself, son. 
You 1 re a good boy .'11 He slapped Jim on the arm and started away in the 
direction of the saloon. 
Jim said, nso long, Everett.'' He went on to the grocery store to 
buy the things for his mother. 
Coming out of the store, he met Ghuck Bennett. 
Bennett said, "Hello, trapper Heiss. How's the skunk trapping?n 
Jim said, 11 Yeah, I know. It smells like its pretty good. Why don 1 t 
you take a long walk off a short pier or something. 11 
11 Noln Bennett protested Jim's counterattack. 11Hell, I can't even 
smell you today." He laughed. 11 Come on over to the saloon and have a 
beer with me.tt He walked to the Model A with Jim, who put his packages 
in the car. 
ur don't drink, 11 said Jim. 
JtCome on." 
11I'll go over With you, but I ain1 t drinking nothing.<~• 
11What are you? A mama's boy?n 
'uLay. off, or I won't go at all.u 
"Aw, come on. n They walked to the saloon. A bar stretched the 
length of the room inside. There. were half a dozen men along the bar 
and another trio playing poker at a table near the back. 
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Jim saw Myles at the bar.. There was a big man in a duck coat be-
side him, with his arm around him. The man had his back to Jim, but it 
took only a second glance to recognize him as Olsen. They were talking 
together in a low buzz of co:aversation. Jim's impulse was to turn sharply 
away so that Myles might not see him. Then he started out the back door. 
Bennett said, 11Hey, where the. hell you going?1t 
Jim said, ttQut to take a leak.1' 
He went out the back door and walked through the dead weeds behind 
the row of buildings that faced Main Street until he could get through 
and go back to his car. Then he drove down to the town hall to wait 
for Bub. He drummed on the steering wheel and stared through the wind-
shield into space, alternately laughing and frowning as different 
thoughts passed through his mind, variously interpreting what he had 
seen. Then his face froze, and his hands gripped the wheel veryhard, 
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and he "Whispered, Jesus, what if they were talking about usl What i:f 
they were saying, that Sally Jo ain't even his kidl They're a bunch of 
stupid bastards. They been butchering my beef, but I 1ll get the best of 
them. I'll have the old man's ass in the jug.: He runs more cattle 
down there than he's allowed to, but I'm going to see the board about 
that. 
He had heard no words, but that did not make a difference. Their 
being together, and what Myles had said to him only a few minutes be-
fore--these things lent the thought a stronger reality than if he had 
heard the words from the lips of the two men. 
-
His heart was pounding, and his hands grew weak and relaxed their 
grip on the wheel, and he tried to grip it hard, but his hands were 
fatigti.ed and trembling, and he said, 11 What the hell 1 s the matter? 11 He 
put both hands on the wheel and made them grip it hard and shook it 
and ground his teeth and drew a deep breath, and then the door opened 
and Bub got into the seat beside him. 
nBoy, what a practice,u he said. "Jeez, what a night! I made six 
free shots in a row, and I made four baskets, and I only fouled twice! 
Jee z, was I hot tonight L 11 • 
As they were driving home, Bub kept looking at Jim and finally 
asked, "You mad. about something? You 1re sure quiet. 11 
Jim said, 11 I ain't mad about noth,ing, I guess. 11 
11What you mean, you guess?11 
tii ain't mad about nothing." 
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XVI 
On Friday morning Rudolph awakened earlier than usual and arose 
with energy to his tasks. He lit the lamp and stirred the fire and put 
the coffee kettle on to heat. There was a thin sheet of ice over the 
coffee. He blew on his hands to warm them, and before the stove was 
adequately heated, he had the batter ready and spread the first pancake 
on the stove lid. It came off pale, and he washed it down with coffee. 
that had become lukewarm. 
When he was ready to go out it was still dark, and he took a lantern 
with him. He rattled the bucket, and when the horse appeared, gaunt and 
ghostly out .of the blackness, he caught and saddled him and swore softly 
when a moment was unnecessarily lost. There was no wind, but it was 
very cold. Before putting the bit in the horse's mouth, the old man 
took off a mitten and warmed it with his hand so it would not freeze 
to the animali s tongue •. 
Then he was ready, but it was too dark to start. The sky was 
heavily overcast, and there were neither stars nor moon. The old man 
stood before the shed waiting, stamping his feet and beating his hands 
together, although they were not yet cold. He did not go back to the 
house for another cup of CQffee or to get warm. And when morning began 
to etch the rim of Bessemer Tabl!=l on the black wall of night, he ex-
tinguished the ~antern and put it in the fur shed. He led the old . 
horse out of the corral and mounted and urged him forward. Last night' s 
snow lay in tiny poillted drifts behin~ any bit of protection. 
,. ' 
When he reached the area Where he had made his first set for the 
coyote, the winter day, dim and· inorganic, was as fully created as it 
was going to be. Mounting the first butte and riding to one side of the 
trail to leave the horse, he could not see the set; for the saddle was 
low. He approached on.foot at a quick pace. No, there was no catch, 
but ••• 
"Why, you sonofabitch! 11 Rudolph exclaimed. 
The coyote had been there, and had apparently approached the set 
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from the side on which Rudolph now stood. He had sensed the trap in the 
trail. and stopped in his tracks. But he had not moved around it on the 
shoulder. Instead he had carefully inspected the whole area before mov-
ing a paw. He had sensed the traps on the shoulder and had exposed one 
of them. Then he had retreated backwards along the trail, and a bit of 
snow caught behind a clump of grass where the wall joined the butte showed 
a track made when he had crossed the saddle on top of the wall. 
Rudolph stood looking at the set for a long time. 1'Smart sonofa-
bit-ch,"11 he muttered. Finally he sprung the trap in the trail and pulled 
up the stake. He left the other traps there, but carried the one he 
had pulled up back to the horse and tied it to his saddle. Then he 
mounted and rode across the saddle, continuing towards the next set. 
The regular sets of the trapline were untouched. But as he ap-
proached the bait set he had prepared for the marauder, his searching 
eyes seemed to see a form, grey upon the grey of the Badlands. He stood 
in the stirrups to get a better look. A tired, knifing wind had arisen 
from the northwest, and it watered his eyes.. He d.Topped his jaw to 
stretch smooth the wrinkled cheeks and help dispel the tears. Re-
peated blows finally got the old horse into a trot. 
"Come on, you,t1 said Rudolph. "By God, I believe I got him.L By 
God! IT 
But the exaltation was short-lived. While still at some distance, 
the old man's practiced e;ye could see that this was not his quarry. It 
was a pup; one of last summer's offspring. Completely innocent of any 
knowledge of steel traps, it had blundered into the set and now lay in 
utter helplessness, three of it.s feet locked in the relentless grip of 
a t+io of number fours. Apparently its approach had been direct, and 
it had stepped first with its left forepaw into the big trap with the 
teeth and off-set. jaws. Then it had gotten its hind feet caught in 
two of the other traps. 
It looked childish, wistful, a~ Rudolph dismounted and stood be-
fore it. It did not struggle against the traps, bu~ looked.at Rudolph 
and then looked past him at the Badlands and lay quiet, as if contente~ 
and oblivious of its peril. 
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Rudolph stood for a moment looking down at it and then started talk-
ihg to it. "Wasn't fair, was it? I fixed that set for a smarter one 
than you. You should have stayed to home instead of coming out here and 
ruining my set. Hell! Fix a set for a smart devil, and you catch a 
pup. Pretty good. Wait till I tell Jim about this. 11 He went back to 
the horse to get the .22, but then another idea came into his mind. He 
left the • 22 in the scabbard and went to a small ravine nearby where 
some c·edars grew and found a dry stick. Coming back, he offered the 
stick to the coyote. It did.not bite at the stick but turned its head 
away. Then Rudolph struck a quick blow at the base of its sl;ru.ll, stun-
ning it. Its head dropped forward, and he stepped in close and put his 
foot on its throat. He stood thus until it had suffocated. This way 
there would be no blood to leave scent as he carried out a new plan for 
a set. 
He removed the traps from the animal's feet and pulled up all the 
stakes. He tied the traps and the rabbit to the saddle and lay the 
coyote across the horse's withers and mountede vVhat was needed now was 
a new location for a set. The place Rudolph finally selected was in a 
draw south of Bessemer Table, closer to home than the other sets had 
been. Near a rivulet grew a clump of greasewood brush with an area of 
bare earth before it. A trail ran between the rivulet and the bush. 
Rudolph stopped the horse some distance away and untied the rabbit and 
traps and~dropped the body of the coyote to the ground. He. placed the 
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rabbit against the roots of the greasewood and set the traps in a double 
arc before it much as he had done before. Next he took the body of the 
coyote, and holding its forelegs in one hand and its hindlegs in the 
other, .used its back to drag out the excess footprints he had made. 
When this was done, he carried ~he carcass a short distance .away and 
made an operation on its abdomen to remove the bladder, the contents of 
which he sprinkled ·on the greasewood, the rabbit and over the traps. Lastly, 
h~ cradled th~ bod~ of the coyote in his arms and, with its one good fore-
paw, made a profusion of tracks about the set, being careful in the plac-
ing of his own feet and dragging out all his footprints as he retreated. 
He used the body to drag out his steps all the way back to the horse. 
After he had mounted and rode on, he did not return to the trail for a 
considerable distance. 
11 We' ll see how smart you are this time, by God! 11 he said, punctuating 
the comment with a sharp nod. "Provided you don't go sending no pup to· 
gum up my set. 11 
On the way home the old horse wanted to stop any time there was a 
hill to be climbed. He rested with his head very low and blew through 
his nostrils. Rudolph said, ttPoor old Barney. You must be played 
out. Riding two days in a row. I'll let you rest tomorrow. Have to. 
Anyway, the boy will be coming through." 
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When he got home_; Rudolph gave Barney an extra measure of oats. He 
rubbed his back with the saddle blanket after removing the saddle, in 
order to dry the sweat so that the horse wouldn't get distemper. Finally 
he carried the now frozen body of the coyote to the house so it would 
thaw out, and he could skin it •. 
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XVII 
The following morning the old man skinned the coyote and put the 
pelt on a stretcher. By daybreak he was outside with his bucksaw cutting 
wood. Every few strokes he stopped to spit or adjust his cap, but mainly 
to look along Sioux Creek Basin in the direction of V Bar Table. When 
he finally saw the figure of the boy on horseback approaching, he gave 
his full attention to the wood-sawing and didn't look up again, even 
when he heard the horse stop a few feet away, until the boy spoke. 
11Morning, 11 said Jim. 
Rudolph jerked his head with apparent surprise. 11Well,'11 he said, 
laying the saw down, "You finally got here. "What the hell happened to 
you the last couple days?11 
ttHad to go to schooL They told me I had to go to school.'' He 
rubbed his red nose and beat his mittened hands together. 
" Get dom1 off there and come to the house and get warm. n 
In the house Rudolph offered Jim coffee, and he refused. But 
Rudolph filled his own cup and sat on the bed sipping it. 
11 I caught me a pup yesterday," Rudolph began. 11Might have had the 
other damn devil if the pup hadn't got into the trap. I fixed up a 
couple sets for him the day before. That 1 s when you should have been 
here to see how I done it. 11 He went on to explain in detail, with care-
ful gestures measuring out distances and angles, how the sets were made, 
how the country looked there, and how the set on the saddle had been 
ruined. He told Jim about the new set he had made. JJ I'd be riding today 
to look at it if the old horse hadn't played out. But tomorrow when 
you come down, we'll ride together, and whattll you bet we got him?,. 
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Jim said, 11 Dad listened to the weather fo-recast this morning, and 
. the man said there 1 d be a blizzard tomorrow. It 1 s in Canada today and 
moving into Montana. It's supposed to get here around noon tomorrow.n 
Rudolph's jaw worked. "Humph, they can't predict the weather. I 
know there's a storm coming. I've seen storms before. I've seen storms 
those weather guys never seen. You afraid of a little weather?" 
11 My folks won't. let me ride when there's a storm due.n 
tJYou can stay here if it gets real bad. Hell, this set ain't but 
a little ways away. · If you ever get lost, just give your horse his head. 
He 1 ll bring you home. 11 
11 Mother 1 d worry·. She wouldn't let me come. I'd like to, but she 
wouldn't let me.u 
11Hell, you come on down. You don't have to go to school tomorrow.· 
Tomorrow's Sunday. Now here's what I want you to do today. Try the 
best you can to fix up a couple of sets with baits, the way.I fixed the 
one where I caught the pup. I wish I could be VIi th you to show you, 
but if I can't, I can 1t. Do the best you can. It can't do no harm, and 
it'll give you practice." 
11 I got something else I have to tell you. I got to pull up the 
traps .u 
111/bat 1 s that l n 
"I got to pull up the traps. u · 
"Pull up the traps? Jesus Christl The trapping season ain't over 
for two months yet. 
11 I know it, but I got to pull them up so I can study my lessons. 
It's my folks that 1 s making me pull them up. 11 
Rudolph had not listened. 11 What 1 s the matter? A coyote gives you 
a little trouble and you're ready to pull up your traps. We're going 
to catch that devil.u 
"It ain't the coyote." 
-
11 Tomorrow, when we ride, we'll have him in a trap. 11 
nit ain't the coyote, it's my folks. u 
nHell of a trapper you turned out to be. First time a smart coyote 
crosses your trail, you up and call it quits • 11 
11 It ?in't the coyoteP' 
11 You leave them traps out there. Make them sets like I told you." _ 
11 IIm pulling them up~ I &ot to pull them upt·n 
11Then pull them up and be dainnedt Hell of a trapper you turned out 
to be. Hell of a trapper that 1 d run from a little trouble." 
"It ain't the ·troubleltt 
11Hell of a trapper! -n the old man drown him out with his shouting. 
Jim got up and started towards the door. He was angry. There was 
no emotion with which he could reach Rudolph, and anger was ~is only 
defense. The old man followed him out. When he reached his horse, Jim 
stopped and looked at Rudolph and he looked at Jim, and they were both 
silent. Jim Mounted and looked at Rudolph again. 
ni got to be off , 11 he said. "I'll see you." 
Rudolph was silent. Jim rode away. Rudolph followed him a few 
steps but didn 1 t say anything. He· watched the boy ride away down Sioux 
Creek Basin .. 
Throughout the day Rudolph attended his bucksaw but got little done. 
He would cut a few pieces and stack them on the pile of cut wood and 
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then go to the house for coffee. And while he was sawing, his mind 
would wander away in reminiscence. The strokes would slow, and :finally 
he would stop, tipping the saw forward so it hung in the groove it had 
cut, while he stood motionless fpT many minutes with his hands upon the 
sawhorse. 
Once he muttered, lfQoddamn Tony Feralli.n And another time he 
said with s orne vigor, 11 God damn F. D ~· R. 11 
And after these pauses it was only the creeping cold that aroused 
him to activity once more. 
In the afternoon he went to the Gorral and rattledthe bucket to 
call the horse in. He gave him a bucket of o.a t's. It was an exception 
to his rule, but it had also been an exception to ride Barney two· 
successive days as he had done. 
11We might have a damn good ride tomorrow, 11 the old man said, rubbing 
the horse 1 s ears. nwe migh~ catch that bastard. 11 Then he added after 
a moment, 11The dirty, under-handed crookt n 
By evening he was back at the woodpile, sawing wood and watching 
along Sioux Creek to the south. The wind had increased since morning 
·and was now strong and steady out of the northwest. It was getting 
colder. It snowed for a little while making new miniature drifts behind 
every stone and bush. 
Rudolph knew Jim could not get back to V Bar Table without being 
seen. He had to pass along the Basin to reach a point where the table 
was accessible by a horse loaded with traps. 1fuen Rudolph finally saw 
Jim approaching, he bent to his sawing, but looked out of the corner of 
his eye. The boy did not approach directly towards him. He was riding 
• 
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out to the west between Rudolph's place and Bessemer Table. When it 
became clear to Rudolph that he was not· going to stop, the old man gave 
up his sawing and walked a few steps towards Jim. Jim's attention was 
·diiected towards Bessemer Table, and he did not turn his head once to 
look at Rudolph. Although he was within hearing distance, Rudolph was 
silent~ He walked along abreast of the boy until he reached the cDrral, 
.and then stopped. He watched the boy ride and listened to the chorus of 
·the traps .hitting together as the pinto walked. 
Suddenly Rudolph shouted, 11Heyr'1 But Jim was up wind now and 
could not hear. lfHey, 11 shouted Rudolph, '"you come on back here. Hey, 
youlu He stqod for awhile silent. Then he shouted, ·nwell, go and be 
damnedl 11 He heard the wind make a small whoop at the corners of the 
fur shed. 
The old man watched the boy until he lost sight. of him.down the 
Basin. Then he watohed the hill. where .the boy would mount the table. 
The wind plucked like childhands at his coat, but could not get his 
. I 
attentio:J;l. 
Darkness was coming early because of the he~vy overcast. It hung 
overhead, and ill~defined.around the north and south horizons swept two 
great arms of final light like giant pincers, holding the world in their 
grip. It was against this light that Rudolph at last saw silhouetted 
the familiar form of a man on horseback; a four-pointed star that sank 
below the tilted r~ of the table. Then the light pincers withdrew, and 
it was night. 
From somewhere to the west on top of Bessemer Table came the wail 
of a coyote, strained and thin on the wind~. It brought Rudolph back to 
himself. He lifted his eyes to the table which was now black and huge 
as a mountain. He heard the sound again. His eyes were watering from 
the wind. He cupped his mittened hands before his mouth and blew his 
hot breath into them. 
A moment later he wasn't sure if he had really heard a coyote or 
if it had only been the wind--or some trick of imagination minglin~ 
anger' memory and anguish within him. 
"Have to take the boy, too, 11 he muttered. 




Jim had struggled all day trying to decide whether or not he should 
stop to see Rudolph on the way home. I can't stand to stop and see him 
if I have nothing to tell him that he w.ants to hear, he had thought. 
Then I'll tell him I'll come tomorrow •. I don't care what Mother and Dad 
say. I' 11. get up and go out and catch my horse and come down. · But 
maybe they'd catch me before I got gone and stop me. It'd be worse for 
him if I told him I was coming and then didn't. 
By evening he had made no decision one way or another and so had 
ridden by the old man without stopping. I'll keep my horse in the barn-
yard and decide in the morning, .he told himself. But when he got home, 
Albert met him in the barn, so he turned the horse loose in order not 
to provoke questions. 
Albert told him, 11 It·' s supposed to blizzard tomorrow, so I think 
we'll haul a load of hay up to the north pasture in the morning so them 
cows'll have somethingto eat." 
"All right/1 J~ said. 
Talking ·with his family during and after supper, Jim let Rudolph 
slide into the back of his mind~ The rest of the family didn't talk 
about the trapline, for they accepted it as over now. But when Jim 
went to b~d he began to think about :;Lt again. 
I still have to make a decision, he thought. And there 1 s only one 
thing I can decide: . to·. go. I have to go. I feel that I have to go. 
I will go, then, I WILL go. I don 1t care what they say. Bub can help 
with the hay. I 1 ll go to Rudolph. 
He went to sleep believdil:g ~ that he would go to Rudolph in the 
e. 
morning. 
When morning came, he awoke early and sat up on the edge of the 
bed, his body heavy with slumber. The resolution of the night before 
was foggy, but he called it back and began to test it again. What if. 
I went and Rudolph had decided not to ride today because of the storm? 
And Dad and Ma wouldn't know Where I was. But I could leave a note •. 
But I might get .caught down there and have to stay and eat his food and 
that damn coffeel I didn't tell h~ I was coming down. I didn't make 
any promises. So it doesn't make any difference to anyone. It doesn't 
make any difference if I stay home. Besides, they told me to. Ma and 
Dad told me to, and I have to stay and help with the hay. 
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His eyes drifted to the copy of Look Homeward, Angel, and he reached 
down to tip it from its shelf. He flipped through and finally found 
himself reading the last pages. They broug"j:lt tears to his eyes. When 
he reached the end, he took the little package out of the space and put 
the book back and went into the bathroom. With a fascination more primary 
than the emotion that caused his tears, he watched in the mirror as his· 
face screwed up with crying,· for he seemed a w:i,tness to something that 
was happe:ping-to the figure in the mirror. He huried the package into 
the toilet bowl and flushed it and listened to the vulgar gulp of the 
water that swallowed it. He was. not aware of the moment he turned from 
the mirror, _but he found himself sitting on the bed again. The harsh-
ness of morni?g conspired with a sense of betrayal, inexorable and indi-
vidual betrayal, that infused a maddening, electrical tension through his 
body; no~ worded thought, but.feelin~ that caught and held his single 
sob for a long moment until'he clutched for the sheets and darkness and, 
\. in minutes, the all-smothering sleep. He did not wake up until his mother awakened him, late on this Sunday. morning. After breakfast Albert hitched the tractor onto the hayrack, and 
Jim and Bub went with him~ They went to a hay _field south of the ranch 
buildings and loaded the rack with a hydraulic lift mounted on the front 
of the tractor. Jim and Bub stayed on the rack and straightened the 
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hay &round so that more could be gotten on the load, It felt good to 
work. It kept them warm~ And when Albert started north with the load, 
Jim and Bub made nests in the hay and huddled out of the wind. Albert 
could have turned the cows into the hay field and let them eat from the 
stacks, but he wanted to leave them in the north past~e where they could 
get shelter from the blizzard in the breaks that formed the east wall 
of V Bar Table. 
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XIX 
Sundays were like any other day to Rudolph, and on this one he arose 
at his usual time to perform the patterns of the morning.· The fire in 
his. stove was not yet out, and he selected a piece of wood from the wood-
box and dropped it onto the bed of coals. It was an old piece of wood 
and decayed, and.it would not burn well, but he didn't notice, and the 
coals shot up eager fingers of flame to encircle it. Rudolph watched 
the flames for a moment before closing the stove lid. He moved about 
the room. It seemed colder than it had been yet that winter. His eyes 
. ' 
found spots of frost along the north wall of the hous~ near the floor. 
He went back to the stove and put more pieces of wood into it, and soon 
the fir.e made its comfortable thunder and gave out a furious heat, al-
though the air in the room was still cold. 
The old man's movements. were slower this morning, and his body more 
stooped, and his limbs less certain of their commands, although he was 
·not aware of it. He had been the same for a long time. He had damned 
Time as twigs dam a rivulet, but the dam had burst, and the flood had 
come all at once. After breakfast he sat in his chair resting and drink-
ing coffee. He watched the frost spots recede on the wall and listened 
to the fire and the sound of the wind at the corners of the house. 
There wasn't a need to hurry this morning. He only planned to ride as 
far as the set he had made for the coyote and then come back again. 
He went outside at the first light of day. The overcast was so 
low that it seemed to ride on the top of Bessemer Table, and the wind 
stung his face as he stood reading the sky. He went to the corral and 
called in the horse and saddled hiin. The animal stood with his back 
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humped and wanted to face the southeast. Rudolph made sure he. had am-
. munition for the .22 before he mounted and set out. Horse and rider 
both kept their heads down. They were moving at a right angle to the 
wind. When they climbed Bessemer Table, i,t seemed as if they would 
mount into the very heart and fury of the storm, but the ceilmg seemed 
to rise before them, and there was no snow yet. Greyer than ever under 
the cloud blanket, the land seemed drawn into itself. The cedars were 
diminished, the buttes stark and withdrawn. The scrawl of the creek on 
the basin floor had nothing to do with running water; nothing to do with 
anything. V Bar Table was barren and far away, and the river brea~s 
were all but obscured. Once when the hors'e stopped to rest, the old man 
looked back upon the scene, and his eyes bl~ed. But then he only 
looked·away from the wind and waited out the time of.the horse's rest. 
Before they reached the top of the table, he got down to walk a short 
distance to warm himself. Then he mounted and rode on. 
As he approached the set, he was standing in his stirrups and urg-
ing the horse into a trot. Soon he could see there was no catch and he 
.let the horse slow and sat in the saddle. But a sign of disturbance 
caught his eye. He approached leaning forward ori the pommel, blinking 
to stare harder. The big trap in the outer arc was sprung, emptily 
clutching its catalogue paper and dirt. And to the right of it, at 
the end of the arc of traps, was another disruption. A hole where a 
trap had been, but the trap was gone. Rudolph dismounted and hurried 
forward. Close examination of the area showed him what had happened. 
The coyote had approached the set with caution and had, it seemed, 
sensed the presence of the traps intended for him. He had begun to 
scratch near the big trap, and the disturbance had sprung it. Dismayed 
by the vigor.of its snap, the animal had apparently leaped away, alas 
for it, only to land in the trap at the end of the arc. But luck had 
been with it, and it hadn't gotten into the other traps. Its bag of 
tricks was not exahausted, and it had loosened the stake.and, by 
springing in the air to ·apply a straight pull, had dislodged it. Most 
important of all to Rudolph, the ·animal was his sought-after quarry, 
for tracks showed the missing forepaw. 
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Rudolph exalted~ liBy God, I caught you, you sonofabitchl Even if 
it was by dee-fault. And you ain't got away yet. Don 1 t count your damn 
. sagehens before they're hatched_, you devil.u 
The trail of the animal.1 s retreat was visible in little points of 
snow caught on the ground. It was evident then that it had gotten caught 
after yesterday1s snow. Rudolph followed the trail on foot for a short 
distance leading the horse. Then he stopped and, before mounting, looked 
long at the sky. The wind was strong, and its force drove the cold deep 
into his clothing. The northern horizon seemed to have drawn closer, and 
he could see nothing beyond the end of Bessemer Table. 
He hesitated for a moment, running his hand alopg the horse 1 s 
withers. Then he mounted and turned the animal's head down the coyote's 
trail. He said as if to someone at his side, "He ain 1 t gone far with 
a trap on his foot. We 1re going to get that sonofabitch. I told you 
wet d get him, and we will." 
The rivulet near which Rudolph had made the set connected with a 
small, nameless creek which emptied into the river, after passing 
through the breaks along the west wall of Bessemer Table. To the south 
r --. 
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lay a region of grassy buttes and rivulets through part of Which Rudolph's 
trapline ran. Far:ther to the south lay that tortuous area of barren 
buttes, treacherous washes and sharp ravines where all awry, the landscape 
was a devil's scheme of directienlessness. It was southward that the 
trail led. 
Rudolph had followed the trail less than half a mile when it led 
into a small clump of cedars crouched against the side of a washout. He 
drew the. 22 out of the scabbard as he approached. Maybe the coyote 1 s 
in the cedars nursing his foot, he thought. He dismounted and advanced • 
. & deer trail led beneath the cedars, and he bent over and passed along 
it. He found a place where the coyote had spent the night, and there 
was a small pool of blood from his foot. The trail leading away was 
fresh, and Rudolph hurried back to the horse. As he mounted and urged 
Barney forward, sudden snow, like the shadow of giant hands, semzed the 
world around him. He looked back. There was n9thing behind him but 
the interweaving whirl of whiteness~ He }1-ur:r:ied the horse. Got to get 
him before the trail is covered. 
The coyote's track with the mark of the dragged trap, led over a 
small ridge above the cedars and down steeply into another washout and 
then up and down again. Barney wanted to rest on the climb, but Rudolph 
I 
kicked him and shouted, 11 Come on. We got no time to waste. 11 
Soon Rudolph was following the track in the new snow that was fall-
ing. There were intermittent drops of blood, and he was not far behind 
his quarry. There was not a great volume of snow yet, but the strength 
of the wind made it seem so. Rudolph's overcoat and cap were matted 
white, as was the horse's winter coat. They crossed a small grassed 
plane and descended to a rivulet. The trail of the coyote led into the 
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the rivulet and followed along it. The rivulet arced back upon itself, 
half encircling a small butte. It was impossible to get the horse 
across in a hurry, but Rudolph descended as quickly as his old limbs 
would allow and climbed the butte with the intention of cutting across 
the arc and meeting the coyote, who ought to be fulfilling the additional 
distance of the perimeter. 
As he achieved the crown of the butte, he saw on the edge of the 
rivulet before him a form, standing, or maybe turning. He dropped on 
one knee and fired the .22 at it. It still stood there and seemed to 
look at him. ·He reloaded and fired again. Then he perceived that its 
motion was regular. He approached and found it to be a lone bush, sway-
.. 
ing in the wind. 
Walking back along the rivulet, he found that the track of the 
coyote left it half way round where the animal had apparently heard the 
shot •. He had to return to get Barney before continuing the pursuit. 
The .trail led over wrinkled washouts onto a small, canted wash, 
where the tracks were all but obscured by wind and snow. It followed 
a neck of the wash which led onto a butte, and then went over a steep 
side of the butte. The horse didn't want to make the descent, and 
Rudolph had to urge him and kick him and pull his head around so he 
faced over the side. Finally he ventured to put his front feet over, 
and then he. tried to go back, but it was too late. He slid to the bot-
tom on his haunches with his front·legs stiff and his ears·forward and 
his eyes wide. He righted himself at the bottom and shook and blew 
through his nose. 




They followed the ravine for a short distance and then climbed 
another butte. Rudolph dismounted to ease the ani.rnal 1 s burden, and when 
they accomplished the top they both needed a rest. Rudolph rubbed the 
horse's nose and said, "Well, I guess it's going to be up to you to get 
us home now9 I don't know where the hell we are. Beats me how that 
sonofabitch can drag a trap and keep going like he does _.u 
.With some effort Rudolph got ·into the saddle and they moved on. 
The country was getting rougher, and there were no longer any cedars in 
the ravines or very much grass on the buttes. The soil was coarse and· 
covered with pieces of flat translucent stone which caught their own 
littl.e points of snow where the wind would not let larger drifts lie. 
Suddenly beside the trail Rudolph followed was the skeleton of a 
cow, empty remnant of a life that had lost its way. For this was far 
beyond the grazing area. The ribs reached up to enc.ircle an instant of 
icy wind, and the skull lay facing the old man almost as if it had been 
set by hands. A cow's skull does not grin and stare as a man's does, but 
rather seems to possess a contented oblivion,·and so it seemed with this 
one. It was there, and the old man looked ~~ it and passed, and wondered 
momentarily what had caused it to stray so far. Probably it had been 
old and had gotten lost, but kept going, compelled to a final search and 
denial which had taken it this far before it died. But Rudolph had his 
business with the tracks of the fleeing.coyote and rode on. 
The track left the butte and crossed a natural bridge and then led 
down a precarious trail into a ravine. Here the coyote had rested for 
a few moments. Snow had drifted a foot deep in the ravine, and the 
continuation of the trail was fresh. The old man urged the horse forward. 
e. 
·e 
ttHe ain't going to get away this time. We got him· about played 
out. 11 He held the • 22 ready in his hands. 
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The wind had hardly smoothed out the snow kicked up by the coyote's 
jumps, so fresh were the tracks. And there were drops of blood very 
often-. 
11 Come on,'1 shouted the old man. Both he and the horse were puffing, 
and he was standing in the stirrups, leaning forward against the pommel 
with the muzzle of the • 22 almost between the horse 1-s ears. But, while 
he was poised as if riding at great speed, the ravine was so tortuous 
that the horse never got out of a fast walk. The walls of the ravine 
were becoming higher and the bottom narrower, affording less and less 
footing for the horse. Then they rounded a turn so sharp that the animal 
·could hardly negotiate it and were confronted by a bank which would, in 
time of rain or thaw, be a waterfall. It was so high that Rudolph could 
just see upon it when he stood in the stirrups. Yet tracks and marks 
at the top of the bank showed that the coyote had sprung out of the box 
end, apparently with a single effort. 
Rudolph sat back in the. saddle and his shoulders drooped and the 
rifle hung in one hand. 11 You have the devil' s own strength in you, 
you bastard," he said. ttYou are the devil. You ain't no coyote. And 
you're heading home to this hellish, devil 1 s country.:" 
Then he dismounted, bracing himself between the side of the ravine 
and the horse and stepped around to the horse's head. He tried to back 
Barney around the sharp curve, but the horse kept backing straight into 
the wall of the ravine. He couldn't see behind, and he couldn't turn his 
rump the way he had twisted his neck to get around in the first place. 
Finally the old man grasped the • 22 by the stock with one hand and the 
bit with the other and stabbed the horse in the flank with the extended 
muzzle of the gun, while forcing his he§!.d up until the distraught ani-
mal struggled, rearing and recoiling and finally stumbling backwards 
around the turn, where he.landed sitting on his haunches like a great 
dog, trembling and making soft noises in his nose. 
Rudolph backed him to a point at which it was possibie to tUrn him 
around before mounting and then returned to a place where they could 
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get out of the ravine. When they reached the continuation of the ravine 
above the bank, the coyote 1 s trail was completely obliterated by. wind 
and snow. Rudolph rode al~ng the ravine, which was shallow here, flanked 
by low buttes, and soon found where his quarry had rested again. There 
was a spot of blood, and the trail leading away was fresh enough to be 
easily followed. The ravine ended in a trio of steep washouts between 
the thick fingers of a long, .scailoped butte. The track mounted between 
two of the washouts, and the old man descended from the saddle for the 
climb. Both he and the horse were ready for a rest when they were half 
way up, and they stopped together and stood heaving deeply. . They were 
warm in spite of the wind which assailed them endlessly, hurling its ever 
increasing burden of snow upon them. There were drifts as much as three 
feet deep now, but since the coyote avoided them for the most part, they 
did not have to cross them either. 
The track followed along on top of the butte, which took the form 
of a runcinate lea£, and led over the farther end. The descent brought 
them into an area treacherously eroded with deep channels, caves and 
natural bridges. Their quarry1 s trail led across one such natural 




cut in a wall, with the channel below ten feet deep and a butte rising 
sharply behind. Rudolph dismounted and led the horse across the bridge .• 
. 
His eyes ·were intent upon the tracks, for they were ever fresher. He 
could gain on the coyote if only the chase would not be interrupted. 
The horse's bulk fit badly on the yrail, and the barr.el of his 
abdomen scraped against the butte. He was reluctant to go forward. 
"Come on, now,tl said Rudolph. "Don't give me no trouble." 
At the ,farther end, the butte diminished and the trail widened 
out. But just before it widened it was undermined by a hole, originated 
by a burrowing rodent and en~arged by water. 
' ' Near the safety of .the .widening ground, Barney abandoned caution, 
heaving, almost scrambling to reac~ security-until his lunging hind 
hooves crumbled the weakened trail and he ~ollapsed ~ a great, terri~ 
~ied mound, one leg·dangling, t~e other stretched helplessly behind. 
' His front feet were securely upon solid and fairly level ground. He 
breatl:red hard, and his eyes were wide ~d white. 
·Rudolph heard the horse fall· and turned to. see what the matter 
was. nwell, what did you do, you o+d fool? 11 he asked. Then he saw that 
the situation was serious. 
He tried to help the horse up by pulling on the reins, and the 
animal struggled, trying .to pull himself up with his forelegs, but did 
not·have the stren~h. Both of them rested puffing hard. Rudolph 
worked his way back beside the horse as far as was safe and looked to 
see what might be done. There was no footing for the animal's dangling 
leg. And the channel below was so deep and narrow that it was not feasible 
to try to get him down into it. 
.. 
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Rudolph went back to the horse's head and seized the bit and pulled 
as hard as he could. Barney strained with his forelegs, but to no avail. 
11 Get up out of. there, you sonofabitchl 11 Rudolph shouted. He then took 
the rifle and, while pulling on the bit with one hand, beat and prodded 
the horse as far back as he could reach on the· animal's body with the 
muzzle. As the horse 1 s struggle increased with terror, the fury of 
·Rudolph's cursing and b~ating increased. Throwing his great head up 
and down with eyes bulging, the horse trembled and strained. in all his 
body. And soon he was e:x:J::austeO., and Rudolph was exhausted and sat down · 
against the butte with his face flushed and trembling. 
The horse let his head rest upon the ground and his eyes looked 
nowhere. His body heaved with his breathing and quivered, but he 
struggled no more. When Rudolph got up again, he rubbed the horse 1 s 
ears and said, 11 Poor old fellow. 11 The horse showed no response at all • 
Rudolph worked his way round beside the horse and loosened the saddle 
and took it off. He dragged it to open ground and put it down and put 
the bridle with it. Then he took the .22 and cocked it and aimed at 
the horse's forehead. But he lowered the muzzle arid let the hammer 
forward. He made his way beside the horse and began to beat upon him 
with the butt of the gun, shouting, "Get up out of there~ Get up! 
Get up! Get up!11 Rudolph stabbed him viciously with the barrel of 
the weapon, but the animal's only response was to cringe from the pain, 
and he made no effort to get up. 
11 You 1 re a no good bag of bones t 11 shouted Rudolph, and he rushed 
round to the front of the horse and cocked the rifle and fired into his 
forehead. Barney gave a final directionless lunge which carried him 
••• 
over the edge of the trail to lodge in the wedge of the channel. And 
after the Daise of his fall·there was silence except for the wind which 
whistled -i:mder the natural bridge~ . 
The old man stood silent then, faciri.g the onslaught of snow which 
melted and froze in his eyebrows and on his lashes and matted his mus-
tache. His eyes were narrow against the blast of the wind, and, except 
for the chin which was thrust forward farther than usual and quivered 
a little, his face was set with the graven granite lines of final out-
rage. He looked to accuse the sky, but the sky was everywhere and no-
where; a surroundirig dance ~f wild whiteness that whipped against his 
·face until he had to turn away and rub his face with his mittens. He 
stood for some time with his back hunched against the wind as i+ he had 
forgotten where he was and what he was about. Then he '"lifted his head. 
He surveyed the Sahara of snow that lay before him and set out, clutch-
ing the rifle across his breast as at port arms. · There was no longer 
any trace of the coyote 1 s trail.. Rudolph IQ.ounted through knee,...deep 
snow to the barren crest of a butte and, shielding his eyes, looked 
around. 
ttWhere are you?Jt he shouted. 11Where the hell are you. God damn 
_you! 11 
There was. a gully- beyond the butte, and he loaded the • 22 and 
fired into it. 11Are you there?.tr he shouted. He descended into the 
gully, letting the pull of· gravity make his strides as long.and quick 
as was possible for his legs. Climbing the next butte he fell down in 
tne snow and had to use the butt of the gun to help himself up. 'When 
he reached the top, he looked arouna. The snow was falling so fast 
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now he could hardly see the next butte, and the wind tore at him 
with such force that he had to take a step with it to keep his balance. 
For a moment he stood braced against the wind, and it jostled and ru:ffled 
him until he faced it. He loaded the gun and pointed it into the wind 
?Dd fired. The snow pellets stung like s.and against his face., and, al-
though he tried to look into the blast, its lashing was relentless, and 
soon he was compelled to turn away. When he moved this time it was to 
go down wmd. 
A great drift was piled on the sheltered side of the butte, and 
the old man floundered waist deep in it, and when he got through, 
was so tired that he had to sit down to rest. It was only with great 
effort that he aroused himself again. He mounted a knoll and started 
across a wash that was wrinkled with a labyririth of gullies.; some of 
which were so deep that he had to change his course and go along them. 
Twice he fell and used the gull to help himself up• He began to use ·the 
gun as a cane whenever the way was upward. He crossed a: small natural 
bridge and stumbled across a wash where the wind had blown most of the· 
snow away. He wanted to rest, but the wind was like a lash forcing him 
onward. Hunger gnawed at his stomach, and his legs began to tremble 
under him. All he could think of was resting. 
Suddenly he sank to his hips in a snow-filled washout, and, thrust-
ing the gun for support, lost it under the snow and was unable to find 
it again. He crawled out of the washout on his hands and knees and with 
some effort got to his feet once more and made his way in the direction 
he faced when he got up. The wind drove all the· warmth from his cloth-
ing, and for all his struggling he was cold. He was in a dream, bereft 
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of his strength, U',na;bJie to claw out of the icy, ~errifying blankets, 
unable to wake up. 
Shortly he came upon a deep ravine with many branches wherein capri-' 
cious erosion had created numerous caves and holes.- In some places the 
walls were steep or even overhanging, but the old man was able to find 
a place where he could make his way down. He fell the last few feet and 
landed in loose snow that had settled softly because the bottom of the 
ravine was sheltered. The wind howled overhead, but it was quiet in the 
ravine, and Rudolph crept along on his hands and knees, keeping to one 
side to stay as much as possible out of the deep and powdery snow. He 
saw many holes of varying size that opened into the walls of the ravine, 
and at last there was one that was ver.y large. He crept into it and 
stretched his body and folded his arms, laying his head upon them. 
All through the evening and night the wind dropped snow into the 
r~vine, and like a wild and gigantic mason bricked up the mouths of 
the caves and tanned the whole Badlands under endless drifts, creating 
a new architecture on the face of the land. 'When morning came the wind 
was gone. The· sun beaded its molten gold on the eastern rim of a blue 
and white universe, clear and utterly silent. Out of the snow burrowed 
brown mice, skipping and lacing their lace-like trails until the circling, 




All Sunday afternoon while the temperature dropped and the blizzard 
raged around them the.Heisses read, played or worl_(ed in their home, 
whi9h was securely warmed by the gas furnace. Jim picked up his Social 
Living book and then laid it down again, unable to bring himself to 
study with the prospec.t ·of seeing the examination papers before the test. 
He smiled to himpelf. That 1 s the easy way to prepare for an exam, he 
thought. He f.ound a hunting and trapping magazine and settled down to 
read the story of an Alaska bear hunt. The sound of wind at the corners 
and the flying snow visible through the windows lent an appro~rmate at-
mosphere, and soon he was far aw~y in a cabin in the wilderness. 
Sally Jo was on the floor attempting to piece together a picture 
puzzle.she had gotten by mailing in twenty-five cents with a breakfast 
cereal box top, and Bub, restless, harassed her until, after putting up 
with him for many minutes, she arose with slow deliberation, sighed deeply 
and hit him in the storn.ach with her clenched fist. Surprise rather than 
the force of the blow almost threw him off balance, and he looked around 
quickly to see if Jim or Albert had noticed. But since they hadn 1 t, 
he said, t'Ha, ha, ha, you didn't hurt me, 11 and lingered to heckle a _little 
longer to prove that he could--but not so long that Sally Jo would ask 
her dad to make him mind. Then he kicked off his shoes and curled up 
on the sofa to look at the advertisements in Life •. 
Albert read a book and was anxious for evening to come so he could 
watch television (since the programs only played in the evening), but was 
a little worried about the storm interfering with reception. 
Clara had taken a radio to the kitchen where she prepared pies for 
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the oven and listened to the Evangelist Hour--primarily because she 
hadn't bothered to change stations after listening to "The Love of Julia 
Becket. 11 The Reverend Phillip Valeur expounded on the sin of vanity in 
the modern world. He. was an itinerant Evangelist whose area was through-
out the +nidwest, and Clara felt herself a perspnal friend of his because 
she had been introduced to hiril by a friend in Aureole City._ They had 
met him just as he was emerging from his Cadillac car on'Main Street. 
How gentle he had been, and how pious he had looked, but now his voice 
was furious with admonition. n Could you, 11 he asked, 11 give up your 
worldly possessions and travel about in the service of God? Could you 
carry the banner of God into the. enemy camp--strike and cut down the 
enemies of the all-loving God with the sword of Truth and Justice? 
Could you, I ask, alone in the midst of heathens_ and atheists, stand 
up for Jesus, sustained only by divine grace a.nd the blood of that 
poor lamb of Galilee ?11 
Clara's thoughts wandered. Wouldn't it be nice to have a son 
~o was .a preacher? Jim maybe. But he was set on being a history 
teacher, so maybe Bub. And have his voice coming over the radio so 
everyone could hear it and know no other kid around here ever made 
· anything like that of himself. And then he could come home With a nice 
wife and a big car, and wouldn't the neighbors look? And he might own 
a nice home in Aureole where we could visit, and he'd have the Bentleys 
who own the big grain elevator for dinner. The society column would 
say, uMr. and Mrs. Harold Bentley and Mr-~ and Mrs. Albert Heiss. visited 
at the home of Reverend Heiss.'11 
When Clara listened again, the sermon was over and the announcer 
was saying, "To keep this program on the air:, send your generous con-
tributions to Evangelist Hour, care of this station. You, too, can 
help in the greatest work of all, the work of CHRIST!Jt 
Then a woman's voice came on. "Have you eve~ thought of what it 
will be like when Christ comes back to earth? How the sun will shine 
and the flowers dance as He passes, this Prince with His infinite mercy 
and His love for all. And He will send the wicked and the sinners to 
Hell and eternal damnation. But you needn't go with them. Not if you 
accept Christ and are saved. Are you saved? If not, all you have to 
do is take a pencil and paper and write, ''I accept Christ and want to 
be saved. This paper is my sworn commitment to Christ,' and sign it 
and mail it to Reverend Phillip Valeur in care of this station. And 
because Reverend Valeur expects to save so many, it would be deeply 
appreciated if you would enclose a dollar to help defray costs. 11 
Clara thought, well, I might send the paper, but I wouldn't send 
any money. I wouldn't even send the paper. I believe in Christ. Of 
course I do, I've been taught to. I go to church whenever I get a 
chance. At least I'm no worse than the rest of them around here. At 
least I'm no Catholic like them Olsens, so I don't see why everything 
shouldn't be all right. 
Monday daWned bright, and the thermometer read twenty-six below 
zero. Albert and Jim put on their heavy coats and went out to do the 
chores, while Bub and Sally Jo stayed in so they would not get fr,ost 
bite •. The snow had made drifts four and five feet deep across the 
road, and there was no chance that they would go to school. It would 
2l3 
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probably be two or three days before the snowplows could clear the roads. 
Bub and Sally Jo rejoiced in the vacation nature had imposed. 
I 
I 
Albert and Jim each shouldered hundred-pound bags of linseed cake 
and made their way north across the past~e to where the cattle had come 
out of the breaks:; trying to feed on the hay the men had h~uled for 
them the previous day, although it was largely buried by snow. Albert 
fourtd a place "Where the wind had left the ground free of snow, and the 
t~o of them opened their bags and dumped the cake in two rows forty 
yards long. The cattle crowded after the men, shouldering and butting 
each other, and some of the younger animals were boosted bodily out of 
the way on the necks of stronger member$ of the herd. Albert and Jim 
stood watching them with satisfaction and amusement. Their winter coats 
stood out in rough protection against the cold, and their backs were 
matted with snow. Sometimes there were icicles in the ends of their 
tails. They would be coming to the barnyard later in the day for water, 
and this would pose a problem, since of the thirty inches of water in 
the stock tank, at least fifteen inches would be ice. P~d Albert was 
reluctant to start the pump jack, for if the water froze in the pipes, -
there would be unlimited trouble. 
When Jim and Albert went back to the barn, they chopped through the 
ice with an ax. They decided the cattle could reach the water. They 
wouldn't drink much anyway, cold as it was. 
Later in the day Clara received a phone call to inform her that 
school had been called off for the whole week. The examinations would 
be held on Friday of the following week. 11 You kids should have plenty 
of time to study, then," she told Jim .and Bub. They frowned and nodded. 
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Jim had no intention of studying. There were too many other things to 
read. 
The weather remained clear all week, and on Thursday it warmed enough 
to settle the ·snow considerably and .make the dr_ifts hard enough .to ride 
across. The county snow plows opened all the roads right up to the 
farmers 1 gates, and with a little shoveling and chains on the car, Albert 
thought it might be possible to get the Model A out, although the Chev-
relet was built too low. Jim could maybe go to town and get the mail 
on Saturday if it didn't snow again, and it wasn't 'likely that it would, 
Albert decided. 
Then on Friday Clara got a phone call from Pete Olsen. He said 
he'd been down to see how Rudolph was and to take him a few t~ings. 
The old man hadn't been home, and his horse was gone too, although 
there weren't any tracks around the place at all. The stove had been 
completely cold, the inside of the house covered with frost, and the 
water in the can frozen to the bottom. Olsen said he had called around 
to every place where he thought the old man might be, but there was no 
news of him. Did Clara know anything? 
Clara said she didn't, and Olsen said he thought it would be a good 
idea if they got up a searching party. Then Clara called Albert to the 
phone, and so it was that the searching party was arranged for Saturday 
morning. 
After Olsen hung up, Albert put a call through to his lawyer in 
Aureole. He told him that evidence indicated Rudolph was probably 
dead. ncheck into those units of grazing land he had and see what can 
• 
be done, n Albert told the lawyer. u I 1 d like to get my share if they're 
goirig to be divided up among us ranchers. 11 The lawyer said he 1 d check • 
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The temperature read twenty degrees above zero on Saturday mo~ning, 
and although tl).ere was a.· light wirid, the sky was clear. Jim, Bub and 
Albert caught their horses, saddled up and rode to Olsen1 s, where the 
searchirig party was to be organized. Olsen and the oldest of his boys 
would ride, and in addition there were one of the younger Schmauders 
from across the river, Myles, Chuck Bennett with one of Myles 1 horses 
and another young man from town named Tormriy Tindall, who had his own 
horse. 
There had not been such excitement in the community since a wander-
ing half-breed had shot himself iri the head playing Russian Roulette in 
one of the saloons in Pinnacle, and Clara was not to be left out. Jim 
put chairis on the Model A before he left, and she and Sally Jo drove to 
· Olsen's. Judy Myles had come with Everett, who had hauled his horse 
and the one Chuck Bennett was to ride, to Olsen 1 s in his pickup. 
Mrs. Olsen could hardly contain herself. She flew here and there 
trying to get coffee ready for the men before. they left. She lined up 
the cups on the table, dropped on, kicked the pieces out of her way, 
slopped coffee into the remaining ones, thought of saucers after the 
cups were full, thought of cream after bringing the saucers, thought 
of spoons and sugar after the cream, and all the time never seemed to 
stop talking long enough for a breath. rrHe 1 s genet I know he 1 s gone, 11 
she fluttered. 11Why wou~dn 1 t he move up here? We wanted him to. We 
begged him to. I knew it would happen. And here we are with his cattle. 
Stuck with his cattle. What are we going to do? We have to keep them. 
And the units he had to graze them on. We're going to have to have them 
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to keep the cows on. Oh, my land! We're just stuck with it. Stuck 
with the cows and the units, that's all there is to it." 
.And Judy said, 11 0h, isn 1t it a pity? Poor old man. I feel· so 
sorry f?r him. Why. wouldn't he move up here where he could have a little 
bit of comfort and pleasure befo+e the end instead of living down there 
in that awful desolation? Oh, what a tradegy." 
And Clara said, III can't understand why he wouldn't move up here. 
We all knew it would turn out like this. He was so stubborn. Just stub-
born, that's all there was to J.t.u 
The men drank their coffee, and the boys saw an opportunity to act 
like men and dr'ank coffee too, posing with one arm akimbo 'While they 
tilted their cups. Then they all wiped their mouths on the backs of 
their hands and were ready to set out. 
The riders formed two uneven lines as they moved across Olsen's 
pasture. The older members, Albert, Myles, Olsen, Tindall and Schmauder, 
rode ahead, and the younger ones enjoyed their own company behind. Olsen's 
boy, Jerry, fourteen, to.ok from his pocket a .box of snuff and opened it 
and put a pinch in his mouth. He offered it to Jim. 
Jim said, 11No thanks. n 
11 You dop 1t chew?11 asked Jerry. "Awful old not to be chewing, ain't 
you?" 
11 I guess so," said Jim. 
Chuck Bennett said automatically, 11 You ought to. It'd make a man 
of you." Then after a moment, "I wonder if we'll find him? 11 
,. 
Bub said, 11 0f course we'll find him.n 
"No we won't," said Jerry. 11We won't find him." 
11 I had to go register for the damn draft the other day," said 
• 
Bennett, pulling the comment out of nowhere and speaking it to no one 
in particular. 11Hope I 1m four-F. Think I can beat it. anyway though." 
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Jim. listened to their talk as though he we-re overhearing strangers. 
I don't want to ride with them, he thought. Where are we going? Do they 
know where they're going? This is all nonsense and has nothing to do with 
my world. I 1m cold and alone, and I want to go back. 
Ahead of him the men were talking about the snow storm and the feed-
ing of their cattle. They were arguing about the cost of linseed cake 
and soybean meal and how much of it should be fed per day. Then they 
talked about the price of beef. 
Albert rode between Olsen and Myles, and Jim overheard their con-
versation with wonder. They don't really believe what they're saying, 
he thought about Myles and Olsen. They don't care, and it doesn't mean 
anything to them. They don 1 t .know I saw them together in the saloon. 
But what do they really think? He couldn't decide. It remained a 
mystery that left him feeling empty and irritated. The Un.derstand~g 
he had had of the quarrel between the two men had dissolved completly, 
and it seemed that they were floating Where no geometry of thought could 
arrange their ideas and actions into an intelligible scheme. Jim worried, 
boyishly. He felt separate and foreign from them, as it seemed they were 
from each other. 
But when they all reined in their horses and drew up in a single 
line. along the rim of V Bar Table, Jim sensed a change. Before them 
lay the great depth. of the basin with its landmarks diminished by the 
mask of. snow whose icy bleakness was everywhere. They could see Rudolph's 
cabin with its tin chimney from which no smoke issued. The cedared draws 
on Bessemer Table were cupped full of snow, and the whole scene was 
frozen under silence, and there was no life anywhere. 
Jim looked down the line of faces, and just for a moment they 
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seemed all sculpted from the same granite. For a moment they seemed but 
one face, naked and alone before the elements of prjmal human existence, 
as if Time had kept intact single threads, pinioned in the core of each 
being and leading back into the interminable past like telegraph wires 
diminishing into dusk on a prairie. Then the line dissolved into motion, 
and the horses flowed down the hill with the grace and rhythm of indi-
vidual flanks and haunches.· 
At the bottom of the hill the riders di:-ew into a circle to form 
a plan for the search. 
Schmauder said, 11 I 1ll take Tindall and Bennett and scoutdown towards 
the river .·in case he cashed in while he was· going for water. 11 
Albert said,. 11 J:i..m has a pretty good idea where Rudolph had his trap-
line, so me and him can scout up that way. 11 
"I figure he got lost near the place," said Olsen, 11 so me and Jerry 
will kind of go like a spiral around the buildings looking for him.u 
111Vhat about me?tr asked Bub. 
"You stick with Everett,n Albert told him. 
11 Goodie, 11 said Bub, more than pleased with ·the opportunity to visit 
alone with Myles. 
'"Which way you going?" Albert asked Myles. 
11Think I' 11 go south along the creek,n Myles said. 
the old guy went out to take a pee and just kept going. 11 
and Bennett and Tindall giggled. 
u I figure maybe 
He smiled wryly, 
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Each group of riders turned their horses in the direction they had 
chosen and rode away. Jim and Albert made their way up Bessemer Table 
and across it to the south. Jim had a pretty good idea where the last 
set Rudolph had made for the coyote was located, because of the old man's 
description. He and Albert decided it would be wise to try to locate the 
set first and see what. 4ad happened there, if anything. Jim thought it 
unlikely that Rudolph would have tried to ride the whole trapline with 
the storm imminent. 
Both riders scanned the ground about them as they rode. Why don't 
I feel bad? Jim asked himself. Rudolph would be alive now if he had 
moved up to Pete 1 s, and I failed to talk him into going. But the th0ught 
brought no shock of regret. All he felt was anxiety making its little 
tempest in his stomach, and it had not stamped out curiousity. As he 
looked about, he both wanted and did not want .to see the body of Rudolph 
lying before his eyes. The movements of the horse beneath him and his 
dad's presence were reassuring, and he asked himself again, why doesn't 
it make more difference to me that he'.s gone? Shouldn't it? Maybe 
later it will. How could I think I lived so much in Rudolph's world, 
that it meant so much to me, when it really didn't at all? I only 
thought it did. 
They were now at the top of the draw wherein Rudolph had made his 
set, and Jim reined in his horse. "Unless I 1 m mistaking," he said, 
11this is the draw Rudolph meant, and the set ought to be along that 
washout at the bottom. If we go down there , 11 ~e pointed towards the 
mouth of the draw, 11 and work our way up, we should be able to locate 
the bait. He said it was a bait set against a bush.ll 
They rode down into the draw and proceeded up it along the trail. 
As they approached the set, Albert said, 11Well, here's a trap·sprung. 
Would that be it?11 The wind had kept the set free of snow. 
11 Ought to be, 11 said Jim., drawing up beside him. "That 1 s his big 
trap • .tt 
They examined the set and decided that a coyote had gotten caught 
and pulled up the stake. 
UMust have happened before the storm/' said Albert. 
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HOr during it, 11 said Jim. He slid from his saddle and bent over the 
hole. 11 p ll bet it was the coyote he was after that he caught." He ·kept 
looking in wonder at the empty hole where the trap had been. 
liProbably what happened was he came out here Sunday morning and 
found the trap pulled up and took off tracking the coyote, 11 said Albert. 
11 Very likely he got lost in the storm if he did.H 
nHe caught himl'11 said Jim. tti wonder if we could ••• could somehow .... 11 
· uWhat? Find the trail under that snow? It's been a week now." 
11 Yeah;11 Jim sighed. He mounted again, but kept looking at the hole 
and glancing at his dad. 11 I bet he tracked him down. I bet he tracked 
him if he went all the way to Nebraska. n 
Albert drew a deep, uneasy breath and struck the pommel of his saddle 
with flat of his hand. Then he shrugged. 11 No telling where either of 
them is now. I got a pretty good notion Rudolph's dead though. Some-
where out there. 11 Impulsively they both turned their eyes to the end-
less country. 
11He wanted me to ride with him last Sunday,t' said Jim. Then he added 
deliberately, 11 I wish I had come down;u 
Albert glanced quickly at him. After a moment he said, nwell, 
could have got yourself lo$t that way. Old guy must have been a little. 
crazy riding off in a blizzard tracking a coyote.u 
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Although they felt there was little hope of finding anything, still 
they circled the draw before riding back towards Sioux Creek Basin. 
They rode in silence most of the way, but at the crest of Bessemer Table, 
Albert said, pointing to the South, "That 1 s pretty rough country down 
there. That t s why it 1 s called the Devil 1 s Backyard. 11 Then a grin touched 
at the corners of his mouth. "Rudolph lived all his life in God's country 
and then died in the Devil' s Backyard, huh ?·u Jim d,id not smile, so Albert 
became serious. "I don't understand it though. He must have know it 
was going to blizzard. Why the hell should a man his age go chasing a 
coyote anyway? He didn't have to. 11 
HHe believed he had to, 1t said Jim. He thought, if I had believed 
as he believed, I would have come down and helped him. But I didn't, 
and nobody seems to think it makes any difference. 
Below them they could see Myles and Bub returning along the foot 
of the table, and they hurried their horses to meet tnem. 
11 We didnlt find a thing," Bub told them, and Myles shook his head. 
Then Albert told what they had found, and what they had decided 
might have happened to Rudolph. The four of them rode towards Rudolph's 
place. As they approached, they could see Olsen's horses tied to the 
corral on the side towards Sioux Creek. Olsen and his boy were at the 
door of the fur shed, and Olsen was trying to pick the lock with a piece 
of wire. So engrossed was he in his efforts that he did not hear their 
approach, and when they reached the corral, Myles dismounted. 
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ItWell; Pete," he said, and Olsen, startled at the sound of the words, 
whirled and dropped the wire, "we came down to look for the old man, not 
to steal his furs." 
Olsen started towards Myles, his heavy clothing and unshaven face 
making him look like a great grisley walking erect. "By God, I got a 
right to his stuff if anyone has,Jt he shouted. ttBy God, I've broughthim. 
stuff and took care of him for, years, and asked hilli to come up to my 
place and live o:ff me. 11 
"Which he didn't do," Myles said, smiling. 
"And by God, I've wintered his cows for years and brought him grub 
and took him to town when he wanted to go, and I 1 ll tell you this, Myl~s: 
I'm going to have them cows of his and the units to run them on, by God, 
I'm going to have them. 11 
"I hope you do, Pete, 11 Myles .said evenly, still smiling. Olsen 
had·stepped over the sunken corral at a low spot and confronted Myles, 
looming above him a good six inches and stabbing him in the shoulder with 
a mittened hand to add emphasis. 
"I don't care what dirty deals you pull, Myles, you're not going to 
get this away from me. This ain 1 t no . damn hay. You're a thief, .. but 
you 1 re not that good a thief. 11 
11Why you dirty calf-butcherer ; 11 the smile was still on his face. 
At the.sound of the_words, Olsen drew back his fist, but M~les was 
quicker. He darted a blow into the big man's mid-section, and Olsen, 
more in a scramble to dodge the fist than thrown by its force, stumbled 
packwards, shattering the fragile corral poles like kindling. Myles 
was poised to meet him when he got up, but rather than facing his opponent, 
Olsen rushed to his horse and mounted. Alarmed, Myles also mounted, but 
Olsen did not ride towards him. 
nyou think you can keep me out of that shed? 11 he shouted. 11Well, 
you got another think a-coming in Loosening his lariat, he galloped past 
the shed, tossing the loop on one ragged corner of the roof. When the 
rope drew taut, boards snapped and a piece of the roof sprung after him, 
leaving a great hole in the building. His horse, eyes rolling white, 
reeled on a tangle of coiled hocks and haunches to escape the flying 
boards; reared and plunged to the sudden explosion of a .30-.30, and 
finally yielded to sawing jerks on the reins by his rider, who sat, when 
the horse was quieted, shaken and touched withe'IIlb.ar.rassment, staring 
at the rifle in Jim's hands with the smoking muzzle cocked skyward. 
They were ali silent, and the echoes of the shot rocked back from the 
hills. 
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Only after the moment had passed, with the .slight ache of the rifle's 
'recoil in his thigh, did Jim discover the weapon in his hands arrd realize 
that he had shouted; nstop~ Stopl Why must you tear up his things?" 
Albert, beside Jim, had been unsure of the boy's intentions and 
had raised a hand to stop him. The hand remained up as if in protest, 
or perhaps in benediction. 
In a moment all eyes became self-conscious and no one could look 
at anyone else. Jim slid the rifle back into the scabbard. 
The trio who had gone to search along the river were now returning, 
and they galloped their horses the last three hundred yards. JtWhat hap-
pened?" they shouted together~ 
11Nothing, 11 said Jim. 
They looked at the hole in the roof, at Olsen coiling up his rope, 
at the rifle in the scabbard. Frowns crossed all three faces. Bennett 
gulped air to speak, but. blew out his breath in silence. 11 I see, 11 they 
said, .one after another. 
They said they hadn1 t found anything by the river, and Albert ex-
plained ~at he and Jim thought might have happened to Rudolph. Then 
the gr.oup started back towards V Bar Table.. They hadn1 t gone far when 
. r ' 
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. Olsen kicked his horse in the· flanks and galloped ahead. Jerry followed 
him, and the group watched them. until they were small figures mounting 
the wall of the table. 
No one talked much, but Jim hadn1 t gotten over the incident at 
Ru~olph' s pli:J.Ce and felt a need to speak. "Old Olsen sure had to try 
to get into Rudolphts stuff right away, didn't he,u he said uneasily. 
Myles laughed. lli told you he was a silly bastard/' he said. ni 
don 1 t give a tinker 1 s damn about old Rudolph's stuff, but I thought I'd 
give Olsen a bad time. If he don 1 t get the stuff today, he'll be down 
to s:tieal it tonight or tomorrow •11 He ~hook his head and laughed some 
· more. 
Jim shot a quick glance at Myles, and Myles saw the glance and 
added, 11 Pete 1ll always be picking up the crumbs,~' then, half under his 
breath, 11if I don1 t pull the rug out from under the bastard completely 
one of these times." 
When they reached the foot of the table, they split up. Schmauder 
had to. go back across the river, and Myles said he wasn1 t going back 
to Olsen's, so he would take a different trail up the hill. It was a 
shorter way to his place. 
·
11 Give Olsen my love," he said as he left. 
Tin~all and Bennett went with himJ and that left the three Reisses 
riding on to Olsen's by themselves. Olsen and his boy were there when 
they arrived, and Judy and Clara had helped Mrs. Olsen prepare a meal 
for the whole searching party. 
Albert had Bub, Who enjoyed the mission immenselyJ tell Judy that 
Everett wasn't coming. 
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II They had a big fight, 11 Bub whispered to her. She slipped out and 
drove away in the pickup after a quick goodbye to Mrs. Olsen. 
The Heisses.stayed for dinner. Mrs. Olsen had cooked an enormous 
pot of beef stew (Jim was obsessed with the idea that it must be Myles's 
beef). "Why didn't they all come back for dinner? 11 she pleaded.. "What 
am I ever going to do with all this beef stew? 11 Her bulk jiggled all 
over the room as she flew about,. filling plates to more than capacity. 
HHellll' muttered Pete. 111 1 11 be eating stew for a week." 
11 0h, 11 moaned his wifeJ llall this good stewl 1t A rush to the kitchen; 
a rush back again; round the table--then a sudden explosion as the stew 
pot landed upside down on the floor. 11 0h1 OhP1 
'
11Hurrayl 11 shouted Pete. ttNo more damn stew. Call the dog.'' 
It was not until after the Reisses :arrived home that Clara had a 
chance to talk to Albert and Jim in private. 11Burns, the lawyer, calledJn 
she told them. ttAnd I had to take the phone there with Judy and old 
lady Olsen trying to hear every word they could. But everyone else on 
the line probably rubbered anyway, so it don't make no difference. Well, 
here's what he said. I don't quite understand it all, but, you know 
Rudolph got those units of grazing land through some kind of a deal with 
the old man Olsen? Well, Burns said that he checked with the Commission, 
and it's been on their papers for years--he didn't say how long, and I 
have a suspicion it wasn't in the original agreement--that Everett 
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Myles would get all the units when Rudolph passed on, because they were 
supposed to have gone to him in the first place since he, or his dad, had 
been running the most cattle down there to begin With. Now, can you 
beat that?« 
Albert s<;iid,t'Is that right? 'Why that dirty sonofabitcht No wonder 
he could smile." 
nsmile?11 asked Clara. 11Smile at what? 11 
ttWty that dirty, rotten--politician, that's what he is. n He :turned 
to Jim. ttYou see how it is, boy? To get along in this world you got to 
be just a little bit crookeder than the next fellow. You never get no-
where trying to get along doing things fair. Grab it all, and grab it 
before the next fellow gets it. Take Olsen now. If Rudolph's relatives 
back East come out trying ~o get their rightful share of the old man's 
cows, they'll be lucky to get half -what 1 s com.irlg to theml 11 He sat at 
the writing desk and tapped his fingers on the wood~ 111 got me a nption 
to go down there as soon as this snow- clears off and tear down those 
shacks of Rudolph~'s and haul the lumber up here. Let some sonofabitch 
try and stop me. u 
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XXI 
Jim left his dad sitting at the desk with Clara standing nearby 
looking upset and put on his coat and went out towards the barri.. The 
sun hanging over the western horizon was getting red, and he could look 
straight at it for a moment before it hurt his eyes. A dry, chaffing 
wind was blowing. Jim hooked his elbows over the corral and crossed 
his wrists ~d rested his chin upon them~ He watched a turkey hen 
picking up oats near the. barn and. making soft, satisfied noises as it 
ate. 
He wanted to brood upon the shad ow• of his future, whi9h had taken 
more certain form now. Rudolph was dead; so was the dream of an out-
doorsman1s life. And Jim·was pained, not so much by the fact that the 
dream was no more_, but rather because it had slipped away so quietJ...y 
with so little hurt. It seemed to him npw that. things could not possi-
bly have turned out other than they had; he had always been going to go 
to college. He had a sense of how life, into which we are so deeply 
thrust before we know what we are or how we got the~e, tricks us by mak-
ing us play out earnestly what is going to happen anyway. 
Yet thoughts of Rudolph came back with tears. Not tears of any 
one thing; regret, happiness, sentiment. Old men must die, and Rudolph 
had died as he had lived, and little more could be asked there. The 
tears added up vital bits of real things that had been: Rudolph hunched 
over his traps, his hand on Jim's calf, his offering the coffee. That 
darned coffeet Then he was laughing with the tears, and was sobered again 
by conscience. If only he had taken the responsibility of going to Rudolph 
that Sunday. He twisted his hands, kicked at the corral pole, tried to 
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think that he suffered now because he hadn•t pitied Rudolph--that it~ 
would have been out of pity for Rudolph that he would have gone~but 
squirmed with a seeping reality that the actual stake. had been something 
wholly his own. His search f~r manliness with Chuck Bennett, his plan 
to cheat on the exams, his silly rebellion that looked for nothing be-
- yond itself-all had hung upon the decision of that morning, and he had 
gone back to bed. 
When he could stand the disgust no longer, he began to be-angry 
wit!) his parents and with Myles 'and Olsen. Myles: You don't worry 
about the law, son ••• I don't care about old Rudolph's stuff. Olsen, 
Who might at that very m~ment be down stealing Rudolph's traps and. 
furs. His dad, who said they were right ••• you· just had to get ahead 
of them. He wanteq to pity them, but was immediately aware of how far 
beyond the need of his pity they were •. 
Suddenly he was flooded with a feeling of omniscience and a warm 
desire to tell them all something •. To ~ell them •• ·.only of his warm 
desire. But the .feeling brought a touch of embarrassment, like love, 
the unspoken of in his family.. Anywf?-y there was no way ?f telling them. 
He remembered what Olsen had said about Judy1 s baby--and -what Judy had 
said about Olsen's child. How Olsen had been indignant when it was 
suggested that he butchered Myles's cl:ilves· ••• the calfskin in th~ pasture. 
They didn't care about truth-or about lies. He was overcome be a sense 
of aloneness, which he tried not to recognize--then suddenly embraced. 
For within himself was an area where he could quietly be his own; be a 
man by not letting what· they sa_id change him. 
Then h~ se~zed a new thought. 1 1 11 be away from here next year! 
He remembered the ending of Look Homward Angel, and for a moment he 
was Eugene Gant. But the ranges to which he turned his eyes did not 
soar. Rather they seemed heavy under their blanket of snow, tinted 
by red sunlight, and the vision folded like the warm desire that wanted 
to tell of itself. . You do not escape. 
What he could see ahead finally was the places where he would be, 
the things he would do, the people he would be with; and over all a 
feeling that the wind which blows from nowhere to nowhere without pur-
pose in its pa13sing still provides a time ~o stand and live. In that 
time, if he clearly realizes the need, one does the best he can. 
The feeling had a numbing beauty about it, and Jim was siezed with 
eagerness to learn and to know. He did not want to leave the familiar 
world here, but he hungered for facts and for wisdom. And--it was of . 
no ~ittle importance--college was four more years, planned, respectable, 
with a goal, before he would have to become involved in the relentless 
communities that make up the adult world, where dreams and ideals 
fare badly. 
The sun was melting into an incandescent line of west, and the 
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the turkey that had been eating oats by the barn had flown upon the corral 
to roost beside a brown Leghorn chicken with a frozen comb. Jim saw his 
dad coming from the house to do the evening chores. He wa~ted and helped 
him, and then they went in for supper. 
In the evening Jim studied long after Bub and Sally Jo had gone 
to bed. When Clara and Albert retired, he was left with the rare pleasure 
of being the lc:-st one up, and he looked about the homely room with 
satisfaction. He put away his school books, sat in the overstuffed chair, 
cocked his feet upon the coffee table, selected ~ hunting magazine and 
began to read :a story about trapping. 
He did not finish the story~ but put the magazine down and went 
to bed. 
THE END 
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